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LARGE S.A.E.. 30p STAMPED FOR CUNT LIST.
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THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

OMP100 Mk 11 BiPolar Output power 110 watts
P.N.S into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 15Hz -
30KHz -3dB. T.H D 0_01%. S.N.R. -118dB, Sens. for
Max. output 500mV at 10K. Size 355 X 115 x 65mm.
PRICE £33.99 -4- £3.00 P&P.

NEW SERIES II MOS-FET MODULES

OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts R M S
into 4 ohms. Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB. Damping Factor, >300, Slew Rate 45V uS
T.H.D. Typical 0.002%. Input Sensitivity 500mV. S.N R
-125dB. Size 300 ,f 123 x 60mm
PRICE £39.99 * £3.00 P&P.

OMP"MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts R M S
of° 4 onms. Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB. Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 50V uS.
T.H D. Typical 0 001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV.S N
-130dB Size 300 x 155 x 100mm
PRICE £62.99 + £3.50 P8P.

41111611munimommtv

NOTE- MOS-FET MODLAES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS STANDARD INPUT SENS 500roV BAND WIDTH 100KM,
FFC 1,F,OFFSSONAL F DtliPRIPsT COMPATABLE, INPUT SENS 775nV BAND WIDTH SOKHr ORDER STANDARD OR RFC

OMPMF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R.M.S
into 4 ohms. Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB. Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 60V uS
T.H.D. Typical 0.0008%. Input Sensitivity 500mV.
S N.R -130dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm
PRICE £79.99 + £4.50 P&P.

Vu METER Compatible with our four smolders detailed above. A very accurate visual
dspay employing 11 L E D diodes 17 green 4 red) plus an additional on on indicator
SophiSticatedlOgiC control circuits for very fast rise and decay times Tough moulded plastic
case with tinted acrylic front. Size 84 A 27  45mm
PRICE £8.50 - 50p P&P.

LOUDSPEAKERS

MP VARISPEED TURNTABLE CHASSIS

* MAtiuh. ARM or Fa. :*:956 * '6.ECTRO' -
-POL 33.5 45 * 11Yi P"'D. ZICTO. * NIGh
DRIVEN CC MOTOR * TROIS- SOIFMS * f7DEC:-- *
NEON STROBE * C.4.802r., irk *Or * REV,:
SHELL CAR1RCGE ROWS * :,,EZEiler POWER 2L 21Ci 
505CP1z * 390305mei * 5L$10. orii WANTING CUT -0U -
TEMPLATE

PRICE £59.99 - £3.50 P&P.

STANTON AL500 GOLDRING G850
PRICE £1699  50o P&P PRICE £699 - 50o P&P

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE. INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS. SPEAKER
GRILLES. CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER. HIGH FRE-
QUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE S.A.E. (30p
STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

McKENZIE:- INSTRUMENTS. P A . DISCO, ETC.
ALL McKENZIE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDENCE
a- too WATT C8100GPM GEN PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR. EXCELLENT MID , DISCO
RES. FREO. 80Hz FREO, RESP. TO 14KHz. SENS. 9948 PRICE C28.59+ C2.00 P&P.
10- 100 WATT C10100GP GUITAR VOICE. ORGAN, KEYBOARD. DISCO. EXCELLENT MID
RES, FREQ. 70Hz FREO. RESP, TO 6KHz. SENS. 100dB PRICE £34.70 , £2.50 PAP.
10" 200 WATT C10200GP GUITAR, KEYBOARD. DISCO. EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID
RES, FREO , 45Hz FREQ. RESP, TO 7KHz SENS, 103013 PRICE C47.48- £2.50 P&P
12' 100 WATT C12100GP HIGH POWER GEN. PURPOSE LEAD GUITAR, DISCO
RES. FREQ. 45Hz FRE°, RESP. TO 7KHz SENS, 98dB PRICE £36.66 - £3.50 P&P
17 100 WATT C12100TC TWIN CONE) HIGH POWER WIDE RESPONSE, P A VOICE, DISCO
RES. FREQ. 45Hz FR EQ. RESP. TO 14KHz SENS. 100dB PRICE t37.63 . C3.50 P&P.
12' 200 WATT C12200B HIGH POWER BASS, KEYBOARDS. DISCO, P A
RES. FREO. 40Hz FREQ. RE SP TO 7KHz SENS, 10003 PRICE 064.17 + £3.50 P&P.
17 300 WATT C12300GP HIGH POWER BASS LEAD GUITAR KEYBOARDS. DISCO ETC
RES. FREQ. 45Hz FRIO, RESP. TO 5KHz. SENS, 100013 PRICE £85.79 ,- £3.50 P&P.
15" 100 WATT C151006S BASS GUITAR. LOW FREQUENCY P A DISCO
RES. FREQ. 40blz FREO RESP, TO 5KH2. SENS. 98dB PRICE £53.70 - £4.00 P&P
15" 200 WATT C152009S VERY HIGH POWER BASS
RES, FRED, 40Hz FRED, RESP. TO 4KHZ. SENS. 99dB . PRICE [73.26 - f4.00 P&P.
15' 250 WATT C152508S VERY HIGH POWER BASS
RES, FREO, 40Hz FREQ RESP, TO4KHz SENS.99dB PRICE £80.53 -f 4 50 P&P
15' 400 WATT C15400135 VERY HIGH POWER. LOW FREQUENCY BASS
RES. FREQ, 40Hz FREO. RESP, TO 4KHz. SENS, 102dB PRICE 044.12  £4.50 P&P
Ifr 400 WATT C184048S EXTREMELY HIGH POWER, LOW FREQUENCY BASS
RFS, FRED, 271-I r FRED. RESP, TO 3KHz. SENS. 99dB PRICE t167.85  [5.00 P&P
EARBENDERS:- HI -Fl. STUDIO. IN -CAR. ETC.
ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS EXCEPT EB8-50 AND E810-50 DUAL 4 AND 8 OHM
BASS, SINGLE CONE. HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SURROUND
8' 50 WATT EB8-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4 8 OHM BASS HI -Fl. IN -CAR
RES. FREQ. 40H2 FRED, RESP. TO 7KHz SENS. 97dB PRICE 08.90 - £2.00 P&P
1I1 50 WATT E1310-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4 8 OHM BASS. IN -CAR
RES, FREQ. 40HZ FREO, RESP. TO 5KHz SENS 99dB PRICE C12.00 + C2.50 P&P
17 100 WATT EB10-100 BASS, HI -Fl. STUDIO
RFS. FREO. 35Hr FRED. RESP. TO 3KHz SENS. 96d0 PRICE [27.50  03.50 P&P
17 60 WATT EB12-60 BASS, HI -Fl. STUDIO.
RES. FREQ. 28Hr FRED. RESP, TO 3KHz SENS. 92dB PRICE £21.00  £3.00 P&P
12" 100 WATT EB12-100 BASS. STUDIO. EXCELLENT DISCO
RES FRED. 26Hr FREO. RESP, TO 3KHz SENS. 9303 PRICE £32.00 - f3.50 P&P
FULL RANGE TWIN CONE. HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND
51/4" 60 WATT EB5-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FR EO 63Hz FREQ. RESP. TO 20KHz SENS, 92dB PRICE £9.99 £1.50 P&P
61r," 60 WATT EB6-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RFS. FREQ. 38Hr FRED. RESP, TO 20KHz SENS. 940I3 PRICE £10.99 £1.50 P&P
r 60 WATT E138.60TC (TWIN CONE) Hh FI. MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES, FREO 40Hz FR Ea RESP, TO 18KHz SENS 89013 PRICE 02.99 - t1.50 P&P
17 60 WATT EBIO-6OTC (TWIN CONE) HI -F1, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES. FREQ. 35Hz FRED. RESP. TO 12KHz SENS 8603 PRICE £16.49 - C2.00 P&P.

TRANSMITTER HOBBY KITS

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS.
HIGH POWER. TWO CHAV.- -  RACK

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
THREE MODELS - MXF200 100w + 100v.

MXF400 (200w + 200w) MXF600 (300w + 300w)
All power ratings R M S .nlo 4 ohms

FEATURES: * Independent power suipoles*nt* rec 73,043a "er -tears pta-,
noergec commis * illuminated 01 Of stinicA  XL71 ....xeCMS  StirClr: rp,e3  joy me ma
omit proof * Latest Mos-Fets for stress free powr eieier rt ertah an or  -er um yr r7e

diskinion  kurninium cases * MXF600 Fan Come er- 2: scsoesar re a -yeescr

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS PUBS MEWS ,SC73.5
SIZES.- MXF 200 W19 -

MXF 400 W19 -
MXF 600 W19  15 . i3u. -

MXF200 1171.36
PRICES MXF400 engirt

MXF600 r322_00
SECURICOR -

OMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS

THE VERY BEST IPT OUAL/TY ANC

MADE ESRECIA
TODAY S NEEL'
PACTNESS WITH -
SOUNO LEVELS
HARDWEARING BLACK reseaDE
WITH PROTECTIVE CONNERS
GRILLE AND CAPRviNG HAACti
INCORPORATES 17 MINER >
HIGH FREO HORN FOR
FRED RANGE 45Hz-2001e 110". -
MODELS 8 OHM SIZE 14,a-  ors

nlz

CHOICE OF TWO MODELS

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RIPS FOR EACH um*/

OMP 12.100 (100W 100dB) PRICE £159.99 PER PAIR
OMP 12-200 (200W 102dB) PRICE £209.99 PER PAP

SECURICOR DEL..- El 2 00 PER PAIR
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PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS - MOTOROLA
ne Veto te,Dijleq Tie cynam,c ,aSS MO VOCE C04) al a P 0 WWI soca -

.espOose with a lOwer dsloihOn level than ordinary dynarniC %goers AS aCioNew bail meals awe..,

.'.e added to existing speaker systems of 0010100 watts More rf 2 pLA r sentel MBE FIRANNIMILEAF..E"E
SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER_

TYPE -A' (KSM2036A) 3' round eat miellaceire eve
mesh. ideal for boar -she* and medals NM 14-4
speakers Price £4.90 each  50o PIP
TYPE '13' tocS4410050 3 - wow, nor, For asnarm
purpose speakers asat and P A sysionli elic PrIcie
£5.00 each 50p PAP
TYPE 'C' (KSNOWNA) 5 maw ospersor. norn Fa
Quality syslerns and quality dame et Meanie
each + 50p PAP
TYPE It OCSItt025A) 7.6 woe 6apeilmon horn
Upper IrecpArcy response retained extending darn to
nvd range (ZKHz) &Antis lot high quality Hi-fi systems
and quaMy discos Price E9.9e sects + 501) P&P

EIN10311633.- horn tweeter with attractive
aver finish trim Suable for Hi-fi monitor systems etc
Price £.5.99 each + 50p P&P
LEVEL CONTROL Combines on a recessed mouni-c
Plate level control and cabinet input lack
85  B5rnm Price £3.99 + 50p P&P

STEREO DISCO MIXER

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH QUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

3W FM TRANSMITTER 93.108MHz, VARICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL PER.

,ORMANCE RAKE UP TO 3 MILES. SIZE 36 a 123mm, SUPPLY 124 n 0 SALAR

PRICE £14.6 + CUE P&P
FM MICRO TRANSMITTER (BUG' .00-1C6alz VARICAP TUNED COMPLETE WITH
VERY SENS FE' MIC RANGE 100-30Orn SIZE 56 a 46ers SUPPLY W MIT PRICE

131.12+ L1.00 P&P

3 watt FM
Transmitter

1 POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER Ct DO MINIMUM OFFICIAL= -V
SCHOOLS. COLLEGES GOVT BODIES ETC PRICES INCLUSIVE OF a A 7 SALES ',..OUN'ER

VISA ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST NONE OR FAX

STEREO DISCO MIXER a 7' 2 5 band L 8 R
graphic equalisers Ina twirl 10 segment L E D
Vu Meters Many outstanding features 5 Inputs
with individual faders Labviding a useful com-
bination of the following -
3 Turntables (Meg) 3 Mics. 4 Line including CD
plus Mic with talk over switch Headphone Moni-
tor Pan Pot L & R Master Output controls
Output 775mV Size 360.280 /90mm Supply
220-240v

Price £134.99 - £4.00 P&P
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£150 + £125=£1000?
Add our £125 sub -bass unit to your £150 -per -pair
"Best Buys" and your system will sound as if it
has LARGE (and expensive!) speakers.
Although very compact, this ingenious Push -Pull
design will fill-in that missing "Bottom Octave" and
can be sited almost anywhere in the room -without
affecting the stereo image. It can be connected
directly into systems with medium sized speakers
(87-90 dB sensitivity). No extra amplifier needed.

The Wilmslow Audio
CPP sub -bass speaker
kit contains two 10" drive
units, flatpack cabinet
kit (inc. stand)
machined from smooth
MDF for easy assembly,
crossovers, grille
fabric, reflex port etc.
Dimns. (inc. stand):

571 x366x336mm
Amp. suitability:

20-120 watts
Impedance: 8 ohms

PRICE £125 inc. VAT
plus carr/ins £13

telephone credit card orders =
Other subwoofers available to match
LS3/5A, QUAD E.S., SL600, etc. etc.

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.
35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire

SK9 1AS Tel: 0625 529599
Call and see us for a great deal on HiFi

(Closed all day Mondays)
DIY Speaker catalogue £1.60 post free (export $6)
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PC -B
The original budget priced
PCB design aid for PC

compatibles Features ultra
friendly icon/mouse user
interface. Can you afford
NOT to join the CAD
revolution?

C

ORDERING
PC -B £69 ex VAT
PC -B PRO £229 ex VAT
PC -B PRO/AR £399 ex. VAT
DEMO DISK FREE

Please state EGA/VGA or
PC1512 when ordering. We
accept ACCESS.

1111

PC -B PRO
A PCB layout editor with all the
power and versatility you could
possibly want, but which you can
learn to use within an hour
Features include: icon/mouse
operation giving exceptional ease
of use: ultra fast graphics: box
copy/move/rotate/delete; pick and
copy/move,'delete; user
extendable package library, user
configurable object sizes;
connectivity highlight; etc, etc.

i-,,
PC -B AR I

An auto -routing tool to
use in conjunction with
PC -B PRO Features
maze search algorithm

O with 25 or 50 thou grid.

1

G/ flhrEfl Photo Plot drivel now available
/S/S Schematic Capture cm -inning soon. Watch this space"

14 Marriner's Drive, Bradford, BD9 4.1T
Telephone: 0274 542868

BRIAN PRICE - BOHM ORGAN STUDIOS
389 ASPLEY LANE, NOTTINGHAM NG8 5RR Telephone/Fax: 0602-296311

32 years' experience in high quality Organ and Keyboard design behind every BOHM
product Equipment for Home and Professional use

* Latest front BOHM
* Portable or Spinet
* 49 note keyboards. Touch SensitiveSensitive'

16 Bit Sampled voices
* Stereo Sounds
* 22 Sampled Rhythm Instruments
* 16 Live Rhythms. Fins, Intros, Breaks & Endings
* Tempo Readout
* User Programmable voices, Rhythms R.

Accompaniments
* Soundcard Programming
 15000 note Sequencer
 Full MIDI/IN/OUT/THRU
* 160w Stereo HI -Fl Amplifier

BOHM MUSICA FUTURA 520 Kit form Price £2230 Inc. Stool. Built Price £2563
BOHM DOUBLE KEY 520(P) Kit form Price £2069 inc. Stool. Built Price £2275

Loudspeakers extra for Double Key 2x B100 £474.00 100 watts if required.

Supplied in Kit form or Built by:
THE BOHM SPECIALISTS

Part Exchange welcome Please write or phone for full illustrated literature and price list.

8031 CONTROL MODULE

uE31 From
£49.95

+ VAT
Cross Assemblers
from £39.95
Support and I/O Cards
from £39.95

GNC ELECTRONICS
TEL: 0379 644285

Wizard Kit -Packs
THIS MONTH'S WIZARDRY - GEC STEREO CASSETTE UNIT
Record/Playback. Dolby. Speed oscm clexin)per sec. 40-12,500Hz Twin VU meters With service manua
Brand new' Price C12.00 or 2 for £20.00 p&p £3.00

CAPACITORS
10 off .0020 2000v al .. 95p 10 off to 400v at 60p

10 oft 10000 1500v at ... 80p 10 off .150 250v at 60p

10 on 330 250v al . 40p 10 off .220 200v at 35p

10 off 01f lax at 35p 10 off .010 200v at 35p

10 oli 220 100v at 35p 10 off 0220 200v al 35p

10 off i a 100v at 35p 10 off 0470 800v at 60p

WIZARD PSU KIT
t38volts at up to 10amps Contents of the kit. 1 off ready mace PCB tested. 1 off 12, dc far I of 25 amp
bridge rectifier 1 off set of data sheets The PC8 has overvoll protection and the output 'in !age ,.' 3aluslable
Ali you need is a suitable mains transformer Price £13.70 p&p £2.00

MISCELLANEOUS
1 off RS 591-118 PSU 51, IS (240v ac in) at £7.00
1 off 12 0 12v 6va transfamet (chas) at 02.40
1 off 20v 4va x 2 .uanslorrne, CPC131 at £1.80
1 off 18 0 18v Ova transformer tPCBI ai f1.70
5 off B9A valve bases at 60p
1 off selection of grornits at 50p
2 off 50ohm BNC sockets (Amphenol) at £1.40

2 off 75ohm BNC sockets al £1.30

2 off 50ohm BNC sockets b/head at .. E1.60

5 off Sin BNC sockets at C2.00
3 off mains on/off switches tea with neon at £1.70

5 off slide switches DPOT at ..... 70p

SEMICONDUCTORS
5 oN 2SDRD NPN 120v 5a 50w TO3 at £2.20
3 off 2N5302 NPN 60v 30a 200v 703 al £2.00
10 off BSX47 NPN 120v 1a 50Mhz T05 at 80p
5 off 2SC2688 NPN 300v 200ma 10w T022 at 70p
5 off 2SO1514 NPN 300v 1a TO22 at £1.10

5 off 298857 PNP 70v 4a 40w T022 at £1.20

3 off 7812 12v regulators 1022 at £1 .30

10 off 2N3904 NPN 60v 200ma at 80p
10 off 2N3906 PNP 40v 200rna at 80p

5 off 3w 2p switches with knob at £1.20
2 off 300v dclac 1.25a cutouts at 85p
2 off 65v dc 15a cutouts al .. 85p
3 off chassis 1.25in fuse holders at 35p
5 off 20mm panel fuse holders at £1.30
1 off relay 12v dc coil 4PDT 10a &socks'. at £1.70

2 off 3ohm 100 wire wound at 6Dp

10 off phono plugs at . . ... 50p
1 off IEC 6a mains filter socket at £1.75

1 off IEC 3a mains filter socket at £1.50
1 off tEC to mains filter socket at £1.25

10 off 2SC541 NPN 40v 200rna at
10 off 2SC458 NPN 30v 100-na
5 on 1 7a 200v bridge recpfters at
3 off la 50v bridge rectifiers a!
10 off 1N5418 3a 400v diodes a'.
10 off green LEDs al
10 off red LEDs at
4 off LED displays corn cathode at

60p
701)

C1.30
60p

£1.20
£1.00
C1.00

C2.00

BENCH POWER SUPPLIES
Output 5 volts at 2 amp with over volt protection +12volts and -12volts at 400rna. This is a linear PSU Merlin
cased with terminals .. Price £15.30 + £2.60 p&p.

COMPRESSORS AND WIND GENERATORS
Gast rotary airNacuum pump 20psi/291nvac. 1112111 hp 240e ac motor Good for desoldering/airbrush
work .

Just 07.00 + £3.00 p&p
Just in printed circuit permanent magnet motodgenerator with toothed belt reduction drive. Output input 2v
to 30v up to 15amps Price 014.00 + DSO p&p

IN THE WIZARDS DEN
We have trots lIrrie to time the following new and sih stock. Printers. Monitors monaloolour. Valve amps and
P9Us Lots of odds and ends.

MORE DATA
Ring the Wizard on 0225 706886 Fax 0225 708594 for more information or for a visit to the works.

PAYMENT
Access. Cheque. PO and Cash Post and packing on components Et 50 over £20.00 £1 00 Please add VAT
to iota' MERLIN SYSTEMS
Merlin Way, Bowerhill Trg Est, Melksham, Wiltshire SN12 6TJ
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interference

42
PROJECT

Polybel
Trevor Skeggs presents his

triumph of tunemaking in the
form of a polyphonic program-
mable doorbell that will impress
your visitors and infuriate your
neighbours

49
PROJECT

Bi-amping the
Micro Monitors
Last month's loudspeaker
designs receive the active
treatment at the hands of Jeff
Macaualey

57
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NEWS
NEW

MERCURY
PHONES

midst the growing despondency
from City -bound mobile tele-

phone users comes a further ray of
hope that communication channels
may ease. Lord Young. the Secretary
of Trade and Industry, has decided that
a licence should be given to a

consortium led by Mercury Communi-
cations to provide the full range of
telecommunication services (subject to
them giving acceptable proposals).

Sales of mobile telephones have
outstripped all expectations and the
forecasts are that the number of
subscribers will reach 1.2 million in the
UK by 1992. Competition is now high
amongst cellular telephone manu-
facturers and the race is on to reduce
the weight. size, cost and power
consumption.

This last aspect has led to designers
to come up with more and more
intelligent telephones to make those
batteries hold out even longer. An
example of this is that the cellular
network can instruct the mobile phone
to increase or decrease its signal
strength to provide the bare minimum
power for effective communication.
This can be as little at 0.6W. Not only
does this save energy but it also
reduces interference.

Also easing any future congestion
for the mobile telephone network will
be the Telepoint or CT2 system, a
system similar to cellphones except
that outgoing calls have to be made
within 150m of a public base station.
The major disadvantage is that no
incoming calls can be received,
although carrying a radio pager with
you would ease this problem. Four
Telepoint consortia have been chosen
(see Open Channel ETI July) and the
first of these is expected to start service
sometime this year.

MAINS
FILTERS

Arange of power -line filters
designed to protect equipment

against mains transients and other AC
and DC power problems is now
available from Highland Distribution.

The range includes plastic cased
devices for both printed -circuit and
chassis mounting. All are designed for
use with a nominal mains voltage of
250V AC and DC, and current ratings
from 0.6A to 30A are available.

For further information please
contact Highland Electronics. Tel:

(04446) 45021.

CHANNELS TO BE SCRAMBLED

Mow Sky Television has success-
fully completed and tested its

videocrypt system. a system that
scrambles a satellite TV signal before
leaving the transmitter, it has given the

4to ahead for the production of
decoders.

Videocrypt has been developed by
"Thomson Consumer Electronics and
;News Datacom to pave the way
'towards subcription TV. You pay to

unscramble the satellite TV channels.
The system will consist of a

decoder and a smart card, (a credit
card with a micro -chip in it - see
Insight). The cards will be send
periodically to subscribers and
programmes will only be seen if the

card is slotted into the decoder The
subscriber is then charged regularly for
each service requiring subscription
The decoders could be built into the
satellite down -converters or even into
new TVs in the future.

A French smart card manufacturer
Gemplus hopes to make 1 million
cards a month and Livingstone in
Scotland has been chosen as the
manufacturing base owing to Its pool
of computing skills, operational cost
efficiencies and established electronics
infrastructure. Sky Movies is expected
to be partially scrambled towards the
end of 1989 and totally encrypted by
1st January 1990.

HACKERS HACKED

Cream Communications. a security
specialist, has launched Corn -lock,

a new device that claims to say goodbye
to computer hacking. Hacking is the term
given to the act of accessing computer
information without permission.

The box amounts to being an
interrogator, monitor and code key -
switch. It acts as a gate between the
computer's modem and the telephone
line. There are anti -hacking systems on
the market that simply rely on giving a
security code to obtain information and
a standard method used by the hacker
is the 'trial and error procedure to find the
code. This process can even be auto-
mated by a computer to save time.

This new box increases the odds
against getting the code correct to one

billion to one, and if the code is not
correct the first time the box will cut the
caller off. Any subsequent attempts will
be monitored and after 10 incorrect
codes the system blocks the corripuier for
30 minutes. After 90 attempts the system
is permanently blocked and can only be
'opened' manually. During all this. a
buzzer alarm sounds (assuming there is
somebody around to hear) to notify the
presence of a hacker. We are told that the
information seeker is kept busy by the
Corn -lock to fool their intentions.

The system also incorporates a
mains filter and a telephone operated
relay to sever the computer from the
mains. Corn -lock costs £950. For further
information call Cream Communica-
tions Ltd. Tel: (0268) 728577

NEW SHOP FOR MAPLIN
Component shoppers mourning
for the electronic decay of

London's Edgware Road and Totten-
ham Court Road can find solace in
Maplin's latest outlet in Edgware.

The shop isat 146-148 Burnt Oak
Broadway, just up the hill and round
the corner from Burnt Oak tube
station. Whereas Maplin's Hammer-
smith shop is an 'order at the counter
and wait while the man goes away'

service system, the new premises
adopt a self-service supermarket
approach, with all the catalogue
goodies on show to be perused before
purchase.

The shop can be contacted on
01-951 0969 for advice on how to get
there or what goodies are in stock
(don't ring for mail order service -
that's at Maplin's head office on (0702)
554161).

TV CALAMITY
The deregulation of broadcasting

now looks set to become the
disaster that many in the industry have
feared, despite the initial hopes that the
113As reply to the initial white paper
would be heeded.

Early signs from the Home Office
indicated that the (Ms proposals for
selling ITV franchises would be
accepted at least in part, and possibly
in full (Eli News July 1989). The IBAs
proposals would have removed
excessively high bidders from the
auction and make at least a passing
nod to the need for a quality
assessment. Even this was criticised at
the time for placing over -emphasis on
the price of the bid rather than the plans
behind it

Now Mr Douglas Hurd, the Home
Secretary, has announced that unless
circumstances are exceptional the
Independent Television Committee (in
control of the sales) will be required by
law to accept the highest bid. Pleas
from the IBA that stock exchange
takeovers should be prevented have
also been rejected.

The new white paper offers
nothing to give hope to those who
expect the quality of British 'broad-
casting in the decades following the
1993 auction to descend to, or even
below. American and Continental
standards.

Indeed the 16 existing ITV
franchises. now protesting loudly and
promising to take the fight all the way
to the House of Lords, are quick to
point out that under the proposed sale,
all 16 franchises could be owned by just
eight companies. none of which needs
to be British (bids are open to all EC
comers). Mr Richard Dunn, MD of
Thames TV. has written to the Finan-
cial Times arguing that the system
"catastrophically destabilises a

£1 Sbillion industry for at least two
years before and and two years after an
auction:.

OB SAT LINK

n BC Radids Outside Broadcast
2.11department now has a mobile
satellite link which can be used to send
high -quality stereo signals back to
London for broadcasting over any of
the BBC's networks.

The equipment allows a stereo
circuit of the highest quality to be
achieved from anywhere in the UK.
provided the up -link dish can be placed
in a position where it can 'see'

Eutelsat 1.
Signals from the satellite are

received via a 3m diameter antenna
sited on the roof of Broadcasting
House in London, where they can be
routed to any of the BBC's four radio
networks. The uplink equipment uses
a transmit power of up to 300W and a
dish antenna of 1.9m. It is planned to
use the new equipment for an assort-
ment of outside broadcasts.
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MORE STAGE
FREQUENCIES
A n extra 22 radio frequency
richannels have been made avail-
able to theatres and concert halls who
use radio microphones. This move
comes in a bid to overcome outside
interference.

The extra channels will remove the
likelihood of interference from the high
powered services, such as new private
mobile radio services. which are to be
introduced in the early 1990s on fre-
quencies now used without authority
by some theatre radio microphones.
Such services are likely to make those
radio microphones unusable.

Unauthorised theatre radio micro-
phones tend to suffer serious inter-
ference from more powerful equip-
ment used by legitimate users of these
frequencies such as mobile operators.

The new channels will be shared
with existing users but potential
interference will be avoided by giving
geographical allocations to theatrical
use.

An information sheet giving details
of the new and existing arrangements
for authorised use of such radio micro-
phones is available free of charge from:
the DTI. Room 605, Waterloo Bridge
House, Waterloo Road. London SE1
8UA. Telephone: 01-215 2140.

COMPUTALK
Vanderhoff. a British company, has
produced a rather sophisticated

telephone answering machine It is a
computer that amongst other things
can store analogue voice recordings in
digital form. This may be a message
from company headquarters for any of
the field sales team or service engineers
out there hungry for information.

The machine will digitally record
your message or query and then re-
direct it automatically to the person
concerned. It will also help out a busy
switchboard by taking and re -directing
calls (if there is no reply the computer
will record the message and pass it on
later). An interesting feature of the
Voice Server (as it is called) is that it can
convert typewritten information into
speech. One wonders how accurately
it phonetically handles the hundred of
irregularities in the English language.

It will also respond to voiced or
keyed set com mands and then take the
necessary action. This has been an
area that has caused many headaches
in speech recognition research - to
say nothing of the interpretation of
dialects, something of which this
computer must have a limited under-
standing.

It is suggested the voice processor
could be used in a wide variety of
applications. This could be within
financial institutions, advertising,
tourism and shopping services.

Further information can be
obtained from Vanderhoff Business
Systems Ltd. Tel: (0252) 628018.

BREAKUP OF NETWORK

The Government intends to
privatise the broadcasting trans-

mitter network currently run by the
BBC and IBA.

The sale of the IBA transmitter
stock is likely to go first asthe BBC has
made it clear it does not wish to be
privatised. However, this issue will be
reviewed by the Government when
the Corporation's Royal Charter ends
in 1996.

This wish restricts the BBC from

competing for any new business such
as Channel 5, the new national
television channel. The BBC will also
be allowed to retain their night hours on
two channels. This is a retraction from
a proposal made in last year's white
paper that one night-time channel
should go to commercial broadcasting.
The apparent change of mind is to give
the BBC every opportunity to develop
subscription services throughout the
night.

INFLIGHT VIEW

If you've ever flown, particularly on
a long haul journey, then you know

how much of a bore programmed flight
entertainment can be. However, a new
personal in-flight video is under trial by
British Airways.

It is called Skyview, and two major
differences exist. The first is that you
watch a flat screen colour liquid crystal
display instead of the big screen. This

lifts up from your armrest and gives you
a picture measuring 80 x 60mm.
Secondly, you have a persona I choice
of programmes from the on -board
Video -8 library. The sound comes to
you in the usual way through head-
phones and in PCM digital stereo.

The personal in-flight video is
marketed worldwide by Fieldtech
Heathrow Ltd. Tel: 01-897 6446.

LOW COST SIG GEN

A low cost FiEr signal generator
Ais now available from Alpha
Electronics. It has a range from 100kHz
to 150MHz and can be internally or
externally modulated. This oscillator
could have uses in education, manu-
facturing industry and for the hobbyist
particularly when aligning IF circuits in
radio.

The generator has six frequency
ranges and is accurate to within 3%.

Crystal oscillator facilities allow crystals
from 1-15MHz to be plugged into the
front panel. Output is controlled via a
high/low attenuator and fine level
control. Internal amplitude modula-
tion is at 1 kHz. This frequency is also
available as an audio output.

The price excluding VAT is £79.00.
For further information contact
Quiswood on (0756) 69737.

OPTO LINK
TO JAPAN
ritish Telecom. together with six

&Pother international companies.
has joined the Ministry of Posts and
Telecommunications (MPT) of the
Soviet Union on a project to study the
feasibility of constructing a trans -
Soviet fibre -optic telecommunications
link connecting Europe and Japan.

The system could also access
South -East Asia and Australia via
other cable systems. The fibre -optic
cables could carry up to 25000
simultaneous telephone conversa-
tions, something that BT has recently
demonstrated on similar systems.

The lack of an optical link between
Europe and Japan has meant that
until now telecommunications has
mainly been by satellite.

HOME
SAFETY

',rest Government statistics from
he Home Safety Unit show that

fatal electrocutions are rising by 50%
per annum. Lawnmowers and hedge -
trimmers play a major role in this steep
increase.

The survey also shows that many
people are still not taking any
preventative measures to safeguard
against electrocution.

A good protective measure when
using many electrical tools is to use a
residual current device (RCD) or earth
leakage circuit breaker. This detects
any small current flowing down to
earth and switches off the mains supply
automatically.

One such device on sale in many
DIY stores is the Power Breaker.
Rather like an enlarged mains plug, it
is wired up to the extension lead that is
often used for outdoor work.

The Power Breaker sells for
£15.95. For further information Tel
(0279) 34561.
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APRS REPORT
June saw the 22nd annual APRS
(Association of Professional Re-

cording Studios) Exhibition, held for
the fourth time at Olympia 2 in
London.

This year over 180 exhibitors
participated taking up three floors of
the venue. Not surprisingly most of
the stands were offering products
costing about the same as an entire
street in Stevenage but we did
manage to find a few gems of interest.

Audio Design had a direct to disk
system on show for the Atari ST which
offers 30 minutes of stereo recording
with full editing facilities at about
£8000. Not cheap but the prices on
this sort of technology can only come
down.

Yamaha had its C-1 on display as
well as a nice range of budget re-
cording units to complement any
home studio set-up. New additions to
this range are the GSP-100 guitar
preamp/equaliser (£129), the
MV -100 four into two mic/line mixer
(£129), the A-100 50W stereo power
amp (£179), the Q-100 two -channel
seven band graphic equaliser (£109),
the S.100 50W loudspeakers (£129)

and the FX-500 multi -effects pro-
cessor £349. In the pipe line for the
British Music Fair are several other
products in this series including the
TW-1000 power supply which will
power up to five of these units from
one plug. Price should be £79.

Roland sported a couple of new
digital audio products plus a new
keyboard.

The R-880 Reverb features some
of the most comprehensive reverb-
simulations going. combined with
some very flexible control options
Just as well since for £2100 you could
buy a very nice cave and make your
own. In the same series is the E-660
parametric which also features a high
degree of control over the sound.
Price £1288 (a small cave).

On the keyboard front comes the
U-20 which utilises some of the same
technology found in the rack -mount
U-110 but features quieter processing.
It has 128 on -board sounds, 64
patches which include four drumsets.
The sounds on board include D-50
type samples as well as classic patches
from other Roland synths, plus it'll
take u -no ROM cards or cards de-

signed specifically for the U-20 itself.
No fixed price has been set as yet but
it should be around the £1000 mark.

AKG the microphone manu-
facturer was showing several new
products such as the Snakeless digital
distribution system - a triaxial cable
capable of carrying 32 audio channels
including eight foldback, designed for
use in more complex studios

At the other end of the economic
spectrum is the C525S (catchy name!)
which is a vocal condenser micro-
phone powered by a single 1.5V AA
battery which should only need
replacing twice a year. Sounds like just
the thing for home or even disco use.

Citronic. probably best known for
its disco equipment, launches a range
of signal processors, namely the
SPX3-51 dual expander, compressor
and limiter. the SPX5-41 dual 4 -way
state variable crossover, the SPX7-21
dual 15 -band graphic equaliser and
the SPX7-27 31 -band equaliser with
parametric notch filter. All products
come in 1U 19in rack format and are
supplied with a 'tagged' security
system.

Cue Systems was demonstrating

the Cuedos automated mixing sys-
tem Cuedos software was there for
use with the Yamaha DMP-7 and
DMP-11 digital mixing desks plus the
Cuedos controller which gives you
motorised faders and a trackerball.

Harman UK (Fostex's UK distri-
butor amongst others) proudly dis-
played its D-20 DAT format digital
master recorder billed as the first fully
professional four head R-DAT
machine capable of transparent re-
cording/playback of SMPTE time -
codes within the subcode area.

Sound Technology had some nice
pieces of hardware including the
Alesis 1622 audio mixer featuring
*monolithic' technology.

Sycds stand had a few lodgers on-
board, most notably Ensoniq who was
creating quite a stir with its VFX
keyboard. An all -in -one synth featur-
ing sampled sounds is nothing new
but this one features full programm-
ability which puts it above most 'work-
station' products. The sounds are
excellent and the product is great
value for money at around the £1200
mark

Kevin Crosby

PLAYBACK
In July's Playback I introduced the

concepts of bit -compression. noise -
shaping and Pulse Density Modulation
as utilised by Philips in their new 1 -bit
D/A conversion system. Dubbed Bit -
Stream Conversion by Philips, this new
method was in fact pre-empted by a
parallel technology developed by NTT
and Technics in Japan.

Technics' system is very similar to
Bit -Stream but is known as MASH
(Multi -Stage Noise Shaping), where-
upon the final D/A reconstruction is
effected using a PWM or Pulse Width
Modulation DAC.

Odd as it may seem Technics
actually introduced this new high-
speed CMOS chipset (MN6471./
MN6623B) around the beginning of
this year. yet failed to tell anyone about
it! Instead they retained the 4DAC
18 -bit logo on their cheapest CD player
and simply equipped it with the
MASH /PWM convertor.

Even now, having introduced a
totally new range of CD players,
Technics have persisted in their use of
4DAC/18-bit and 4DAC/20-bit
slogans despite the fact that all the
players (bar the top SL -P999) utilise

MASH /PWM convertors! Apart from
contravening the Trades Description
Act there appear to be at least two
reasons why Technics is shunning
publicity. The first seems to relate to
problems concerning the patenting of
this process, which has not yet been
fully ratified.

A Bit Of A Problem
However there is another reason In
marketing terms the use of high bit
logos such as 18 or 20 -bit possesses
substantial clout just as Philips' 1 -bit
banner is also likely to attract attention.
Now here lies the rub, for despite the
implication of Technics' development
data, the MASH /PWM system cannot
strictly be defined as either 16 -bit or
1 -bit in fact it is closer to 3.5 -bits which.
in the world of marketing, is about as
useful as a chocolate fire -grate.

Technics' MASH chip employs two
FIR interpolation filters together with
a quantiser and two stages of noise -
shaping. However, unlike Philips'
SAA7320 chip the MN6625 pro-
cessor only truncates the 16 -bit digital
words down to 3.5 -bits. Less over -

sampling is utilised ( x 32 instead of
x 256) together with a more sophis-
ticated noise -shaper that combines
both first and second -order digital low-
pass feedback to yield a 3rd -differential
(18dBioct) characteristic.

In the same way as Philips' 2nd 
order noise shaper, this time an
averaging process is used to weight the
quantisation noise (a by-product of
truncation) towards the far end of the
ultrasonic stop -band. By 'shaping' or
redistributing the noise floor in this
fashion the 16 -bit s/n ratio of the
original digital code is retained across
the audio band.

So why only truncate down to
3.5bits? Well, the DAC incorporated in
this LSI utilises the PWM principle and
is required to generate a maximum of
11 different pulse widths (prior to
integration) to describe the original
analogue waveform. Hence the 3.5bit
data stream which is equivalent to 11
different permutations of is and Os, (0
to 1010).

There are a total of 11 positive
pulse -widths plus one wait cycle (12
possible time periods) per clock cycle.
Two clock cycles are required per pulse

or :kait period (one positive -going
edge and one negative -going edge) so
the maximum clock frequency is

defined by 2 (44.1kHz x 32 x 12)
33.8688MHz - three times faster than
the 11.2896MHz clock used in Philips'
PDM convertor.

Therefore in response to a logic
zero the current source is held open for
the shortest pulse period (2 clock cycles
= 59.05ns) while in response to a
maximum 1010 (binary 11) it holds
open for 649.6ns (91.67% of total
resampled time period). In which case
the potential high frequency resolution
of the PWM DAC should be superior to
that of the PDM DAC, if only because
there are more pulses per unit time to
describe the analogue waveform.

On the debit side though, Technics'
MASH noise -shaper operates over a
more restricted 44.1kHz x 32 =
1.4112MHz band, producing a peak of
quantisation noise at lower frequen-
cies. Next month I'll discuss the
measured and sonic differences of
these parallel technologies and stick
my neck out as to which sounds best!

Paul Miller
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OPEN CHANNEL
hock, horror! London shrinks!
Residents of the second city -

Birmingham - will have some cause
to celebrate shortly - at 00:Olam on
6th May next year to be precise. At that
time they become the country's first city
(at least as far as telecommunications
are concerned). As of that date the
existing telephone code for the
London area (you know, 01) becomes
defunct and will be replaced by two
separate codes. The new codes will be:

071 - for inner London.
081 - for outer London.
This change is being brought about

because of the demand for telephone
services in the capital. The 7 -figure
number arrangement used in the pub-
lic switched telephone network such as
01-1234567 (a fictitious number used
only for illustration purposes - not,
incidentally, belonging to the editor -
so don't ring it!), only allows for an
absolute maximum of 10,000,000
different numbers allotted to any
specific area code. Demand for tele-
phones in London is now such that
more than ten million people want a
telephone.

So the changeover is required to
allow a maximum of ten million lines in
inner London and ten million more in
outer London - doubling the previous
limit. Only the code will change - indi-
vidual numbers within inner or outer
London will stay the same.

What this means to Birmingham is
that Birmingham's area code. 021,
now becomesthe first area code in the
list, while London's two codes are
relegated considerably further down.

Calling For More
Long ago, a licenced monopoly existed
in the operation of the PSTN. British
Telecom was the sole operator of the
national system. (An exception to this
was, and still is. the local telephone
system operator in Hull: apologies to

it.) To clear up this unfair monopoly,
Mercury was then licensed to compete
with BT in the hope that benefits would
arise for the customer. Initially this did
happen, as Mercury was allowed con-
nection to BT exchanges and some
customers did benefit. Benefits have
always been limited, however, to those
who knew how to get them and
whether BT allowed Mercury the
required exchange access. Yours truly.
in fact, connected to the Mercury
network some two years or more ago
(see the July 1987 issue of Electronics
Today International for details). Since
then, I've saved an estimated £150 or
so in telephone charges.

However. the benefits of Mercury
have not been extended to all tele-
phone users yet, as BT is only slowly
allowing Mercury the required access
to BT exchanges. Nationwide Mercury
coverage is still not available. For
interested readers, the Mercury net-
work available to private users and
businesses is known as Mercury 2300
and although it's not yet nationwide, it
may be to your advantage to call
Mercury's customer assistance number
(0800 424 194 -a freephone num-
ber giving you the pleasure of knowing
that BT is paying for the call) to see if
your exchange is covered in the net-
work. If it is, all you need to do is buy a
new telephone with a Mercury access
button on it. from either Mercury itself
or a number of high street stores, pay
the necessary connection charges and
you're away.

Getting back to the gist of my
argument though, even this duopoly
of telephone network operators (apo-
logies to Hull, again) is struggling to
give an acceptable service in terms of
price and quality. So much so in fact
that it may be advisable for the powers
that be to think again and perhaps
authorize more network operators. In
November next year, the current situa-
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tion is to be reviewed in the light of
recent knowledge about competition,
or lack of it, in the telephone network.
Let's hope that more operators are
licensed. hence increasing competi-
tion and quality while lowering costs,
ultimately ensuring the customer in
general finally benefits

It's a Fair Cop, Gus
Not far from where I live. in Notting-
ham to be precise, an experiment is
scheduled for 14th August to electro-
nically tag criminal offenders. This is
the first of three pilot schemes in the
country to study the effectiveness of
offender tagging. The other two.take
place in Tyneside in September and the
Tower Bridge area in November. All
three schemes are to run for six
months.

The schemes use simple passive
tags strapped around the offender's
ankle. The fact that the tags are passive
means that they cannot be used to
monitor offenders' movements. In-

stead, a transmitter/receiver arrange-
ment merely checks the tag, and hence
the offender, is within operating
distance. If not, say if the offender has
gone to the shops for a packet of
ciggies, the transmitter/receiver warns
a central computer via telephone. In
this respect, the systems are limited to
offenders who are not likely to go walk-
about - the passive tag does not allow
an AWOL offender to be located once
he or she has left the vicinity of the
transmitter/receiver. So, the systems
allow use with offenders who are
effectively under house arrest.

Required legislation regarding
electronic tagging has not yet been
passed by Parliament. Further, it will be
at least another year before it is (if it is)
because the Bill to have introduced it
last year was dropped due to lack of
time in the last session of Parliament.
Nevertheless, the pilot schemes will go
ahead as planned.

Keith Brindley
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BLUEPRINT
'near Blueprint,
1, I would like a circuit for a simple
countdown timer able to be set for any
time up to 99 minutes. after which it
should sound a buzzer. Perfect accu-
racy is not necessary but it should be
reliable to one minute if possible.
would like the counter to be set using
the "0-99 event counter" circuit of
which I enclose a copy.
Arthur Adams. Luton, Beds.

The circuit which you enclose.
from another electronics magazine (tut
tut). is not easily adaptable for this
purpose in part because it is only an up
counter rather than an up/down coun-
ter as required for this purpose. One
could, of course, start from this design
and add the necessary components
but the end result would be little like the
original and clumsy to boot. In addi-
tion, aspects of the basic circuit are
inelegant or plain bad practice.

For example. Fig. 1. shows the
manual clocking circuit from this

100u 10k

Fig. 1

This column is a service to readers to provide
electronic designs. Send your requirements, with as
much detail as possible, to ETI Blueprint, Argus
House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST.
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design. When the switch is closed. the
10µ capacitor is instantly charged via
the switch. A small signal switch would
only survive a limited number of clock
pulses like this before its contacts
burned too much to function. In addi-
tion, the sudden connection of an extra
10ia across a power supply decoupled
by 100µ will instantaneously lower it by
10%, which could occasionally cause
spurious counts.

Accordingly, I have started from
scratch to design a new circuit for the
function. The first step is to produce an
approximate block diagram, shown in
Fig. 2. All the boxes drawn here are

Fig. 2
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implied in the requirement asstated It
must be possible to set the counter to
a number from which it can count
down, so the counter must be able to
count up under manual control and
then count down under the control of
an internally generated clock pulse

The minimum counter require-
ments, assuming that a display of
seconds is not needed, is a 2 -digit BCD
up/down counter. There must be dis-
plays, which means that there must be
display drivers - unless this function
is built in to the counter lC(s). There
must also be some means of detecting
when the counter reaches zero. in
order to switch on the buzzer

Counters
As the counter circuit forms the heart
of the timer. this is a good place to start
The CMOS book offers only a few
BCD counters and fewer which are
up/down. Examination of the data
shows that the 4510 is a good choice
It is an up/down BCD counter which
can be cascaded simply and which
includes an end of count detector. This
will detect when the counter reaches 0
in the down mode and signal when the
buzzer should sound. It also includes

parallel load inputs which are not
needed unless the counter is to be
programmed by loading data from a
second counter. This opens the pos-
sibility of an alternative design using the
0-99 counter to program the timer.
This method is more complicated so it
will be described after the main design.

The most commonly available
CMOS display driver is the 4511 which
drives common cathode displays, so
this is the one chosen for use here. The
next major requirement is to generate
clock pulses at the rate of one per
minute. Since the required accuracy of
the circuit is approximately one per
cent. a crystal oscillator is not required.
An ordinary RC oscillator followed by
a divider chain is probably the most
convenient way of generating one
cycle per minute. To generate this
frequency directly would involve
inconvenient component values.

A suitable IC for the job is the 4060.
which includes an oscillator stage, and
a 14 -stage divider. Thus, a basic oscil-
tator frequency of 273Hz will result in
the divided -by -2" output of one cycle
per minute (0.016666Hz).

Finally, ordinary logic gates and
other components are required to
implement the functions of setting the
counter. driving the buzzer and soon.
The whole circuit is shown in Fig. 3.
The counters are cascaded for synch-
ronous clocking. The 4510 counter
only counts when the clock enable
input is at logic 0. Thus the least
significant digit has its clock enable
input grounded because it must count
all the time. The next counter in the
chain is only enabled to count for one
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clock pulse when the least significant
digit reaches terminal count (nine
when counting up or zero when count-
ing down).

In the down -counting mode, when
IC7 reaches zero the terminal count
output switches to logic 0. This enables
IC6 to count and on the next clock
pulse IC6 counts down once, while
IC7 counts back round to nine. When
eventually IC6 has counted down to
zero, its terminal count output will
switch to logic zero as soon as its clock
enable input is switched to logic zero.
This means that the terminal count
output of IC6 indicates unambiguously
when the time period has expired.

The parallel load inputs of these
counters are all connected to logic 0, as
they are not required in this circuit. The
BCD outputs of the counters are con-
nected to the display drivers, which
drive common cathode LED displays.
The current per segment is set by the
limiting resistors R8 -R21 and the value
chosen (1k) should provide adequate
brightness. Any commonly available
common cathode display would be
suitable. The display drivers have lamp
test, blanking and latch enable inputs.
These inputs are connected so that
blanking and lamp test are disabled.
and the transparent latch passes BCD
information straight to the decoder and
output.

The Clock
The clock pulse to the counters is pro-
vided either by IC3, the clock oscillator.
or by the manual clocking circuit using
IC1. When the set/run switch is in the
set position. IC3 is held reset so that it
will always start at zero count and
generate its first pulse after a minute
rather than generating it at a point
determined by the number in the
counter at the moment the switch is
switched to run. In the set position. IC1
is enabled so that any pulses generated
by the clock circuit are passed via ICld
and the 4001 wired as an inverter to the
counters. The manual clock generator
itself. using two parts of IC1. combines
a switch debouncer circuit with a
variety of standard CMOS clock gen-
erator. If SW1 is pressed briefly so that
Cl has not time to charge via R2, the
time constant set by R5 and C2 is still
short enough to pass the pulse on to
IC1b. This time constant is just long
enough to remove any switch bounce
and provides a clean negative going
pulse on the output of IC1b. This is
inverted three times in the following
gates to become a positive going pulse
when it is fed to the counters.

If on the other hand SW1 is held
depressed for approximately a second,
Cl charges up and the clock oscillator
circuit is enabled. This generates a
frequency set by R4 and C3 and with
the component values given is approx-
imately 5Hz. If this frequency is not

SET NOR
CLOCK SIGNALS

ISA, A Cl C2 C3

X I _Ii _Sir
0 II 1 0

I -f- -1 I _-
i 1 _fl_1- , _1-1_1-

Fig. 4 o - DON 7 CARE

suitable then different values for R4 or
C3 maybe tried. Thus the manual set-
ting circuit provides a choice of
individual step or fast advance to the
counter. The set/run switch also con -
trols the up/down line of the counters.
so that they count up in the setting
mode and down in the run mode.

When SW2 is in the run position,
IC3 is permitted to generate clock
pulses while any manually generated
pulses are prevented from reaching the
counters by IC lc. The only other piece
of circuitry affecting the clock
generation is the feedback from the
terminal count output of IC6. This
prevents further clock pulses from
reaching the counters when they have
counted to zero, so that they remain in
this position. displaying 00 and holding
the buzzer on.

The buzzer will of course go off
immediately when SW2 is switched to
the set position again. The functioning
of the clock circuitry is illustrated in the
truth table shown in Fig. 4.

Calibration
Because of component tolerance, it is
possible to build the circuit using fixed
value components and expect it to be
accurate enough. Therefore. a calib-
ration pot is included to set the time
period accurately. If a frequency
counter is available, then a measure-
ment of the frequency on pin 9 of IC3
isa suitable means of calibration. RV1
should be adjusted to provide a freq 
uency of 273Hz as previously men-
tioned. If a frequency counter is not
available. then the circuit should be
timed over increasing periods and RV1
progressively adjusted to provide an
accurate count. In fact, a period of 5
minutes should be more than adeq-
uate for the final test, while initial
calibration can be carried out over 1
minute intervals.

The longterm accuracy of the timer
depends on the stability of R7, C4 and
RV1. Therefore. a pot with a good
positive adjustment (which will not slip
round on its own) must be chosen for
RV1. A reasonable type of capacitor for
C4 would be a polyester or polypropy-
lene capacitor. Some cheap ceramic
capacitors have a significant tempera-
ture coefficiant and would thus be
unsuitable. If this is not accurate
enough, and also for the interest of
other readers who may want a more
accurate circuit, a suitable crystal
generated clock is shown in Fig. 5.
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Other Options
The tenor of the question suggests that
components for the 0 to 99 event
counter may already have been pur-
chased, in which case common anode
displays will be available. A CMOS
decoder/driver from common anode
displays is available, though it may be
hard to track down. The IC to use for
this function is the 4543 as illustrated
in Fig. 6. In addition to the BCD inputs.
this chip includes blanking, latch and
phase input controls whether the out-
puts are active high or active low, and
in the active low mode they can drive
common anode LEDs. It is even pos-
sible, using this IC, to drive liquid
displays. The necessary output wave-
form to avoid putting DC on the
displays is provided by feeding both the
back plane of the liquid crystal and the
phase input of the 4543 from a square
wave. This would be worth experi-
menting with if the circuit had to be
battery powered.

So far the subject of the power
supply has not been mentioned.
Because CMOS ICs used. a highly

regulated supply is not necessary. If
batteries are to be used to power the
timer, four cells in series giving a
nominal 6V would be quite suitable
and the circuit is liable to work until the
voltage falls to under 4V. It is probably
a good idea to use a regulated supply
of 5V if the circuit is to be powered from
a mains power supply in which case the
7805 regulator is suitable. Because of
the current drawn by the LED displays,
the regulator should be mounted on a
heat sink.

Finally, how to use the original Oto
99 event counter to program the coun-
ters in the timer. The resulting circuit is
somewhat clumsy and complicated
and mixes both TTL and CMOS
devices but it is capable of being made
to work and it does meet the original
request more closely The method of
connecting the two circuitstogether is
shown in Fig. 7. Unless it isa specific
requirement to incorporate the event
counter circuit, I would recommend
that this design should not be used.

Andrew Armstrong
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INSIGHTSMART CARDS
in this plastic age it seems almost
&incredible to recall that as little as
twenty years ago the credit card, or
more precisely the 'charge card' as it is
known to the issuing companies, was
restricted to only a few top business-
men and the world's richest people.
Those whose financial status qualified
them to carry such a card gained a
certain cachet by waving their AmEx
cards at hoteliers and restauranteurs
throughout the world. long before 'that
will do nicely sir- had been invented by
the image makers!

We now have a situation where the
ubiquitous world standard sized
(IS07810) plastic card is available to
virtually everyone. Even if we don't
want the automatic credit facility that
many of the cards bring with them, they
are a very convenient means of obtain-
ing money from a hole -in -the -wall of
bank, or for getting an up-to-date
balance of your account even when the
banks are closed. Cards are also used
for many other purposes such as pro-
viding access to secure areas by means
of card -activated security locks, and as
telephone cards. The UK government
has recently announced that it is con-
sidering a scheme whereby those
people entitled to various types of
social needs payments will be given
cards which they can use to collect their
cash. We are thus approaching the fas-
cinating situation where everyone.
from the long-term unemployed to
millionaires, will be making use of a
plastic card.

Plastic Carrier
It is not of course the piece of plastic that

really matters, apart from its ability to
carry information in a convenient
format. The real heart of the current
plastic card is a magnetic strip, just like
a piece of audio magnetic tape, which
runs down the whole length of the
card. This carries information in digital
form just as an audio cassette can be
used to carry computer programs.

The strip is restricted in the amount
of information which it can carry. typic-
ally less than 500 bits of data. Even this
limited capacity is very useful however
- it is quite sufficient to hold informa-
tion about your bank account number
which, when read in conjunction with
the Personal Identification Number
that you key into the automatic cash
dispenser. will act as a security check
to prevent unauthorised people from
gaining access to your cash. Although
in the early days enthusiastic 'hackers'
were able to read the magnetic code on
the strip, security coding has now been
very much enhanced, and the banks
claim that very little fraud occurs from
this means. However, lost or stolen
cards together with careless use of PINs
still leads to massive losses.

Since 1974 a great deal of work has
been done to try to increase the
amount of useful information that a
plastic card can hold. This has led to
microchips being buried beneath the
surface of the card but without increas-
ing its thickness above the standard
0.76mm. These cards can thus contain
semiconductor memory, logic circuitry
and. in the latest generation of cards.
even a full microprocessor and
memory chip. We have effectively got
a complete computer down to the size
of the plastic card. It's not too surprising
then to find that these latest cards with
an embedded microchip have gained
the name smart cards.

Pocket Phone
The simplest smart card is merely a
memory card. which contains 512 bits
of RAM and is fairly inexpensive to
produce. This type of card has been
used in France as a telephone card
The memory is filled with data after the
card has been manufactured and then
each time the card is used to make a
telephone call part of the RAM is
blanked out, which effectively subtracts
the cost of the call from the credit
originally available on the card. The
card reading equipment communic-
ates with the circuitry on the card either
via small gold plated contacts, by
means of an inductive loop, or even
using very low powered radio trans-
missions.

This latter system gave rise to
unfavourable comments in the public
press when it was suggested that smart
cards should be used to identify football
fans, in order to keep hooligans out of
the grounds. All sorts of scare stories
have been put around suggesting that
the radio signals from the card reader
might be able to get the card to respond
and give up its information whilst the
card is still in your pocket, so that a card
could be made to yield up confidential
information about the card -holder
without his even being aware that it has
happened. This would certainly be
worrying if it were true, but would
require the fitting of a very powerful
transmitter on to a card, which cur-
rently seems unlikely. The potential
interference threat that millions of cards
radiating high -power signals could
present leads me to conclude that such
a thing would never be allowed!

Note that the telephone cards
issued by BT are not smart cards, but
holographic cards in which a laser
beam burns away a small area of the
card as each unit is used. These single -
purpose cards are evidently much
cheaper and simpler to make than
smart cards, but are much more limited
in their applications.

A step further on from the memory
card is the so-called wired logic card.
which contains not only some 4.5Kbits

of semiconductor memory but also
some fixed -logic circuitry which is
hard -wired at the factory for a specific
purpose and which cannot therefore
be programmed later on The logic
circuitry can be used. for instance. to
check the validity of the PIN number
that has been entered, before allowing
any changes to be made to the infor-
mation in the card's memory Simple
logical programs can be built in. such
as to allow the usual three attempts at
inserting a wrong PIN number before
turning the card off altogether

Plastic Gas
Such a card could theoretically be used
as a portable bank. The owner would
first go to the bank and have money
from his account transferred to the card
- using a special identification
number known only to the bank, the
cashier can put information into the
card's RAM to represent the money
deposited. Whenever the card user
needs to make a payment. for petrol
say, he then inserts the card into the
card reader at the petrol station. This
erases part of the RAM on the card.
sends the payment to the bank account
of the petrol company and then dis-
plays the remaining credit. The card
can be 'refilled' by a further visit to the
bank or by electronic funds transfer via
a bank machine.

The security aspects of such applic-
ations worry some people and so most
applications of this type are actually
being carried out using the most
sophisticated type of smart card - one
that incorporates a complete micro-
processor chip and currently up to 8K
of memory, with 16K being promised
for later this year.

Such cards are programmable for
each individual application so there is
no need for different logic circuitry to
be manufactured for each different use
and these microprocessor cards are
therefore extremely flexible (sic) .

It is the built-in 'intelligence' that
these cards possess which gives them
their advantages. All sorts of computer
processing operations can be carried
out on the stored data and special cir-
cuits prevent any modification of the
data by anyone other than the autho-
rised user. This makes it extremely
difficult for the card to be used
fraudulently. as PIN numbers are held
in the memory in encrypted form and
the microprocessor itself has to be
utilised before the code can be
decrypted. A trial is about to take place
in various parts of the UK. where
patients will have all their medical
records committed to the microchip. so
that doctors will have instant access. via
their card reader, to such information
as the drugs that a patient is currently
taking, or the substances to which he

is allergic. In the case of a road accident
or sudden collapse. this information
could prove to be a life-saver

Students at Loughborough Univ-
ersity are currently taking part in a trial,
using smart cards for all their everyday
on -campus shopping needs. The in-
formation that is gained from this trial
should enable the banks concerned to
highlight any snags in their systems
before making them available to a
wider audience.

Cards In Space
The introduction of satellite broad-
casting in Europe has brought with it a
need to scramble and encrypt the pro-
grammes. so that viewers will not be
able to watch certain programmes.
especially newly -released films.
without paying extra for them. One
method of payment, which willbe used
by some movie channels from the
autumn of this year, will make use of
smart card technology. Each month
viewers who want to subscribe to
various channels will either be sent a
card through the post. orgo to the Post
Office and have their smart -card credit
renewed Plugging the card into the
decoder unit at home will enable the
receiver to decode the correct decryp-
tion keys to allow the receiver to
unscramble the programmes which
have been paid for.

Since each decoder will have chips
containing its own individual keys, and
the number concealed in the smart
card will have to match the decoder's
keys. the smart cards will not be
interchangeable and should provide a
fairly foolproof and convenient
method of ensuring that the pro-
gramme makers get their monetary
rewards.

The one problem I can foresee with
all these cards is the sheer bulk of all the
different cards that we may need to
carry in our wallets. Already it is not
uncommon to see people shout 'Look
at that plastic!' and display a dozen or
so cards in special holders.

The smart card could hold the
solution to this problem however. A
card with a processor and 16K of
memory has virtually the same pro-
cessing power and storage as personal
computers did three or four years ago.
It should therefore be possible to have
just one smart card that can act as a
personal identify card, credit card, cash
dispenser card, medical history card,
and club membership card as well as a
driving licence and national insurance
card - even your front door key,
surely the ultimate in convenience.
There is just one snag. Such a card
would contain virtually all the details of
your life and loss or theft would be
disastrous. You really would be lost
without it!

Jim Slater
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READ\WRITE
RELATIVE MERITS

Congratulations to your magazine
on the remarkably well presented

explanation of Einstein's theories in
Stephen Malone's article Relativity
(July 1989). I am not really an elect-
ronics enthusiast (I heat my fingers
more than the components) but was
attracted to ETI by the colourful (if
somewhat gaudy) Einstein cover
(someone in your art department try-
ing to be Andy Warhol for fifteen
minutes?).

What surprised me most about the
article was the level of mathematics
that you were prepared to include. Are
your readers capable of following six
variable transform equations? I

appreciate that a full explanation of
relativity would be nigh on impossible
without the Lorentz equations and
your inclusion made the article far far
more clear and precise than any others
I have read. I just wonder how many
readers will have run away when they
got to the maths

I will be checking your publication

for other similar articles (unified theory,
superstrings?) in the future.

Yours faithfully,
Brendon Palmer
Gravesend, Kent

Never underestimate an ETI reader! It
is true that the maths in Stephen
Malone's article is a trifle above school
level and might even give some grad-
uates cause to crease their foreheads.
However we did attempt to isolate the
problem by putting the main transform
maths in a tinted box leaving the main
text skirting around the issue for those
who turn green at the words 'integrate
by parts:

Regarding further articles, the
subject of unified field theory might be
best explained when there actually is
one. although we covered most of
what there is so far in our quantum
physics article it's A Small World' (also
by Stephen Malone) of September
1988.

MNEMONICS
The main reason for sending this
I letter is to tell you a resistor

mnemonic that will hopefully meet
your approval and beat Mr P Lefley's
(July) to a free subscription.

It is: Be Big Reader Or You Get Bad
Vocation With Gargantuanly Small
Pay.

I would also like to comment on the
new additions to your magazine, these
being the Free Readers Ads (which are
likely to be very popular) and the
cartoons (especially the fusion one).

Both of these are a welcome sight.
Kirk Chapman,
Coventry.

Gargantuanly small?Yes OK. you win
this month's free subscription. The
second mnemonic you supplied in
your letter was . . . er . . rather rude.
and we thought it best not to print it.
Our mothers would be shocked. The
Readers Ads are nothing new, but we
are unable to run them every month for
reasons of space

LETTERS

SAGE

When oh when are you going to
do a full review of the Sage

SuperMOS II modules? You did a
news piece when they came out and
promised a detailed review, but I have
waited in vain. If they're as good as the
spec in the ads then I want a pair, but
would value Ms judgement before
parting with the money. How long?

Yours.
A Drew
Bristol.

Our apologies, the review and testing
have taken longer than anticipated.
The procedures are however approa-
chingcompletion and we can say with
something approaching certainty that
the piece will appear in October or
November.

S
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. . . AND THEN THERE WERE

John Linsley Hood
leaves the venerated
valve to take a look at
less -dated diode and
transistor theory

E-4

ill

TRANSISTORS
For a would-be electronics engineer.
seeking to learn his craft in the 1930s or
1940s. the way valves worked was a quite
straight forward business to follow - the
cathode got hot and emitted electrons

and these were captured by the anode provided that
the grid would let them through. In many ways, the
transition from 'hot -cathode' to 'solid-state' has been
a wonderful thing for electronics, but one must admit
that the technology of semiconductors is a much more
complicated business.

This has often meant that a first inquiring look
at the theory of solid-state physics has been so
discouraging, with its jargon of 'forbidden bands,
'Fermi levels' and 'minority carriers'. that the reader has
simply given up and adopted the approach of treating
all semiconductor devices as black boxes which
behave in a more or less predictable manner when
one applies voltages or signals to their connecting
wires.

I think that to take refuge in a black box approach
is a bit of a pity. since the basics of semiconductor
action is really quite simple. If one comes to terms with
it, a lot of puzzling phenomena suddenly become
quite obvious. So let us have a look.

Why And What Are
Semiconductors
Electric current is the movement of electrons. These
will travel, if they can, from a negative (electron
surplus) terminal to a positive (electron deficient) one,
provided that there is some path through which they
can pass. Yes, positively charged ions can also
migrate, through a gas or a conductive solution, from
a positive terminal to a negative one, but this is not
the normal form of current flow.

Electrons are one of the three major components
of the atoms of all materials, the others being protons
and neutrons that reside within the nucleus of the
atom. These do not concern us much in this particular
subject, but electrons do and they can be thought of
(as a visually helpful though inaccurate model), as
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Fig. 1 Electron energy levels and distribution
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being like tiny balls in planetary orbits around the
nucleus, retained by the electrostatic attraction
between the negatively charged electrons and the
positively charged nucleus.

Whether any given material is a conductor or an
insulator will depend on whether these electrons
around the nucleus can move from atom to atom
through the material. To understand why this should
be. it is better to consider the electron structure of the
atom in terms of its energy distribution, in which those
electrons in the closest orbits to the nucleus are of low
energy, while those in the outermost orbits have the
highest energy.

Normally. all the low energy levels (orbits closest
to the nucleus) will be filled, but this can leave the
highest level with an incomplete quota depending on
how many electrons the atom has. The number of
electrons left over in this highest energy level will then
determine the chemical relationships between
dissimilar elements, or the crystal structure of any
single pure material.

As the outer electron energy shell determines the
chemical characteristics of the atom - what chemists
refer to as its 'valency' - this shell is called the 'valency
level' and it represents the greatest energy (largest
radius and greatest orbital velocity) which the electron
can have and still be held by the attractive force of the

nucleus.
If the electron gains enough energy, through

thermal agitation or some other agency, it can escape
from the pull of the nucleus and join a wandering
cloud of electrons moving from atom to atom. There
is however a minimum energy level required for free
electron movement and this is called the 'conduction
level'. When there are electrons in this state, the
material is to some extent a conductor.

Between the maximum captive electron energy
at the valency level and the minimum mobile electron
energy in the -land
where electrons do not exist. This is called the 'energy
gap' or the 'forbidden band'.

A typical energy distribution diagram for the
electrons within an insulator is shown in Fig. la. That
for a good conductor, such as a metal, is shown in
Fig. lb. The obvious difference is that there is a wide
energy gap between the valency level and the
conduction level in an insulator, but none at all in the
case of a conductor.

The semiconductors, as their name implies, are
those materials which are half way between the metals
and the insulators - chemically about halfway across
(group four) in the periodic table of elements - and
these have an electron energy distribution of the form
shown in Fig. lc.

In this the energy gap is small, and at

temperatures above absolute zero ( -273°C), some
electrons will gain enough energy from thermal
agitation to jump the energy gap and occupy the
conduction band. This would represent the condition
in an 'intrinsic' (ie pure) semiconductor material, which
would be quite a good insulator at absolute zero, but
slightly conductive at room temperature.

The Effect Of Doping
Many of the pure elements in group four of the
periodic table, (such as carbon, silicon or germanium),
which have four outer valency electrons, will crystallise
in a near cubic lattice in which the outer valency
electrons will be shared between adjacent atoms to
make up the optimum outer orbital shell of eight
electrons, as shown in Fig. 2.

However, there are chemical elements in group
three and five, such as aluminium or phosphorus.
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Fig. 2 Crystal structure of regular 'tetravalent'
atoms showing shared valency electrons
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Fig. 3 Effect on electron distribution in silicon crystal
lattice of an n -type type impurity in the crystal
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Fig. 4 Effect on electron distribution in silicon crystal
lattice of a p -type inputity in the crystal

which have a similar atomic size but with either three
or five outer valency electrons.

If these impurity elements are introduced (called
doping) in trace quantities into the silicon crystal then
the harmonious arrangements of shared valency
electrons are disturbed, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. This
gives either a condition of electron surplus. called an
n -type material, electron deficiency or called p -type,
depending on whether the inpurity which has been
introduced has five or three valency level electrons.

It is of course possible, though difficult and
expensive, to persuade a mix containing an equal
number of trivalent (3 -electron) and pentavalent
(5 -electron) atoms to crystallise together to make a
similar structure to that shown in Fig. 2. and gallium
arsenide is a practical example of this. However.
achieving the desired condition of a controlled small
surplus or deficiency of either element in these 3-5
type crystals, to get a p -type or n -type resulting
material, is very tricky.

In the case of an n -type semiconductor, the
surplus orbital electrons in the crystal structure will be
free to migrate from atom to atom, and are in
consequence in the 'conduction band' so far as the

O
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electron energy distribution is concerned. This leads
to the type of energy pattern shown in Fig. 5.

On the other hand, a p -type semiconductor will
not have any spare electrons to occupy the
conduction levels, even allowing for thermal agitation.
Indeed any which appeared at the valency level would
simply fall into the 'holes' where electrons should have
been. This gives the kind of electron energy
distribution shown in Fig. 6, and this is where we
come to 'Fermi levels' or 'Fermi energies'.

However, before leaving the subject of the effect
of doping, it is necessary to note that both n -type and
p -type doping greatly increases the conductivity of the
semiconductor material, by comparison with the
'intrinsic' (undoped) crystal.

The reason for this is obvious in an n -type
material, since the greater number of free electrons
in the conduction band make it resemble the true
metallic conductor of Fig. lb. However. even in a p -
type material, the presence of 'holes' allows electron
movement, since under an applied electric field,
electrons can move to fill holes, leaving other holes
where they were, and so on.

For all practical purposes therefore, holes in a p -
type material behave exactly like positive electrons,
with the major reservation that because the flow of
holes actually consists of a cascade of individual
electron movements, it is much slower than the
equivalent electron flow.

Fermi Energies
Ennco Fermi was an Italian physicist who proposed
a theoretical model of the electron structure associated
with a multi -electron atom, and one of the ideas he
made use of was that of the average energy of the
electrons within the atom. Consequently, this average
energy is called the 'Fermi energy' (Ef).

Since the electrons in the conduction band have
a higher energy than those of the valence band, an
n -type material with quite a lot of conduction band
electrons will have a higher average electron energy
than an undoped material. An undoped material has
fewer such electrons. and a p -type material has none
at all.

This gives rise to the different levels of 'Ef which
I have shown as a dotted line in Figs. 1, 5. and 6. This
leads to some interesting effects if an intimate contact
(such as a single crystal structure) is made between
an n -type and a p -type semiconductor.

In this case. electrons at different energies will
migrate backwards and forwards across the p -n
boundary much like a liquid in two interconnected
tanks. until the energy levels on both sides are the
same (Fig. 7a)

This has the effect of displacing the relative
energy levels of the conduction bands on either side
of the junction so that there is now an energy or
potential barrier to prevent the continuous flow of the
electrons in the n -type conduction band across to the
other p -type side of the junction.

If a reverse voltage is applied across the p -n
junction, the potential barriers will increase as shown
in Fig. 7b. making it even more difficult for electrons
to cross it. On the other hand, if a forward voltage is
applied, it will reduce the size of the barrier until it
disappears (Fig. 7c).

This is the cause of the well known characteristic
of semiconductor junction diodes that a certain
potential must be applied in order that any current can
flow, even in the forward direction.
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The Depletion Zone
Although no continuous electronic current will flow
across a p -n junction in the absence of a sizeable
forward potential (there are some exceptions to this,
which I will come to later). thermal agitation will cause
some electrons from the n region to diffuse across the
junction to fill the holes in the p region. This will lead
to a zone on either side of the junction which is
completely devoid (depleted) of both holes and
surplus electrons, shown in Fig. 8b.

When the electrons leave the n side of the
junction they leave a positive charge on the atoms
from which they have escaped. Similarly, when they
occupy holes on the p side, they build up a negative
charge as a result of their presence.

This accumulating charge developed across the
junction discourages any further electron flow once
it has reached some specific level, determined by the
p -n junction 'potential barrier' of the semiconductor
material in use. This determines the normal width of
the depletion zone for any given value of voltage or
doping level.

However, if a voltage is applied across the
junction, this depletion zone will change in width,
growing wider for a reverse bias and narrower with a
forward potential as shown in Figs. 8a and 8c.

This is really just an alternative way of looking
at the effect of a change in an externally applied
junction voltage on the 'potential barriers' (Figs. 7a,
7b and 7c) though remember that electron energy
diagrams will show 'potentials' as more negative at the
top of the diagram.

Forward And Reverse Conduction
Characteristics
In a perfect junction diode, no current will flow at any
reverse voltage. In practice though, imperfections in
the crystal structure and unwanted residual impurities
in the material will always cause some reverse leakage
current. As the reverse voltage is increased, leakage
electrons will increase in velocity. These will then
cause ionisation and more electron -hole pairs by
collision with other atoms in the material.

This, together with the forward potential barrier,
causes the type of conduction characteristics 1 have
shown in Fig. 9, where once the voltage is reached
at which reverse conduction occurs, the current flow
then increases rapidly.

If the doping level is increased, the width of the
depletion zone will be reduced, and since the
electrostatic stress produced by a given voltage will
increase as the separation between the two charged
layers is decreased. the inevitable leakage electrons
will be more highly accelerated and will cause more
electron -hole pairs by collision. This occurs up to the
point where an avalanche of current carriers is

produced.
This causes quite an abrupt reverse breakdown

effect to occur in highly doped materials at a voltage
which will be determined by the doping levels of the
material to give the sort of reverse voltage character-
istics shown in Fig. 10.

These types of 'avalanche' diode come in very
handy for voltage reference use, in the kind of circuit
shown in Fig. 11. Moreover, they don't mind the
reverse current flow provided that the resulting
thermal dissipation is within their limits.

Excessive thermal dissipation, because of too
much current, is normally the only reason why
ordinary rectifier diodes will fail, owing to excessive
reverse voltage being applied. Hence, diodes are
designed with high breakdown voltages.
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Fig. 9 Conduction characteristics of p -n junctions
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Fig. 11 Simple voltage reference circuit using
avalanche or zener diode
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Zener And Tunnel Diodes
The voltage reference diodes which I have just
described are normally called 'Zener' diodes, as a
convenient term, but really this name should only be
used to describe a rather different kind of device
having a much higher doping level and a rather
different way of working.

To understand this, it is necessary to have a look
at the way the potential barrier diagram is affected by
higher doping levels. in the manner which I have
sketched in Fig. 12. The situation at zero forward bias
is as I have shown in Fig. 12a, with the two energy
levels at which electrons exist on either side of the
junction and separated by a very narrow energy gap.

If the negative bias is increased, the resulting
increase in the potential, barrier brings these two
energy levels opposite each other. shown in Fig. 12b.
If the depletion zone separation is small enough. the
electrons can move from one side of the junction
to the other by a process known as 'tunnelling. This
also gives rise to an abrupt reverse breakdown
characteristic.

Clearly, this reverse conduction process will
continue with an increase reverse voltage, the effect
of which is shown in Fig. 12c. True Zener diodes only
exist at breakdown voltages in the range 2.5 - 5.5V.
Above this voltage level, such diodes will be avalanche
types.

This distinction is worth remembering, since
avalanche breakdown is a very noisy business.
Indeed. a diode operated in reverse breakdown
conditions makes quite a good wide -band 'white
noise' source. By contrast, electron tunnelling is
relatively noise free.

If the extent of the doping is increased still further,
the energy bands in which electrons exist can be at
the same energy level, even at zero forward voltage
as shown in Fig. 12b. In this kind of junction, electrons
can flow easily in both directions, even at very small
potentials.

On the other hand, if the forward bias is

increased, the energy levels at which tunnelling can
occur are separated and the current flow is reduced,
shown in Fig. 12c. Finally, if enough forward bias is
applied, the diode will conduct as a quite normal p -n
junction. The energy diagram for this is shown in
Fig. 12d.

The combination of these modes of operation
causes the kind of conduction characteristics sketched
in Fig. 13. This allows the device to be used as an
oscillator if just enough bias is applied to cause it to
operate at the point `X' on its conduction curve. This
reduction in voltage across the diode will cause an
increase in current flow, otherwise known as 'negative
resistance.

Ohmic Contacts
A standard requirement is to be able to make non -
rectifying (otherwise known as 'ohmic') contacts with
pieces of semiconductor material in order to be able
to connect them into external circuitry. The fact that
electrons can easily tunnel backwards and forwards
through the thin depletion layers between very highly
doped regions provides a simple method of doing this.

Aluminium is used to give a p -type inpurity
within silicon, so if a layer of aluminium is deposited
on a heavily doped n+ layer and then heated,
enough aluminium would diffuse inwards to cause a
very heavily doped p+ + layer in contact with then +
region. This will make a bidirectional tunnel -type
junction.

On the other hand, if the aluminium is deposited
on a region which is already p+ doped, all that will
happen is that the impurity concentration, and hence
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Fig. 13 Tunnel diode characteristics

the conductivity, will increase up to the point of
contact with the metal. The contact p+ + /aluminium
is a non -rectifying junction.

In the second part of this article I will look at the
ways in which the basic p -n junction technology has
been extended to provide a whole family of amplifying
and switching devices. ETI
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MAKING TRACKS
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Fig. 1 Example board output from Easy -PC

Using crepe tapes and pads to make PCB
foil masters is a time-consuming and
occasionally messy business (especially
if your scalpel falls blade -first into your
leg, as happened to me once).

Computer software packages for PCB design have
been around for quite a while - so why do people
still use tape?

The answer is that computer programs do not
solve all the problems by themselves. I have used tape
for many years and I know I can get usable results even
at 1:1. and if I've access to a suitable camera my 2:1
patterns are close to professional level (quite a number
have appeared in the august pages of ETI) .

However. the lure for a PCB package has always
been the ease of re -jigging patterns after they've
already been part -designed. It is a real pain to do this
with tape. Besides the waste of the tape and pads (and
they are not of negligible cost). it always leaves smears
on the film so that sooner or later you have to start
again.

So let's set out the criteria that an ideal PCB
design package would have. Obviously for amateur
or semi-professional use it has to be cheap. You can
buy some wonderful packages if you've got £20K
around for software and a graphics workstation to run
it on, but that's certainly well outside my budget.

It has to be easy to use - unless you're earning
your living by it, you'll only want it occasionally and
time spent re -learning or ploughing through the
manual is time completely wasted.

There has to be some means of getting a usable
output from a dot-matrix printer. Whilst plotters are
gradually coming down in price. they're still very hard
to justify on the budget we're talking about here. An
alternative could be some sort of plotting service. but
it would have to be very quick and cheap.

Finally, and most importantly, the software has
to offer some real advantage over tapes. It must be
more than a gimmick!

The two packages reviewed here are Easy PC
from Number One Systems and PC -B version I (there
is also now a version II) from Labcenter Electronics.

These two packages illustrate the range of low-cost
PCB design packages admirably. They were reviewed
on an Amstrad 1640 with an EGA monitor.

Easy -PC
When loaded up, an initial menu offers four items -
design PCB, design PCB symbol, design schematic,
and design schematic symbol. Selecting design PCB
moves you straight on to the design screen where, but
for an outline square, three hashed pads at the top
and some rather meaningless (at first) numbers at the
bottom, there's nothing to help you.

In fact the central square represents an area 17in
square, which is the maximum working area of the
program. Hitting the Z key zooms into the area (U
zooms out) or the required level of magnification can
be directly accessed just by hitting the appropriate
number key (1 gives a screen area equivalent to 0.5in
by 0.3in across the screen; 7 displays the full 17 x 17in
area in the middle of the screen). Pressing the 'pan'
key, P. moves the layout so that the current cursor
position moves to the centre of the screen.

Clicking the left-hand mouse button with the
cursor (a small white cross or full length cross -hairs)
on any of the hashed pads pops down a menu. The
main menu contains such items as edit track, lay track,
edit pad, lay pad, edit symbol and so on, plus access
to the filing system and library system. Selection is
made by clicking the mouse on an item or via the
function keys (which don't require the menu to be
shown).

Laying a pad requires two clicks of the mouse
buttons, once on the left to put it in position and a right
click to fix the pad. Pads can be set to 'snap' to grids
of 0.1, 0.05 and 0.25in. or can be laid completely
freehand. There are 16 different pad sizes (one size
for automatic via holes) and 12 different pad shapes.

After fixing, pads can be edited through the
menu command or by positioning the cursor and
pressing F3. The cursor snaps to nearest pad, which
can then be moved, changed in size or shape, or
deleted.

rI
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Dave Bradshaw
examines two PCB
design packages and
makes his choice
between tape and dis
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EASY -PC retails at £98 +VAT. A
simpler version of the program,
TINY -PC, costs £49 including
VAT. For details contact:

Number One Systems (ref
ETI),

Harding Way,
Somersham Road,
St Ives,
Huntingdon,
Cambs PE17 4WR.
Tel: (0480) 61778.

PC -B retails at £69 +VAT.
There are also two more
powerful versions: PC -B Pro at
£229 +VAT and PC -B AR
(auto -route) at £399 +VAT.
For details contact:

Labcenter Electronics,
14 Marriner's Drive,
Bradford BD9 4JT.
Tel: (0274) 542868.

Fig. 2 The same board produced by PC -B

An alternative to laying pads one at a time is to
use symbols - collection of pads with a silk-screen
layer pattern added. The program came with a very
limited number of these in the library for different sizes
of DILs, but there is no reason why the user shouldn't
build up this library considerably to cover objects as
mundane as resistors through to complex patterns for
connectors.

Tracks are positioned by selecting F2 then
clicking left once to start and again to insert a node
(fixed point). There are eight widths of track. The
program introduces 45° angles automatically into the
track if the two points are not along the same axis or
a diagonal, although it always seems to put these in
the opposite way to which you want. You can 'flip' the
angle, but I found it easier to define the bending points
where I wanted them by putting nodes there.

A single track can have over 100 nodes. The
delete (D) direct command deletes successive nodes
starting with the most recent one. Clicking right on the
mouse fixes the track.

One very nice feature is that if a track is laid over
a pad (or a pad on top of a track) the central hole of the
track is automatically left open. Selecting the 'rubber
band' option shows the possible positions of the track
with a dashed line as the cursor is moved around:
without this option the track section is not shown until
the next node is selected.

Editing tracks is achieved by selecting Fl - the
cursor will move to the nearest track end node. There
is a way then of moving along the track and deleting
individual nodes: however I found this rather fiddly
and usually ended up deleting the entire track and
starting again. In other respects, I found this function
easy to use.

There are block functions which allow you to
copy, move, flip rotate or delete a rectangular area of

the layout in one go. It is possible to separately
manipulate the pads and the tracks from the box. You
can also print out the area in the box on its own.

I could carry on for some time describing further
features of this program such as the saving prompt or
the symbol handling, but the point is made: this is a
very powerful package. almost bewildering in its
complexity. I found that when I first booted it up, I
really did need to diligently work through the tutorial
section of the manual! This program is not over -
friendly and it wasn't possible just to start laying pads
and tracks. I suspect that it is going to be very hard
to pick up and use again in a couple of months time,
although if you're using it fairly frequently you will
obviously have far fewer problems.

The programs allows you to output either to an
Epson -compatible printer or to an HP compatible
plotter, although I was unable to test the last part. At
double -scale on my Epson LX -800, the foil pattern
was of usable quality, provided the tracks were not thin
in which case a 'staircase' effect appears.

One thing the program does have, which I feel
is a bit over the top, is the ability to handle multi -layer
boards with up to eight track layers. I would think that
anyone designing boards of this complexity should
use a full CAD system with auto -routing, design rule
checking, simulation and so on. Mistakes can be very
costly at that sort of level.

A final small criticism is that the mouse is a bit
'draggy' using my Amstrad. Obviously a faster com-
puter would speed up the mouse response time
considerably - I'm presently considering adding a
maths coprocessor or swapping the 8086 for an NEC
V30 and we'll let you know if that makes any great
difference.

In summary, this is a very good, professional
program which passes on all points except the user
interface. which lets it down. Admittedly. writing a
friendly interface will not be easy with a package which
supports so many features, but it would convert a
good program into a superb one.

PC -B
PC -B is almost,a complete contrast. being so easy to
use that minimal reference to the manual is necessary.
There is a start-up screen, with layout editing as one
of the options. Choosing this brings you straight into
editing.

There are five sections to the layout screen. The
main part is occupied by the layout work area itself,
there is an over -view of the whole layout (the work
area can represent either the full area of 12 x 10in, or
5 x 4. or 2.4 x 2). there is the 'icon' table where actions
to be carried out are selected by clicking on them, and
two final sections - the current symbols list and the
message panel.

Clicking on one of the pad icons (there are three
sizes of circular and one DIL-style oval pad) makes this
the current object, and clicking left at any position on
the grid drops it there, successive left clicks dropping
more of the same object. Clicking right deletes the
most recent pad. and clicking right again deletes the
previous pads starting at the most recently dropped,
so everything can be erased. However. some other
actions block this un-dropping and a message will
eventually appear to say that there is nothing to delete
even though there may be pads still on the work area.

Faster results are obtained using symbols, a
method encouraged by a wide range of pre -designed
symbols covering resistors, connectors, DIL ICs.
transistors and soon. You make use of these by setting
them up in the symbol table, which can contain up
to eight symbols at any one time. The symbols include
pads and tracks on one or both of the two track layers
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that the program permits (as well as an outline on the
silk screen layer).

To lay tracks, you select the track size from a
choice of four on the icon table. One left click fixes the
start of the track at the current cursor position and a
green line 'rubber -bands' to the new cursor position
as it is moved (always a straight line going directly
between the two points). A subsequent left click fixes
the other end of the track and it is then drawn in. The
track can be at any angle, and between any two points
- there is no 'snapping' to any points on the grid or
to any angle. The ends are either vertical or horizontal,
depending on which gives the least acute angle with
the sides.

A 'right angled' option in the menu extends any
tracks which are exactly horizontal by half a track width
so that any right angled bends do not a 'hole' in them
at the exterior corner. This helped a little but I found
that few of my tracks were horizontal.

Overall I found that the tracking was much the
weakest part of this program. It was very hard to
produce neat results, and 1 didn't have the patience
to try. In some respects. this is accentuated because
in every other respect the program is so easy to use.
Another problem is that it is very hard to keep the
centre -holes of pads clear - the program doesn't do
this automatically.

There are three block options: copy, move and
delete. Using the block delete is the only way to edit
an area after it has been laid for some time and the
'undropping' function is blocked. This is a somewhat
hit and miss procedure at best.

Once the layout has been saved and the main
program left, it can be dumped to an Epson com-
patible printer or to a HP compatible printer using
routines called from MS-DOS. The printer routine
seems fairly limited in the area it can cope with - it

could only print a layout 4.1in deep by 2.7in wide at
1:1. Labcenter Electronics offers a laser printing
service (onto drafting film).

In general, I found this program exceptionally
easy to use and the symbols made it possible to get
going very quickly on a layout. It is really let down by
the tracking and the editing facilities could usefully be
more powerful. However, for its price it still represents
good value.

Conclusion
Neither of these programs lived up to all the criteria
I set at the beginning but both have something to offer.
PC -B is so quick and easy to use, it's probably worth
getting for use as a rough guide for subsequent taping.
Easy -PC gives an exceptionally neat finish, but in the
form it was reviewed (and particularly in comparison
to PC -B) it is laborious to use. Obviously, prolonged
familiarity would help overcome this to some extent.

A niggling doubt remains with me as to whether
it is worth an amateur using a package at all. The
layouts shown here took me about a day and a half
with Easy -PC and about half a day with PC -B. It's hard
to do a direct comparison with tape because the pro-
cess is rather different - for instance, I usually do a
succession of pencil sketches before beginning taping,
an unnecessary stage using the programs. However.
the original from which these patterns were modified
took me less than a day to tape and needed several
trips to a photocopier at intermediate stages.

The problem that is the hardest to solve is the dot
matrix printer output is only just adequate at 2:1 and
unsatisfactory at 1:1. In both cases, it still needs to be
turned to film for use. Really, output from a plotter is
needed and that is going to be expensive no matter how
cheap the package is.
Dave Bradshaw is Editor of Test magazine
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METEX P ESSIONAL DMM'S
EDUCATION AND QUANTITY
PRICES ON REQUEST

3Y2 and 41/2 12mm LCD Digital multi -
meters: 5 ranges AC and DC volts:
6 Resistance Ranges to 20M ohm: AC/ -
DC to 20 Amps: Hfe Transistor test:
Diode Test. Continuity: Auto polarity
and zero: Plus extra features as
below. Size 176 x 90 x 36
mm (3800 172 x 88 x 36): ALL
All with Test Leads: MODELS
Fused: Hard carry case WITH HARD
and instructions.

MODEL

M4650

DIGITS

.._ _-_.

M3650

RANGES EXTRA FEATURES BASIC

J ."
PRICE

3800 31/2 32
Low AC/DC 0/20 micro
amp ranges 0.5% £27.78

3610 3h 30 LED continuity indicator 0.3% £34.74

3630 3;12 30 5 -Range Capacitance Test 0.3% £41.70

3650 3liz 30
2 -Range frequency counter
3 -Capacitance 0.3% £45 .17

4630 4y2 30
2 -Range frequency counter
5 -Capacitance 01005 E60.133

4650 41/2 30
Data Hold, 2 -Range Freq
3 -Capacitance 0.05% £65.17

Add 15°/o VAT UK only - UK POST/INS etc. FREE (EXPORT EXTRA)

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK - CALLERS WELCOME

AUDIO ELECTROilICS
[cazi TELEPHONE 01-724 3564

301 EDGWARE ROAD. LONDON W2 1BN
NM ORDER BY POST OR TELEPHONE

NSTRUMENT
CATALOGUE

Ref TG
UK Send
SAE A4
£1.00

HENRY'S
ELECTRONICS FOR TRADE, INDUSTRY,
EXPORT, EDUCATION AND RETAIL

*INSTRUMENTS
SCOPES 111 CU

COUNTERS

 DMMS P'S
GENERATORS

ETC.

*PUBLIC ADDRESS

SPEAKERS
AMPLIFIERS

I MIXERS
II MICS ETC.

COMPONENTS
HUGE STOCKCS

ALSABLE O

ETC.
I TOOLS

* ACCESSORIES
 TV -VIDEO

TV
AM

VIDEO
PLIFIERS

21 AUDIO
SI SECURITY IS CB RADIO

ACCESSORIES

COMMUNICATIONS
 INTERCOMS I CB RADIO

*SECURITY
 PANELS  PIRS IS SIRENS

DOORPHONES I STROBES

iffy

FREE!
Jr'

ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUES WITH
RETAIL DISCOUNT

VOUCHERS
IN Instruments/Security

ar Computer
 General Catalogue

atat Ms 42, s.

Please state Trade/Education or
- Retail/mail order Send 123/4" x 9"

(A4) SAE £1.50 each or £3.00 for both

11EIRY'S
4Te0i4. 0E di g7w24a roe3R2o3a d.aoLn W12 1ED

'ALSO AT Audio Electronics 301 Edgware Road W2 01-724 3564

SALES OFFICE 01 258 1831 Telex 298102 Fax 01.724 0322
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No. 1 LIST BAKERS DOZEN PACKS
All packs are C 1 each, if your order 12 then your are
entitled to another free. Please state which one
you want. Note the figure on the extreme left is the
pack ref number and the next figures is the quantity
of items in the pack, finally a short description.

B02 5 13A spurs monde a fused NOM to a rod main where deice
such as a cork muss not be switched off

807 4 in flex swncros wry neon on:off 6ghts. saves leaving things
switched on

BD9 2 6v IA mares transformers upright mounting with fixing
clamps

BD11 1 6 r; speaker cabinet deal for extensions. takes your
Weaker. Ref 80137 + 50p

8013 12 30 watt reed switches. n s suprsog what you can make
wide these- burglar alarms. secret switches relay etc etc

8022 2 25 watt loud speaker two nil crossovers
BD29 1 BOAC. stereo unit is wonderful breakdown value
8030 2 nicad constant cumen I charges adapt to Marge almost any

'aced battery
8032 2 humidity wadies as the air beams damper tie merth

bone stretches and operates a nom/Itch
8042 5 13A rocker switch three tag so MVO, On change over with

centre off
8045 24er time switch ex -Electric -My Board, automatically adeel

for lengteening and shortening day
8049 5 neon valves. with series resistors these make good nigh!

IgMs
8D56 nun, unisetector one users for an electric ygsaw puzzet ive

glee crrcet diagram foe the One cruise Into motor, moves
switch through on pole

BD59 2 'tat solenords - you cloud make yon rnuaatester read AC
amps with the

8067 I suck or blow operated pressure switch or dcante operated
by any low pressure variations such as water level in water
tanks

BDI03A t 6v 750MA power supply. nicely cased with rem/land output
leads

EI0120 2 stripper boardseach contams a 40Cly 2A badge rectifier and
14 other Modes and rectifiers as well as dozens of conden-
sers etc

80128 10 very fine dells for p c b boards etc Normal cost about 80p
each

B0132 2 plastic boxes approx. 3' cube with square hole through top
so ideal to interrupted beam switch

8D134 10 motors for model aeroplanes, span to start so needs no
SkintCh

80139 6 microphone inserts - magnetic 490 Grim also act as speak-
ers

80149 4 reed relay kits you get 16 reed swedes and 4 cod sets with
notes on making do relays and other gadgets

B0149 6 safety cover for I3A sockets - prevent those agurelNe
little fingers getting nasty thocks

BD180 6 nevi mdicators in panel mounting holders with lens
80193 6 5 amp 3 pin flush mounting sockets makesa low cost disco

panel - need cable caps
B0196 I al simmerstat - keeps your SOldering On etc always at

the ready
80199 1 mans solenord very powerful has pull or could push if

modified
80201 B keyboard switches - made for computers but have marry

other applicatons
80211 1 electric clock mains operated put the in a box and you need

never be late

80221 5 12v alarms make a noise about as Loud as a car horn
Slightly solid bum OK

80242 2 6' x 4' speakers 4 ohm made from Rackornobite so very

900d Waft/
80252 I panostat coneds output of boiling nng from simmer to aol
BD259 50 leads with push On tags -a must for hook ups - make

connections Mc
80263 2 Wong push switches for bell or chimes. tees can mains up

10 5 amps so could be foot switch if fitted into pattress
80268 1 mini I watt amp for recora Mayer We also change speedo!

record player motor
80283 3 redo Neel boxes approximately 3' k 3' x I" demo - stand-

ard electrical
80293 53 mixed silicon diodes
B0305 ' tubotar dynamic mitt with optional table red
BD667 2 4 7u1 non-polanseC bock capacitors. pcb mountmg
BD400 4 Books. Useful fo, begnners Describes amplifiers test

equipment and kit sets
80653 2 Miniature driver transformers, Ref LT44 20k to lk. centre

tapped
80553a 2 3.5 volt operated relays. each with two parrs CO contacts
Most other packs still available and you car, choose any as your free one

CAMERAS. Three cameras, all by ramous makers. Kodak.
etc. One disk, one 35mm and one Instamato. All in first class
condition. believed to be in perfect working order, but sold as
untested. You can have the three for 110 including VAT,
which must be a bargain - if only for the lenses, flash gear.
etc Our ref 10P58.
675 VOLT MAINS TRANSFORMER. PCB mounting. 20va. A very well
made 'British i transformer Idea tor taster power supply. etc. Price £4 Our ref
4P38

PRETTY CASSETTE PLAYER. In handy carrel pouch with silk type
shoulder cord Ideal present to, a young gal New tested and in perfect order
Just needs headphones and aaneries. Price f4 Our ref 4P35.

EXTRA SPECIAL CROC CUPS. Medium size. lust right for most hook-ups
Normally sect for around 10p to 15p each These are insulated and have a length
of rare connected to them but this rs very easy to snip off you do not need rt 20
tar C 1 Our BD117A

IONISER FOR YOUR CAR. Experts say that poseve ions predominate in a
car and can cause you to feel sleepy so we now offer a car ioniser to counteract
this n plugs into the cigarette !ranter socket Price f 12 tor the complete kit Our
ref 12P8. Our famous transformer operated TOM ioniser is ste avertable at
C12 50. We claim this to have tee tones more output tar the ETI the Equahser
and o fact most other popular kits and ready tolt 'deems

COPPER CLAD PANEL. Fe' makeing PCB Size wpm( 12wi long x Sitn
wide. Double -sired on fibreglass middle which sone thick (about sortie
would support quite heavy components and could cure forma chassis to hold a
mains transformer. etc Price f t each Our ref 80683

POWERFUL IONISER
Generates approx. 10 times more IONS than vie ETI and sonar orcuits
Vell refresh your home. office. shop workroom etc. Makes you feel better
and work harder - complete mains operated kit. case intruded £12.50 +
E2 P&P Our rem 12P5!1

MODERN TELEPHONE. Two -mace push-button desk or wail 'naming ale -
Prone. Fined with standard 8T flat plug for immediate use. Standard model C8

Our ref 8P31 Or stmrlar but with 10 memory featve £10 Our re" OP68 If not
ccaechng add C2 to special packing.

ELECTRONIC SPACESHIP Sound

and impact contorea responds to daps
and shouts and reverses when It hits any-
thing. Kit with real, denied instructions.
ideal present for budting youngeleencen
A youngster s'atedbe abler° aemnible but
you may lave to help OM the foddering of

me components on the pcb. Cornetete kit
18 Our ref gm

DATA RECORDER FOR COMPUTERS. For Owing games cr loaning to
music cassettes I has a cur' - condenser microphone and IOW weaker
'muted it you use tre extension socket rtas the tolloynng conialt emuermatp,

eyed fast forward. rernea, play arta record Also has breagn imps counter.
extension headphone and microphone socket and taking wed. Bug-,
powe- supply enates 3 to run mom the mains but amnion deoCarbelery oper-
ation in as new coeditor but customer reiums so fray hangs* Pnce only
CIO and if you order 4 you get a fifth one free. Our ref 10P65.

BUSH RADIO MIDI SPEAKERS. Stereo pall'. BASS WWII gran. Arc 4
lue range 4in driver ol 4 ohms impedance. Mounted in very ntely nude beck

fronted walnut firish cabinets. Cabnet size imam 13'0 wide 1 4in IV and
3'1:m deep Fitted with a pxod length of speaker flex end wringing we a me-
mai audio plug Price C5 the pm plus El post. Our ref 5P14I.

Thin FLOPPY DISC DRIVE - DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE DBISITY,

80 TRACK. Sr ugart compatible, has 34 way IDC connector and vii riatace
wan almost any computer. Made byte famous Japanese NEC Company Price
559 51 plus £3 assured post.

=. ATARI OnE COMPUTER. At 648 Mrs
a most poverty! and suitable lc, hone and
bigness. Brand new. compete with PSU.
TV lead. owners manual ens six games
Can be yours to only £45 plus t3 inured
delivery.

65XE COMPENDIUM. Contains. 65XE Computer, its data recorder XC12
and its pystok with len games for £62 60 plus I 4 insured dekeery

AGAIN AVAILABLE: ASTEC PSU. Hams operated switch mode. so very
compact. Outputs +12v 2.54. +5v 6A. -5V .5A. d 12v .5k Sae 7'4n tag x
4'/,.n wide x Ain high. Cased ready tor use Brand new Normal proe f 30+. cur
once only £10. Our ref 10P31.

VERY POWERFUL 13 VOLT MOTOR. 'hid Hamm, Made no Onve Me
Sinclair 05 electric car but adepts* to poem a go-kart a mower a rar car
model railway. et Brand new Price 120 plus £2 postage. Our ref 20P22

PHILIPS LASER
The e hekum- eco and has a power rateig of 2mW. Complete), safe so
long as you Co not ,00L directly into the beam when eye damage could
resuit Brand oee ry spec. i30 pluSE3insixed delivery. Mainsapenied
co.er y_pp., tor s ,.ute oyes Sky striking mid 1 25in and 5mA rummy

Complete tut with case 21 5 Dino for 12v battery. also f 15. Ow ref I5P22.

ORGAN MASTER. is a wee octave muscat keyboard a rot beautiful, made.
as full sde rmano sizes keys has gold plated contacts and is complete** rib-

bon' cat'e and edge connects Can be used with many computers, request
witty-nate^ sheet Bred nee only 1,15 plus £3 postage. Our ref 15PtS

FULL RANGE OF COMPONENTS. At very keen prices are available from
our associate company SC S COMPONENTS. You may already have the, cata-
rogue it not request one and we vie send It FOC with your goods

HAND-HELD VIDEO LAMP. Mans operated and will enable you to take pro-
lessronal standard videos. Made by the famous Ferguson Company this uses a
1000W halogen tamp rn a fan cooled. hand-heidand hand -switched metalnous-

mg. Comes complete with optional am -door assembN and camera bar Obvi-
ously intended to (eta,' at over C60, we offer these at C30 each plus t3 insured
delivery Our ref 30P3

HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. gin black and one used Peers tube
M24/306W Made up ie a acquired frame and has open side Made for use with

OPO compute, but surtable for most others. Brand new Eli plus £5 poet Our
reference 16P1

12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAN. Japanese made The popular square shape
4/n x4 .rm xturn The electronically run fans not only consame very vale cur-
rent but also they do not cause interference as the brushlype moiorsdo Idealkk
cooing computers etc or IV a caravan ES each. Our ref 8P26

MONO RADIO CASSETTE RECORDER. Afk FM web al the normal con -
trots. In le new condemn but customer returns or shop repots. so may need
attenton. Price £10. Order 5 of these and gel a Sixth one tree. Our ref 10P66

FOOBARGAIN
31an maoe try Chinon ofJapan Singe sided, BO track Shugartcorripabble

interface. nterctiangeatre with most other 31w and 5 /Alves. Com-
pleter, cased weh 4 pin parer teed and 34pin compeer lead £40plus C3
re det. Our ref 40P1

MINI MONO AMP. mace sae 4' x 2" opal Feed
volume control and a hereto/ a tone coned should you
require it. The amplifier has three bare
and we estimate the Ninu .0

3W inns Mae technoe
included *Or the amp Bra-
fect tandoori. offerea a: to ,rn.

low once of £1.15 each or 13 for 012.00

J & N BULL ELECTRICAL
Dept. E.T.I., 250 PORTLAND ROAD. HOVE,

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 50T.
NAIL °nu; rEnSIS Can,. P 0,N... w.e, milli - :20 add

compares Access I 8arcilycamt moray are accepien - nnnnnsen CS Role
102731734648 or 203500

MOSFETS FOR POWER AMPLIFIERS AND HIGH CURRENT
DEVICES. 140v 1 lOu par made by the famous Hitachi Company. Reference

258413 and its compliment 25,1118 Onn i4 the oair Our ref 4P42

HI-VOLTCAPS. Not ceramic but the much more retie:401M type Gooa range
from int to 350 at voltages 1 ky to 2.5kv_ Keen pnces. good quantity discounts

Request let

AGAIN AVAILABLE - THE SOLID STATE RELAY. Will Meath up to
10A AC load and can be triggered by very small current from photoceg compu-

ter. etc. £2 each. Our ref 2P163

BATTERY OPERATED TRAVEL MECHANISM. On a plaStiC panel mea-
suring approx 9in x 3 ran. Is driver by a reveisto '2v clattery motor. fated with

puaey and belt which rotates a threaded rod and causes a platform to have
backwards and thwaras through a distance of approx Site Price £5 Our ret

5PMAINS OPERATED WATER VALVE with hose connection for Intel and
outlet suitable IOC Ow pressure Auto plant watering, etc. Only £1 each. Our rer
80370.

20 VOLT 4 AMP MAINS TRANSFORMER. Upright mounting with r i oso

feet. Pace £3 Our ref 3P59.

12 VOLT SOLENOIDdies good /on pull °rooted be made to push if fitted wm
a rod. Approx long by 1 o square. Price f I. Our ref BD232A

16 OHM PM SPEAKERS. Approx 7m x 4in. 5 wane Offered at a very low
price so you can use two in parallel to grve you 10 watts 818 ohms f 1 for the two
Our net 80684

EHT TRANSFORMER. 4ky arriA Ex -unused net/meet £5 Our ref 9139

4 CORE TINSEL COPPER LEAD. As fined to telephones. lemynahng wan
'la! 97 plug 2 for Ct. Our ref BO639

EHT TRANSFORMER. BO/ 3mA. £10 Our rem 10P56

DOUBLE MICRODRIVES. We are pleased to advise you that the Double
Moroonves Ouch we were offering at about this time last year as teing suitable
foe the -0P0' and several other computers are again available. same price
as before namely ES. OUr ref 5P113,

VERY USEFUL MAGNETS. Flat, about 1 in long, 'can wide and -
Vert* %reedy! 6 for t t Our ref 80274f at

ACORN COMPUTER DATA RECORDER. Ref ALF03. Made for the Eiec-
rtor a BBC computers out &Made for most Others. Complete with mitinsadao-
tar leads and handbook. 10.00. Ref 10P44 Add £2 special packing.

SOLAR CELLS Were a good current (depending on sue) from sunlight or
tingle dayeglit Module A gm) 100rnA. Price £1 Our ref 80631 Model C greet
4110m01. Price E2 °tare, 2P199. Model Dgives 200mA Price £3. Our ref 3P42

SOLAR POWERED NI -CAD CHARGER. 4 NI -CAD batteries AA iliP7
obliged n eight horn Or two trimly 4 hours. It rs compete. boxed ready to use
unt Rona £6 Our ref 6P3

METAL PROJECT BOX. idea! size for battery charger, power supply etc
sprayed grey site x 4,'x 4' high. ends are Louvered for ventdaton other
odes are Nat aro undreed Order ref 2P191 Price

4 -CORE FLEX CABLE. Cores separately insulated and grey PVC coverec
meal Each copper cove wed 7r0.2rern Ideal for long telephone runs or simi-
lar appicalime wart at nuns voltage 20 metres £2. Our re' 2P196 or 1 Of

metres col CI Order ref 8P19

6 -CORE FLEX CABLE. Descnation sane as the 4 -core above. Puce 15
metres fa 12. Out ref 27197 or tip metres £9 Order WW1

13A PLUGS. Good Britian make complete rat fuse, parcel of 5 for f2. Ortler
ref 2P186.

13A ADAPTERS. Takes 2 13A plugs. packet d 3 for £2, Order ref 2Pr87

20v -0 - 20v. Meets aanslorrners amp (100 watt) loading, tapped Delmar,
200-245 upright mountings E4 Order ref 4P24

BURGLAR ALARM BELL 8' gong OK for outside use d protected from  d '-
12Y battery operated Pnce C8. Ret 8P2

CAPACITOR BARGAIN. Axel ended - 47000 a 25v Jae made. Norma:ti
50a each. but you *A get 4 to El Ref 613.

SINGLE SCREENED FLEX. 7.02 copper conductors, pvc insulated then
with copper screen. finally outer insulation ki fact quite normal screened flea
tOmfor fl Our rem BIN366.

M.ES. BULB HOLDERS. Circular base batten type fitting 4 for f 1 Out re'
D81270

SPRING LOADED TEST PRODS. Heavy duty. made by the famous Etuigrn
company. Very good quaky. Price four for El Per 80597

3 CORE FLEX BARGAIN No. I. Core Size 5mm so Meal la Ong extensor
leads carrying up to 5 amps or short leads up to 10 amps. 15mm for E2. Order id
2P189.

3 CORE FLEX BARGAIN No. 2. Coe size 1 25mm so suitable for long
extenthon leads carrying up to 13 amps - or Short leads up to 25A, 10m for E2
Order ref 2P190.

ALPHA -NUMERIC KEYBOARD. Thus keyboard has 73 keys "nth contact -
less capacitance switches grong long trouble free Me arid no contact bounce
The keys are arranged in hvo groups. die main area *ties OWERTY array and
on the right is a 15 key number pad. boardsito sapper. 13" X 4* - brand new
but offered at only a fraction of its cost namely £3. pket Cl post Rot 3P27.

'4TH HORSEPOWS112 VOLTMOTOR. Made by Smiths, Me bady length
of Mrs rs approximately 341 the diameter 3in and the spindle 9,th of an mrk
diameter has a centre flange Mekong trona be fixedfromthe end by meansof
2 nuts A very powerful tee motor shah revs at 3.000 rpm We have a large
quantity Of them so .1 you have any PrefeCt6in mond then you could rely On sup-

plies for at least two years Nice C6 Our ref BPI, descount for quantibes d
mere

3 VOLT MOTOR. very low current so snoulO be very suitable ter *Olcr.
solar cells. C 1 each Our ref BD681

MINI SPEAKERS. To use instead el headphones with your personal stereo-
Stmpty plug into earphOne socket. Excellent sound quality. only C4 per pa 
et 4P34

INNER EAR STEREO HEADPHONES, ideal for lady ksteikers as m e
not mess up your hair do, Come compete n a neat carryog case Price f
ref 310.56

STEREO HEADPHONE AMPIJF1ER. Very sensane A magneto cartridge
Or tape head ins drive it Has vourne control and socket for stereo headphones

3v battery operated CI each Our ref 80680.

FET CAPACITOR MICROPHONE EAGLE CI.200. Cknotnentnealent to a

hgeolassclynanW microphone whilerelaining the characterelosof acapacrtor
microphone. Price El Our ref 90646,

SUB -MAN TOGGLE SWITCH, Body size Smin x antro x 7mm SBDT vet
chrome Polly fang nuts 4 for £1 00 Order ref BD649

SUB -ANN
our

4Mti
ref

PUSH650 SWITCH DPDT. Single h fang by hexagonal nut 3 for
Cr
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DC MOTOR
CONTROL CIRCUITS

In this month's selection of circuits to help you
keep a hand on the tiller of DC motors, we start
with a variety of DC motor speed control and
regulation circuits, then delve into servomotor
control to close this mini-series.

Motor Speed Control
The rotational speed of a DC motor is directly
proportional to its mean supply voltage value. and
speed can thus be varied by altering this voltage.
Figure 1 shows a simple variable voltage speed control
which uses compound emitter follower Ql-Q2 to vary
the motor's DC voltage from 0-12V. This type of circuit
gives fairly good speed control and self -regulation at
medium and high speeds but very poor low -speed
control and slow -start operation.

Far better speed control can be obtained by using
a switched -mode or pulse -width modulated (PWM)
variable voltage circuit such as that in Fig. 2.

Here ICI acts as a 50Hz astable multivibrator that
generates a rectangular output with a mark -space ratio
fully variable from 20:1 to 1:20 via RV1. This wave-
form is fed to the motor via Q1 and Q2. The motor's
mean supply voltage (integrated over a 50Hz period)
is thus fully variable via RV1) but is applied in the form
of high-energy pulses with peak values of 12V. This
gives excellent full -range speed control and generates
high torque even at very low speeds - its degree of
speed self -regulation is proportional to the mean value
of applied voltage.

Model Train Speed Controller
Figure 3 shows how the switched -mode principle can
be used to make an excellent 12V model train speed
controller. The maximum available output current is
1.5A but the unit incorporates short circuit sensing and
protection circuitry that automatically limits the output

15V

RV1
2k7

ov

Fig. 1 Variable -voltage speed control of a 12V
DC motor

12V

current to a mean value of only 100mA if a short
occurs on the track.

The circuit operates as follows. The power line
voltage is stepped down via T1 and full -wave (bridge)
rectified via BR1, to produce a raw (unsmoothed) DC
supply for the model train (via the track rails) through
the series -connected SCR and direction control switch
SW3

Ray Marston presents
the second and final
part of his mini-series
of stator -the -art
designs

GANGED
R6

NOTE
01 2N3906
02 = MJE2955
01.2 = 1N4148
03.4 1N4001

Fig. 2 Switched -mode speed control of a 12V DC motor

SW1a

L r=="
AC I

POWER
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SW1b

E 0

-0 12V
OUT

FS1
3A

17V
2A

0 V

NOTE:
01 TIS42
Q2 = 2N3904
D1 = 1N4148
02 - 1N4001
201 = 10V 2ENER
SCR1 = C106
BR1 = 4A BRIDGE

RECTIFIER

(i)

2

R2
1R0

R1 LP147R 12V
1W 100mA

R4
390R R5

100R

SCR1

FORWARD

SW 3a

REVERSE

oui MT
FORWARD

SW3b

REVERSE

Fig. 3 Model train speed controller circuit with automatic short-circuit protection
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At the start of each raw DC half -cycle the SCR
is off. so DC voltage is applied (via R4 and ZD1) to
UJT Q1 and its associated C1-RV1 timing circuitry.
Eventually the UJT fires and triggers the SCR which
saturates, removing power from Q1 (which thus
resets) and feeding the :est of the power half -cycle to
the model train via R2. R3 and SW3.

This timing/switching process repeats in each
raw DC half -cycle (so at twice the power line
frequency), giving a classic phase -triggered power
control action that enables the train speed to be varied
over a wide range via RV1.

Note that the circuit's output current passes
through the parallel R2 -R3, generating a proportional
output voltage that is peak -detected and stored via
Dl -C2 and fed to Q2 base via R8 -R9. The overall
action is such that, because of the voltage storing
action of C2, Q2 turns on and disables the UJTs
timing network for several half -cycles if the peak
output current exceeds 1.5A. Thus, if a short occurs
across the track the half -cycle output current is limited
to a peak value of a few amps by the circuit's internal
resistance, but the protection circuitry ensures that the
SCR fires only once in (say) every fifteen half -cycles,
thus limiting the mean output current to only 100mA
or so.

FS I
250mA

4-12V

DC INPUT
FROM Fig.3

OV

Fig. 4 Model railway track cleaner

NOTE'
01 = 2N3053
FITTED WITH
CLIP -ON
HEATSINK

1 OUTPUT
 TO

TRACK

INPUT FROM
TRAIN
CONTROLLER

An Automatic Track Cleaner
Note that the raw DC output of the above circuit is
available (via isolating diode D2) to power accessories
such as an automatic track cleaner to maintain
electrical contact between the train pick-up wheels
and the track, susceptable to dirt and oxidisation. This
problem can be overcome by feeding train control
signals to the track via a load -sensing high -frequency
low -power high -voltage generator, which harmlessly
cuts its way through any existing dirt or oxidisation.
Fig. 4 shows an example of such a circuit and its
controller -to -track circuit connections.

It is basically a modified blocking oscillator, tuned
to operate at about 100kHz by the inductance of step-
up transformer T1 (wound on a small ferrite core) and
by the values of C2 and C4 (which minimise the
unwanted effects of track capacitance). The oscillator
generates several hundred volts peak -to -peak on T1
secondary, but at a fairly high impedance (and thus
harmless) level. Oscillation ceases if the output is
heavily loaded.

Transformer Tl's secondary is wound with fairly
heavy gauge wire, through which the train control
signals are fed to the track. When electrical contact
is made between a train motor and the track the
resulting low impedance kills the oscillator and only
the train control signals reach the track. If the contact
is interrupted by dirt, however, the resulting high
impedance enables the oscillator to work and the
resulting high -frequency high -voltage (plus train
control) signals rapidly break through the interruption
and re-establish electrical contact.

A neon lamp (plus resistor) is wired across Ti
secondary and illuminates when the track cleaner is
active, indicating loss of track contact. R6 ensures that
only a very small part of the oscillator output voltage
can be fed to the train controller terminals when the
cleaner is active.

Motor Speed Regulation
Motor speed regulators are meant to keep motor
speed fairly constant in spite of wide variations in the
control circuit's supply voltage and in the motor
loading conditions. Figure 5 shows an example of a
regulator circuit designed to simply keep the motor's
applied voltage constant in spite of such variations in
voltage and temperature.

The 317K 3 -terminal variable voltage regulator
IC when fitted to a suitable heat sink can supply output
currents up to 1.5A and has an output that is fully
protected against short circuit and overload condi-
tions. With the component values shown, the output
is fully variable from 1.25V to 13.75V via RV1,
provided that the supply voltage is at least 3V greater
than the desired output value.

Cl
100n

OV

RV1
2k2

OV

VOUT 1V25 I1+RVIiR1)

1V25 to 13V75

NOTE
ICI  317K
Di = 154001

Fig. 5 Simple motor -speed controller/regulator

RV1
470R
SET
SPEED

RE
1103

Fig. 6 Popular motor -speed regulator

Figure 6 shows a popular type of regulator circuit
widely used (with minor variations) in cassette recor-
ders, compensating for variations in both battery
voltage and motor loading conditions.

The motor current is controlled via series tran-
sistor Q1 and is monitored via R2. Q1 is controlled via
Q2. The diagram shows the circuit voltages obtained
when the motor is operating at 6V and is drawing
100mA. Note that Q2's emitter is biased 1.2V below
the motor value via D1 -D2 -R3, and that Q1's base is
set at a fraction of the Ql-collector value via
R4-RV1-R5. All changes in motor or Q1 collector
voltages thus effect Q2's emitter and base bias values,
but the changes are always least on the base.

Thus any drop in the circuit's supply voltage tends
to decrease the motor's voltage and make Q2's emitter
fall further below its base value, driving Q2 and Q1
harder on and self -compensating for the supply
reduction. Similarly, any increase in motor loading
tends to slow the motor and increase the motor current
and the R2 voltage drop, thus raising the relative value
of Cgs collector voltage and making Q2's base voltage
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rise further above that of the emitter, driving Q2 and Q1
harder on and increasing the motor drive to self -
compensate for the increased motor loading. Some
thermal compensation is also given via Dl and D2. The
motor speed can be varied over a limited range via RV1.

Figure 7 shows a high-performance regulator
circuit that can be used in wide -range variable -speed
applications such as controlling 12V DC mini -drills
and so on.

Here the motor is again powered via the output
of a 317K 3 -terminal variable voltage regulator IC but
in this case the motor current is monitored via R5-RV2.
which feed a proportional voltage to the input of the
IC2-Q1 non -inverting DC amplifier. This generates a
Q1 emitter voltage directly proportional to the motor's
load current.

Now, the output voltage of this circuit equals the
normal output value of the 317K IC (which is variable
from 1.25-13.75V via RV1) plus the voltage on Ql's
emitter. Consequently. any increase in motor loading
makes the circuit's output voltage rise to automatically
increase the motor drive and hold its speed reasonably
constant. To initially set up this circuit, simply set the
motor speed to about one-third of maximum via RV1,
then lightly load the motor and set RV2 so that the
speed remains similar in both loaded and unloaded
states.

Two-phase Motor Driver
Two-phase (AC) motors are synchronous machines
and low -voltage versions are sometimes used as
precision phonograph turntable drivers. Figure 8
shows a circuit that can drive 8R two-phase motor
windings at up to 3W each, at frequencies between
45Hz and 65Hz. The circuit is designed around an
LM377 dual 3W audio power amplifier IC, driven
from a split supply.

It operates as follows: The IC's left half is wired
as a Wien bridge oscillator. with frequency variable
between 45Hz and 65Hz via RV1, and with amplitude
stabilised via RV2 and the filament lamp. The output
is fed directly to one motor phase winding and to the
other via the IC's right hand half which acts as an 85°
phase shifter (C6 -R6 shifts the phase by 85° but
attenuates by a factor of ten at 60Hz - the IC half
gives unity phase shift and a gain of ten at 60Hz).

Circuit stability is assured via decoupling
networks C3 -R4 -R5. C4 and C5. and the motor
windings are tuned to a mid -frequency value via C8
and C9.

Servomotor Systems
A servomotor is a conventional electric motor with its
output coupled (usually via a speed -reduction gear-
box) to a movement -to -data translator such as a
potentiometer or a tachogenerator.

Figure 9 shows a controller that can be used to
give proportional movement (set via RV2) of a
servomotor with a pot (RV1) output. The motor can
be any 12-24V type that draws less than 700mA of
current. Here RV1 and RV2 are wired as a Wheat-
stone bridge and the IC (a dual 4W power amplifier)
is wired as a bridge -configured motor -driving
difference amplifier. The circuit action is such that any
movement of RV2 upsets the bridge balance and
generates a RV1-RV2 difference voltage that is
amplified and fed to the motor. making its shaft rotate
and move RV1 to restore the bridge balance. RV1 thus
tracks the movement of RV2. which can be used to
remote -control the shaft position.

Figure 10 shows, in block diagram form, how a

-18V

0v
NOTE.
IC1 - 317K
IC2 3140
01 = 2N3906
01 1N4001

Fig. 7 High performance variable -speed regulator circuit
711-

Fig. 8 Two-phase motor driver

RV2
100k

ROTATE

RI
100k

R2
100k

C5 R610n 100k

NOTE:
IC1 a 1M377

OV

 12-28V

7
R6

Fig. 9 Proportional movement (servomotor) controller

NOTE:
ICI = LM378

510k

R7
10k

PRECISION
MULTI.FREOUENCY

OSCILLATOR

33.3 RPM

45 RPM
78.26 RPM

OPTOELECTRONIC
"TACHOGENERATOR

CIRCUIT

FREOUENCY,PHASE
COMPARATOR

TURNTABLE
MOTOR DRIVE

CIRCUIT

Fig. 10 Block diagram showing a tachogenerator servomotor
used to give precision speed control of a phonograph turntable

achogenerator type of servomotor system can be
used to give precision speed control of a phonograph
turntable. The motor drives the turntable via a con-
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Fig. 11 Block diagram showing basic digital proportional -control servomotor system
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Fig. 12 Waveforms of a 4 -channel digital proportional -control system
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Fig. 13 Digital proportional servo driver using the ZN409CE IC
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Fig. 14 Digital proportional servo driver using the NE544N IC

ventional belt dnve mechanism and the turntable edge
is patterned with equally -spaced reflective strips
monitored by an optoelectronic tachogenerator pro-
ducing an output signal proportional to the turntable
speed. The phase and frequency of this signal are
compared with that of a precision oscillator to give an
output that is used to control the motor drive circuit,
thus holding the turntable at the precise speed selected
by the operator. Several manufacturers produce
dedicated ICs for use in this type of application.

Digital Proportional Servomotors
One of the best known types of servomotor is that
used in digital proportional remote control systems.
These devices actually consist of a special IC plus a
motor and reduction gearbox that drives a pot and
gives a mechanical output. Figure 11 shows the block
diagram of one of these systems, which is driven via
a variable -width (1-2ms) input pulse repeated once
every 15ms or so (the frame time).

The input pulse width controls the position of the
servo's mechanical output. At lms the servo output
may (for example) be full left, at 1.5ms neutral and
at 2ms full right.

Each input pulse triggers a 1.5ms 'cleadband'
pulse generator and a variable -width pulse generator
controlled (via RV1) by the gearbox output. These
three pulses are fed to a width comparator that gives
one output specifying direction control of the motor
drive circuitry and another that (when fed through a
pulse -width expander) controls the motor speed,
making the servomotor's RV1-driving mechanical
output rapidly follow any variations in the width of the
input pulse.

Servomotors of the above type are usually used
in multi -channel remote control systems as shown in
the basic 4 -channel system of Fig. 12. Here a serial data
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input is fed (via some form of data link) to the input of
a suitable decoder. Each input frame comprises a 4ms
synchronisation pulse followed by four variable -width
(1-2ms) sequential 'channel' pulses. The decoder
simply converts the four channel pulses to parallel form,
enabling each pulse to be used to control a servomotor.

Digital Servomotor Circuits
Digital proportional servomotor units are widely
available in both kit and ready -built forms and are
usually designed around either the Ferranti ZN409CE
or the Signetics NE544N servo amplifier ICs. Figures
13 and 14 show practical application circuits for both
of these IC types, with component values suitable for
input pulse lengths in the 1-2ms range and frame
length of about 18ms nominal.

Finally, to complete this series, Figure 15 shows
a general purpose tester for use with the above types
of servo. This unit is powered from the servo's supply
battery (nominally about 5V) and simply feeds normal
input pulses to the servo via a standard servo socket.
The frame length is variable from 13-28ms via RV1,
and the pulse length is variable from 1-2ms via RV2.
It can be trimmed to give a precise 1.5ms mid -scale
value via RV4. The output pulse level is variable via
RV3.

The circuit is designed around two 7555 ICs. the
CMOS versions of the 555 timer chip giving stable
operation at supply values down to 3V.

IC1 is configured as a free running astable
multivibrator and generates the frame times. Its output
triggers IC2. which is configured as a monostable
multivibrator and generates the output test pulses

R1
4k 7
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68k

RV1
100k
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Fig. 15 Digital proportional servo tester circuit
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HART AUDIO KITS -
YOUR VALUE FOR MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI-FI

Yes, you too can afford the very best in real hi-fi equipment by building
a HART kit Wrth a HART kit you can avoid the hilarious paces and magical
claims of the 'oxygen tree grain oriented copper' brigade and the flashy
extents and mundane interior of the mass market products. With every
HART kit you get the benefit of circuit design by world leaders in their held.
men of the calibre 01John Urisley Hood for instance who has been in the
forefront of audio design for manyyeankThiscircultippertitte is harnessed
to realise its full potential by HART engineering standards which have
been famous in the kit field since 1961 The HART approac, is
to five you the best value in hi-fi by combining the best circuit concepts
with the latest and best components within a unit carefully designed to
bring out your hidden skills as an equipment builder

Units in the HART audio range are carefully designed to form matched
stacks of identially sized cases, in many cases even the control pitches
are also lined up from unit to unit for a cohesive look to your customised
ensemble

Flagship of our range, and the ideal po.vernouse for your ultimate system
is the new AUDIO DESIGN 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER, described in
tne May issue of 'Electronics Today International' This complete stereo
power amplifier has so many features that your really need Our list to
browse through them all Gloating over its technical merits. which its
pedigree guarantees anyway, it is a power amp with the extra versatility
of a built-in passive input stage gnnng trwee switched inputs volume and
balance controls Tape or CD players may therefore be directly connected
along with a standard pre -amp output. indeed your system may not need
a pre -amp at all with the well balanced output of Competent CD players.

Send for our new FREE Spring 59 List h has fun information on this new
amplifier as well as details of improvements to cooler kits in Our range

Our 300 SERIES amplifiers for instance now feature optional piano input
sockets and double size LCR power supply capacitors

The 400 SERIES John Linsley Hood Audiophile Tuner range now
incorporates the very latest updated stereo decoder circuit which can also
be retro-titled to existing tuners with our 'Tuner Enhancement Package'

Also listed we many exerting new products for the serous audiophile such
as Our Gold plated prior* and XLR plugs and sockets and uttimate quality
connection leads for CD audio c- dig rot sionais

ALPS PRECISION LOW -NOISE STEREO POTS

Just arrived stocv. Exciting new range of Decision audio puts in values
to cover most quality amplifier applications. All in 2 -gang stereo format

Throw out those noisy ill -matched carbon pots and replace with the real
hi-fi components only used selectively in the very top flight of World class

amplifiers

Values avertable We 101c and 100K Log. 100K Lw and 10K Special Balance
(Zero loss in centre position) Our prices are incredibly low for pots of this
quality due 10 large purchases for our quality kits

2 -Gang Lin £6.30

2 -Gang Log
2 -Gang Special Balance. zero stomata End zero centre loss 0780

We we so Impressed with these new controls thews will include them
In our new 80 watt power amplifier kits AT NO EXTRA CHARGE until
November 1989.

SOLENOID CONTROLLED FRONT LOAD CASSETTE DECK TN3600

High quality 10084tW8F) successor to our very popular SF925F A very
useful high quality cassette mechanism for domestic or industrial use.
Offers all standard facilities plus cue and revue modes all under remote,
logic or sohware control The power and control requirements are very
simple with 12v solenoids and 12v Motor with built in speed control. Deck
is supplied as standard fitted vnth a very nice 10KHz RIP head and a 15rnH
erase head

TN3600 Deck with stereo head 048.53
INF340 Full manufacturers data £2.90

QUALITY AUDIO KITS

HIGH QUALITY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEADS

1 LI
Do your tapes lack treble, A wpm head could bathe problern. Fitting one
of our replacement heads could restore performance to better than newt
Standard inductances and mounting make fining easy on nearly all
machines and our Tel Test Cassette helps you set the azimuth spot on
Ae we are the actual importers you gel pnme parts at lower prices, compare
our prices with other suppliers and seel NI ow heads are suitable for use
with any Dolby system and are normally available ex stock We also stock
a wide range of special heads tor home construction and industrial users

10316 Sendust Alloy Stem Heed. High quality head with excellent
frequency response and hyperbolic face for good tape to head contaci

£1786

HC40 NEW RANGE High Beta Permian Stereo head. Modern space
save design for easy fitting and lame cost. Suitable for chrome metal and
tenc tapes, truly a universal replacement head for hr -h decks to car players

and at an incredible price tool £8.85

HX100 Special Other Stereo Perrnelioy Head £2.88

HRP373 Downstream Monnor Stereo Combination Head £44.39

H0551 4 -Track Record 8 Play Permalloy Head la auto -reverse car
players or quadraphonic recording £16.79

H524 Standard Erase Head . .... .
£2.59

SM166 2/2 AC Erase Head. Standard Mount £12.60

HS9510 2/4 Stereo DC Erase Heed £8.70

h10751E 414 AC Erase Head. tracks compatible with H0551 £57.06

We can supply card reader heads fOr OEMs at very keen prices

REEL TO REEL HEADS
999R 2/1 Record/Play 110m14. Suits Stuart Tape Circuits £13.34

998E 2/4 Erase Head tmH. UnNerS at Mount. Suits Stuart E11.96

TAPE RECORDER CARE PRODUCTS
HART TC1 TEST CASSETTE Our famous triple purpose test cassette
Sets tape azimuth. VU level and tape speed 05.38

DEMI Mains Powered Tape Heed Demagnetiser, prevents noise on
playback due to residual head magnetisation E4.08

DEM115 Electronic, Cassette Toe. demagnetiser ULM

Our new SPRING '89 List is FREE Send for your copy now. Overseas
customers welcome, please send 2 IRCs to cover surface post. or 5 for

Airmail
Please add part cost of carnagokand insurance as follows.
INLAND: Orders up to El0 -01: Orders £10 to £49 -£1.50: Orders ',ye'
ESC - £2.50: Express Courier -£9
OVERSEAS: Please see the ordenng
information with our lists

24hr SALES LINE
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

(0691) 652894 EC -00.1-e,04-0-9tel
4 -10 84'

OS*4 54'°

O
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Paul Brow aims to
please with this auto -

reset addition to last
year's fire-power
project

CHRONOSCOPE
REVISITED

NOTE
1C10 - 4001B
017 - 8C237
012 - 1N4142
012 - 11.001

IC10
PIN 7

Fig. 1 The circuit diagram for the auto -reset board

SK7

RIBBON WIRE SEE TEXT FOR
CONNECTION DETAILS

El

LEAD LENGTH 90mm

37rnm

-L.0 it 10
0,

T
017

PL 7

CC27)

1 2 3 4 0
C20

CHRONOSCOPE AUTO RESET
PCB COMPONENT LAYOUT

  
  

.

. . .

(   .) A

DRILLING TEMPLATE
TRACK VIEW

Fig. 2 The component overlay for the
auto -reset board

It was last November that the complete design
for the Chronoscope was published. It func-
tioned as a self-contained unit that measured
the velocity of an air pellet fired through the
project case - preferably through the specially

designed holes.
It was built on three PCBs: one for the counter,

one for the display and the third for the sensors that
had to reliably spot something travelling faster than

. . . well as fast as a speeding bullet.
All well and good However. while using the

Chronoscope, I found that having to press the reset
button after every shot was getting on my 'wires'! I had
to do something about it. hence the circuit diagram
in Fig. 1. Its function is to provide a reset pulse eight
seconds after the shot was fired. This allows sufficient
time to note the display reading and prepare to shoot
again.

Construction
The circuit is constructed on a PCB about 25mm
square and has a detachable lead, which is soldered to
the other boards. After testing it can be stuck down
inside the Chronoscope with double sided tape pads.

Connections
The new board has four connections to the existing
Chronoscope boards. These are as follows:

Auto board pin 1 wire to C15 + ve on sensor
board.

Pin 2 wire to R40 (end near D10) on sensor
board.

Pin 3 wire to SW5 pins nearest edge of display
board.

Pin 4 wire to C15 - ve on sensor board.
Solder the wires to the component side on the

sensor board and to the track side of the display board.
After testing. stick the auto reset board down with

double -sided tape in the space available.
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HOW IT WORKS
When a pellet is fired through the Chronoscope, it is initially detected

by 04-06 and IC 7b goes high momentarily, setting bistable IC8a.

The new board connects to the output of IC 7b so this pulse also

sets the bistable formed by IC10a and IC1Ott

Prior to a trigger pulse C20 would be fully charged keeping Q17

turned off via inverter IC10c. When the pulse sets the bistable, C20

slowly discharges into IC 10a via R47 staking about eight seconds to

reach the switching threshold of ClOc i. IC 10c output now goes high,

turning on Q17 (which resets the unit).

However 1C10c output (delayed by half a second by R48/C211

also resets bistable 1C10a11C10b and recharges C20 via D12. The

result of this is a short (0.5s) negative pulse on the reset line about

eight seconds after a pellet is fired.

PARTS LIST
Component numbering continues from that used in the original article.

R47 820k

R48 IMO

R49 10k

C20 10i, 16V radial electrolytic

C21 470n miniature polyester

IC10 40016

017 BC 237 (BC107 or similar)

D12 1N4148

PL 4 -way pin header

SK 7 4 -housing and terminals

PCB. IC socket. 4 -way ribbon cable

ETI

Oscilloscopes
TEKTRONIX 2215 Dual Trace 6061+g Delay Sweep Dual 'B C475
TEKTRONIX 465 Dual Trace 1001AHz Delay Sweet

ESM
TEKTRONIX 454 Ova Trace 150MHz Delay Streec E400

GOULDADVANCEOS300CW Due Trace 40MHz Delay Sweep f300
CS.54,6I CiJal Trace 20MHz Delay SweeO C250

p, L p s p,.,213 Dua Trace 10Mitz En()

SPECIAL OFFER
HEWLETT PACKARD

OSCILLOSCOPE TYPE 1740A
Dad Trace 100411r Delay Sweet: Trigger tIew 4515

HAMEG MODULAR SYSTEM
I- EE DUI stAENT 075 Due 'race 50141-11 Dewy Sweep £275 HMIter Mem Frame eV. HM0032 See Ware Generator
KNUSUI 5530A 7.4al Trace 35MHz 1:250 20Hz.20MHz, 1-1M8037 2 Function Generator 0 1-9AHz Sesta

HAS4C-G 203 4 Dud Trace 20MHz £240 Than?* and HM8011 2 Digital Multimeter 40 Digti

HP 1220A :.al Trans 5Mhz. £200 ONLY £400
GOULD A 2..i., i,i:E c Ii33 Trace 30Mhz C210

COULD Al.:NANCE C.,. S225 Dud Trace I5MHz 0210 RACAL NORSK Keyboard. CASED ASCII Coded . FuNv.or
Unused Some into ..... CD ads (PAP 431COSSOR Cal150 Dual Trace 354043 Delay Sweep Sokl Slate

FAA NELL WATCHED MODE PSU 5V 40A 8 ..,', 12V SA

i iii

P001016 ext0cm Div* ..... .. . ....... CI80 f30 each (POP te)
OpWril Pei cam conlainIng 2 ;obeli. vx flO OTHER swrrCNED MODE PSU1 available Please enquire NSF
SE LABS SUM Dui Irma *Atte S0id Stab Portable AC ar DAWES Sw DStDD AO back from CSO

AWN%
SCOPE% ADDc Doomsi liionc e010Mtmz

Deploy 00
MULTIMETERS(P&P All AVOs £101

TELECXNPMENT S541 Single Dace 1041Hz Solid Sum 090 AVO 8 C,..-Jele reel Batteries 8 Leads Nom [SO
A40 8 MIN :emend wth Baneres A Leads 490
ROO TEST SET NG ? . %Mal' versox of 350 Al

Complete rem & Leads C65
MARCONI TF2006 AM FM 9:161162-00 Sq Gen 0500
MARCONI TF2009 AM FM 106011-510141.0 Sig Ger Cir5

for

TEST LEADS sonde lor AVOMETERS Red a Black mm
Mas:ONI 7F20'S AM FM 10.520MHz Sig Gen rillh 2 Croc-Clips A 2 Prods t.5 (PIP f3)

Since:nye' '''C'T" £550 Mac* -Eve,148110( case tor AmOs Unused OS (P&P f41
MAF:0NI TF2CiS entia Synchronise, 1425

AMO AIME TESTER CT160 Sidcase stye 22 Bases !PAR CInAla .NI TF2016 AM FM 101411z420MHz yet Sytnroniser
ONLY C25 eachTczie3 E100 AN) TRNOISTOR ANALYSIS MU CT446 Soacase stye.

YA.:DNIT.F20. 16 *War! $yrylvonNer £300 complete with batteries and operating ,strucNoms
1.10,,CQN1 SAN:ERS SIG SC,L RCE 60558 850.2150MHz £500
ir.0 il a. FIL,I'61,-; Sig Gen C.200

(PAP £7) ONLY £25 each

NEW EQUIPMENTSWEEPH 564 0S0L.ATOR 712 4Gtiz C600
HP 620 Sicnal Gene, ger 7.11GHZ £400 HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 604 Dual Trece601411: DelaySeeep
H.P. 614A 59* Generator 1300.210011Hz £450 Contends Teske . 2 Probes 1575
FERROGRAPH RT52 Recede IAA Sol £275 HAMEGOSCILLOSCOPE2oas Dual Trace 20114z Convened
WOEVVIE VON & Flutter WA ME/011 000 Tesler A 2 Probes £354
LEADER WV ISA Iwo channel tAlholtrew 5Hz-501Miz All Ober Models Available

11:005300V f100
BLACK STAR FREQUENCY COUNTERS PAP i'.4LEVEU. TG200OM 1H6-1MHz Sins/Sapme £125

MARCONI Mode Distradi Wee 7E2337A 400hz or NH: Mew 00-100Mtiz £99

Measures goon lo OM% .... ............. £150 Video 600-600MHz 029
MARCONI TF2700 UNIViin11.0CRI10006 Bands Operated Melen ,000-IGN: 071

From. 050 BACK. STAR JUPITOR 500 FUNCTION GENERATOR

,'HI P45456 c)it Stem Generalo, £95 SedSoaarennancee 0 litHz P&P f4 010_PS

A:NANCE S062)3 $OUS AM 1501ez.220MHz c45 PIP r)
TEKTRONIX COWER TRACER lytwcrn C325

BLACK STARORION PALP1MDEO CaOUR PATTERN
GENERATOR f209

IRO SG402 AM Sig Gen 1001(14z30MHz Unused 175 HUNG CHANG DrAM 7030 0v1 age Hand rat 23 ,i,..xin
MARCONI ATTENUWOR TF2162 DC.41Att 600 Ot. Di 1 kie iiii including 10 Amp AMC Silo Complete wen l.ore. .,...: 4

108 Steps £35 (PIP £7) *Kt P&P 04 039.50
HAT E ....0 ATTENUATOR DC-250MHz 50 OPm 0-10008 060 As abr''' DM° 0010 0 25% 033_50

Ma.ROONIRF POWER METER Trii52AR DC 50014Hz 0525W Carry -TO Cage tr above C.3

5030hm with manual CM% 045 (P&P £7) OSCILLOSCOPES PROBES. Seeded r i le Oil each

Used equipment - with 30 days guarantee Manuals supplied if possible
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or Telephone for lists. Please check availability

before ordering CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT to be added to Total of Goods 8 Carriage

= STEWARTS OF READING
110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PL

Tel 0734 68041 Fax: 0734 351696 Callers welcome 9am-5 30pm Mon -Fri (until 8pm Thurs)

HOBBYKIT introduces

The smart kit range of over
120 electronic kits

Each smart kit has been tried and tested
having been available in europe for the

last 8 years

SMART KITS ARE EDUCATIONAL

SMART KITS ARE RECREATIONAL

NO PRIOR ELECTRONIC
KNOWLEDGE IS NECESSARY

All you need is a soldering iron everything
else is provided in each blister packed

smart kit

Comprehensive catalogue available
including special introductory offer

Please send 28p s.a.e. to:

HOBBYKIT LTD
UNIT 19 CAPITOL INDUSTRIAL PARK
CAPITOL WAY LONDON NW9 OEQ

FAX: 01-205 0603
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Rashid Adat has a
simple circuit to ward
off thieves

try

F-4
Li

32

TREMBLER
MOVEMENT DETECTOR

MERCURY
SWITCH

KEY
SWITCH

RI
10M

2

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of movement detector

BUZZER

,VE BATTERY

PCB

USE BREAK
CONTACTS JACK PLUG

KEYSWITCH
JACKSOCKET

Fig. 2 Keyswitch jack plug and socket

MERCURY TILT SWITCH

Fig. 3 Mercury switch

MERCURY
TILT SWITCH

KEYSWITCH

-v
SSW1

BUZZER

VE
VE BATTERY
BATTERY

 VE
BUZZER

Fig. 4 Component overlay for PCB

= BREAK IN TRACK

TO LED

TO BAT"

Fig. 5 Component overlay on stripboard

LED

Here is a simple design for a movement
detector with possibilities when used
as a security device. It could protect
expensive electronic apparatus, per-
sonal documents or indeed anything

in a container that might be carried away by an
unauthorised person. To protect documents in a filing
cabinet, the detector could simply be placed in the
drawer and when the drawer is opened, a high
intensity sound results.

The main sections of the device are: motion
detector (a mercury tilt switch). control logic and a
high intensity audible buzzer. All parts are mounted
in a small plastic box. The box has an LED to show
the setting time and battery condition, a keyswitch
socket to enable and disable the detector and several
holes to allow the sound to leave.

So. to set our sentinel. here is what you do. Place
or attach the box to the piece of apparatus you want
to protect (preferably out of sight) and withdraw the
jack plug. The jack plug functions as part of the
switching device that enables the circuit when it is
removed from the socket. When this happens. the
LED turns on for approximately 10 seconds. After this
time. the LED goes out and the circuit enters standby
mode.

Thereafter, any motion imparted to the box is
sensed by the mercury tilt switch. The angle of the
switch to the circuit board was set at about 15 degrees
(Fig. 1). This provides detection when the box is tilted
slightly. The angle can be adjusted for maximum
sensitivity. If movement in the horizontal plane is
required, the angle should be made as small as
possible. The mercury switch could also be pointed
at a corner of the box thus providing a detection of
tilt in two planes. Any tilt or movement results in the
triggering of the buzzer. The circuit is designed to
sound a 90dB tone continuously and can only be
silenced by inserting the key (jack plug) into the
socket. This cuts power to the circuit.

If you wanted extra security you could use a
keyswitch. With the jackplug it is just possible to shove
a paper clip into the socket. short it out and reset the
circuit. However this takes a fair amount of time to
work out (as the ETI cleaning staff have discovered
much to their chagrin). particularly if you're an
alarmed burglar. In the meantime, the high intensity
buzzer really is very loud.



Construction
Construction is fairly simple for this project. When
using the PCB. mount and solder a 14 -pin dual -in -
line socket first. Then solder the two resistors.
capacitor and mercury switch as shown in Fig 4. Next
solder the wires in for the connections to the battery,
keyswitch, buzzer and LED. The wires to the LED and
switch must be long so that the two halves of the box
can be separated easily.

As the IC is a CMOS device, care must be taken
when handling and inserting it into the socket. Make
sure your body is earthed when carrying out this
operation.

All the circuitry is then housed in a plastic box
of suitable size. The one used in the prototype
measured 114 x 76 x 30mm. The PCB. buzzer and

HOW IT WORKS

battery can be mounted by simply sticking them inside
the box with double -sided foam tape.

When constructing the movement detector on
stripboard (Fig. 5), cut the copper lines first using a
sharp drill bit. Then mount and solder the socket.
Place the wire links in next and solder the components
in as before. Finally, a matrix of holes was drilled in
the plastic box to let the sound out.

BUYLINES
All components are easily available. The buzzer is available from

Maplin. cat no. FK84F and the mercury tilt switch also available from

Maplin. cat no. FE11M. The PCB is available at £2.50 or the complete

kit at £11.99 from the author at 20 Highview St, Bolton 8L3 4DQ.

Once the key is removed, the LED is switched on fora period of about

10 seconds. This length is determined by the values of Cl and R2 (see

Fig. 11. When the voltage on Cl reaches the threshold value of 3.6V,

the input to NAND gate c (connected as an inverter) goes high

resulting in a low output from pin 10. The LED switches off.

Ca and ICb are connected as an RS flip flop and when the key

switch is first removed, S sets to logic 0 (fowl and R to logic 1 thigh)

because the mercury tilt switch is normally closed in its relaxed

position. The output from ICb (pin 41 adopts a logic 1 state. This

output remains at logic 1 even when Cl has passed its threshold

voltage making S go high. The circuit is now in its standby mode.

If the box is moved. MS1 will open. R will now go low (logic 0)

and the bistable will flip making ICb output go low. (Cd serves as an

inverter and its output will change at this point supplying the voltage

to trigger the buzzer. The circuit can then only be switched off by re-

inserting the jack plug in the key switch.

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS fall %W 5%1 MS1 mercury tilt switch

R1,2 10M SW1 2.5mm jack plug and break contact socket

CAPACITORS X1 buzzer piezo-electic type

C1 lo 16V electrolytic LED 1 5mm LED and holder

SEMICONDUCTORS BATT 1 9V PP3 type and clip

IC1 4011BE quad 2 ilp NAND Plastic case and printed circuit board. En
I NTERBEEB £49.95

The Interbeeb unit connects to the BBC
micro's 1MHz bus expansion connector
and is supplied complete with its own
power supply unit.

The interface unit is housed in a plastic
case approx 4Y2x3x1in which contains the
top quality double sided PCB and interface
connectors.
 8 -bit input port
 8 -bit output port
 four switch sensor inputs
 four relay -switched 12V 1A outputs
 eight channel multiplexed analogue to

digital converter
 precision 2.5V reference
 external power supply
 15 -way expansion bus

All sections of the interface are memory
mapped in the 1MHz expansion map for
maximum ease of use and compatibility
with existing peripherals.

The expansion bus provides all the data
and address/control signals for the addition
of further DCP modules or home -built
devices. All the information required for
using additional devices is included.

I NTERSPEC £29.95
The Interspec unit plugs directly onto

the expansion edge connector of the
Spectrum to provide a full range of
interfacing facilities.

The unit is housed in a plastic case
approximately 41/2x3x1in which contains the
top quality double sided PCB and interface
connections.
 8 -bit input port
 8 -bit output port
 four switch sensor inputs
 four relay -switched 12V 1A outputs
 eight channel multiplexed analogue to

digital converter
 15 -way expansion bus

All sections of the interface are I/O port
mapped and designed for maximum com-
patibility with existing Spectrum
peripherals. Power is supplied through the
Spectrum edge connector.

The expansion bus provides all the data
and address/control signals for the addition
of further DCP modules or home -built
devices. Connection is by multi -way PCB
connector and all the information required
for adding further devices is given.

SPECIAL OFFER
FOR SPECTRUM AND BBC MICRO OWNERS

Now your computer can take control for
an affordable price. These tried and trusted
interfaces from DCP Microdevelopments are
offered at £20 off the normal price.

Both units are extremely easy to use from
both Basic and assembler/machine code and
are supplied ready built and complete with all
the documentation you need.

To order by post fill in the form below (or
a copy) and send it with your remittance to

ASP READERS' SERVICES (RO ET5/6),
Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST

Please make cheques payable to ASP Ltd.
Overseas orders add f5 (Interspec) or f10
(Interbeeb) for airpost.
Access and Visa card holders can also place
their order by phone on (0442) 41221
Allow 28 days for delivery.

Please supply Interspecs (RO ET5) arl
£29.95 plus £1.95 p&p per order.
Please supply Interbeebs (RO ET6) at
£49.95 plus £1.95 p&p per order.

Name

Address

Please debit my ACCESS/VISA card

No_ to the sum of
Signed:
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Go buy the board!
Miss out the mess
with ready-made
pre -drilled PCBs for
ETI projects

Price Price
code (inc.

VAT)
C £1.80
D £2.50
E £3.25
F £4.00
G £4.75
H £5.50
J £6.62
K £7.20
L £8.80
M £10.60
N £13.10
0 £15.80
P £17.90
Q £21.80
R £23.90
S £25.90
T £29.00
U £32.20
V £35.80
W £37.90
X £40.70

ETI
ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

PCB
SERVICE

September
E8305-3 Dual Audio Power Supply. Linsley Hood G E8603-3 Sound Sampler Analogue Board
E8305-3 Balanced Input Pre -amplifier E8604-1 JLLH PA PSU
E8308-1 Graphic Equaliser 1/3 Octave E8604-2 Matchbox Amplifier
E8404-2 Mains Remote Control Receiver E8604-3 Matchbox Amp Bridging Version
E8405-2 ZX81 EPROM Programmer E8604-4 MTE Analogue/Digital Probe
E8405-3 Mains Remote Control Transmitter E8605-1 Microlight Intercom
E8405-4 Centronics Interface E8605-2 Baud Rate Converter
[8406-3 Audio Design RIAA Stage E8605-3 Baud Rate Converter PSU Board
E8406-4 AD Buffer/Filter/Tone E8605-4 Portable PA
E8406-5 AD Headphone Amp E8606-1 MIDI -CV Converter Board
E8406-6 AD Preamp PSU E8606-2 MIDI -CV Converter PSU
E8406-7 AD Power Amp E8606-3 Troglograph
E8406-8 AD Power Amp PSU E8606-4 80m Receiver
E8406-9 AD Stereo Power Meter E8606-5 Sound Sampler
E8406-10 AD Input Clamp E8607-2 Upgradeable Amp, MC stage (Stereo) G
E8407-1 Warlock Alarm [8607-3 BBC Motor Controller
E8408-2 EPROM Emulator E8608-1 Digital Panel Meter
E8410-1 Echo Unit E8608-2 Upgradeable Amp. MM stage (mono)
E8410-2 Digital Cassette Deck [8609-1 Mains Conditioner
E8410-3 Disco Party Strobe E8609-2 Experimental Pre -amp
E8411-5 Video Vandal (3 boards) E8609-3 Upgradeable Amp. Tone Board (mono) .... H
E8411-9 Stage Lighting Interface E8609-4 Upgradeable Amp, Output Board (mono) .. F
E8412-1 Spectrum Centronics Interface E8610-1 Audio Analyser Filter Board
E8412-4 Active -8 Protection Unit E8610-2 Audio Analyser Display Driver
[8412-5 Active -8 Crossover E8610-3 Audio Analyser Display
E8412-6 Active -8 LF EQ E8610-4 Audio Analyser Power Supply
E8412-7 Active -8 Equaliser E8611-1 Audio Switcher (2 bds)
E8501-3 Digital Delay (2 bds) E8611-2 PLL Frequency Meter (4 bds)
E8502-1 Digital Delay Expander E8611-3 Upgradeable Amp PSU
E8502-2 Data Logger E8611-4 Call Meter, Main Board 0
E8503-1 Combo Pre -amplifier E8611-5 Call Meter, Interface Board
E8503-2 THD Meter mV & oscillator boards (2 bds) K E8612-1 Bongo Box
[8503-3 THD Meter Mains PSU E8612-2 Biofeedback Monitor (Free PCB)
E8504-1 Framestore Memory E8701-1 RGB Converter
E8504-3 Framestore Control E8701-2 Mains Controller
E8504-4 Buzby Meter E8701-3 Flanger
[8504-5 CCD Delay E8701-4 Audio Selector Main Board
E8505-5 Stereo Simulator E8701-5 Audio Selector PSU
E8506-1 Audio Mixer Main E8701-6 Tacho-Dwell
E8506-2 Audio Mixer PSU E8702-1 Ratemeter Main Board
E8506-3 Audio Mixer RIAA E8702-2 Ratemeter Ranging Board
E8506-4 Audio Mixer Tone Control E8702-3 Photo Process Controller (3 bds) 0
E8506-5 EPROM Prog MKII 0 E8702-4 LEDline Display Board (2 off)
E8507-1 Noise Gate E8702-5 LEDline PSU and Controller (2 bds)
E8508-1 RCL Bridge E8703-1 Capacitometer
[8508-2 EX42/BBC Interface E8703-2 Geiger Counter
E8508-3 EPROM Emulator E8703-3 Credit Card Casino
E8509-1 Spectrum EPROM Card E8704-1 BBC Micro MIDI Interface
E8509-2 Direct Injection Box E8704-2 ETIFaker Patch Box
E8510-9 Sunrise Light Brightener E8705-3 MIDI Keyboard Keyswitch Boards (3 bds) W
E8511-1 MTE Waveform Generator E8705-4 Batlite
E8511-2 Millifaradometer E8705-5 Budget Power Meter
E8511-3 Cymbal Synth E8706-1 Hi-fi Power Meter
E8511-5 Chorus Effect E8706-2 MIDI Keyboard CPU
E8511-7 Enlarger Exposure Meter E8706-3 MIDI Keyboard Front Panel 0
E8511-9 Second Line of Defence E8706-4 Flame Simulator
E8512-1 Specdrum Connector E8707-1 MIDI Keyboard PSU
E8512-2 MTE Pulse Generator E8707-2 Telephone Alarm
E8512-3 Specdrum E8708-1 Remindalite
E8601-2 Walkmate E8708-3 Rev Counter
E8601-3 MTE Counter -timer E8708-4 Car Alarm
E8602-1 Digibaro 0 E8708-5 Knight Raider
E8603-2 Programmable Logic Evaluation Board H E8709-1 Boiler Controller
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E8909-1 Twin Loop Metal Locator
E8909-2 Trembler movement detector
E8909-3 Field power supply (spec 3)
E8909-4 Micro monitors active filter
E8909-5 Chronoscope auto -reset

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies listed in Buylines.

Use the form or a photocopy for your order. Please fill out all parts of the form. Make sure you use the board reference

numbers. This not only identifies the board but also tells you when the project was published. The first two numbers

are the year, the next two are the month
Terms are strictly payment with order. We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a proforma invoice

if required. Such orders will not be processed until payment is received.

E8709-2 Amstrad Sampler (2 bds)
E8709-3 Portable PA
E8709-4 EEG Monitor (2 bds)
E8710-1 Concept CPU Board
E8710-2 Concept Power Board K

E8710-3 Concept Display Board
E8710-4 Hyper -Fuzz
E8711-1 Quiz Controller
E8711-2 256K Printer Buffer
E8712-2 SWR Meter
E8712-3 Dream Machine (free PCB)
E8801-2 Passive IR Alarm
E8801-3 Deluxe Mains Conditioner
E8801-4 RGB Dissolve
E8802-1 Electric Fencer
E8802-2 Telephone Intercom
E8802-3 Transistor Tester (2 bds)
E8802-4 Spectrum Co -processor CPU
E8803-1 Co -processor RAM board
E8803-2 Beeb-Scope (3 bds)
E8804-1 Spectrum Co -processor Interface Board N

E8804-2 Combo -Lock
E8804-3 Kitchen Timer
E8805-1 Virtuoso 2U PSU
E8805-2 Virtuoso 3U PSU
E8805-3 Bicycle Speedometer
E8805-4 Dynamic Noise Reduction
E8806-1 Universal Digital Panel Meter
E8806-2 Universal Bar Graph Panel Meter
E8806-3 Virtuoso Power Amp Board
E8806-4 Virtuoso AOT Board
E8806-5 Metal Detector
E8806-6 Bicycle Dynamo Backup
E8807-1 Bar Code Lock (2 bds)
E8807-2 Analogue Computer Power Board
E8807-3 Bell Boy
E8807-4 Logic Probe
E8807-5 Updated FM Stereo Decoder
E8807-6 Breath Rate Display Board
E8808-1 Breath Rate Main Board
E8808-2 Breath Rate Switch Board
E8808-3 Telephone Recorder
E8808-4 Analogue Computer Main Board (2 bds) M

E8809-1 Spectrum EPROM Emulator
E8809-2 Frequency Meter (2 bds)
E8809-3 Travellers' Aerial Amp
E8810-1 Gerrada Marweh Bikebell
E8810-2 Peak Programme Meter (2bds)
E8810-4 TV-to-RGB Converter
E8810-5 Electron RGB Buffer
E8811-1 NiCd Charger
E8811-2 Chronoscope (3 bds)
E8811-3 Digital Transistor Tester
E8812-1 Doppler Speed Gun (2 bds)
E8812-2 Small Fry Mini Amp
E8812-3 Thermostat
E8812-4 Burglar Buster Free PCB
E8812-5 Burglar Buster Power/relay Board
E8812-6 Burglar Buster Alarm Board
E8812-7 Burglar Buster Bleeper Board
E8901-1 EPROM Programmer mother board
E8901-2 Variat-lon updated Main Board
E8901-3 Variat-lon Emitter Board
E8901-4 In -car Power Supply
E8901-5 Granny's Hearing Booster

E8902-1 Compressor, Limiter/Gate
E8902-2 Ultrasonic Horn
E8902-3 Stepper Motor Driver Board
E8902-4 Quest -Ion (2bds)
E8903-1 Intelligent Plotter Solenoid Board
E8903-2 MIDI Programmer
E8903-3 Balanced Disc Input Stage
E8903-4 Digitally Tuned Radio
E8904-1 Camera Trigger
E8904-3 Intelligent Plotter Main Board
E8904-4 Kinetotie Tie Board
E8904-5 Kinetotie Control Board
E8905-1 Guitar Tuner
E8905-2 Camera Trigger Ultrasonics (2 boards)
E8905-3 Bench Power Supply (2 boards)
E8906-1 PC edge connector
E8906-2 MIDI converter CPU
E8906-3 MIDI converter keyboard
ES906-4 MIDI converter control
E8906-5 AF signal generator
E8906-6 Mini bleeper
E8906-7 Caravan heater controller
E8907-1 MIDI Patch Bay
E8907-2 Priority Quiz Switch
E8907-3 Camera Trigger Infra -reds (2 boards)
E8907-4 Aerial Amplifier main board
E8907-5 Aerial Amplifier power supply
E8908-1 Intercom master station
E8908-2 Intercom slave station
E8908-3 Intercom power mixer
E8908-4 Digital joystick -to -mouse conversion

L
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TELEPHONE
ORDERS

may be made on
(0442)
66551

ACCESS or VISA

TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS' SERVICES,
ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Please supply:
Quantity Ref. no. Price Code Price Total Price

Post and packing £0.75

Total enclosed

Please send my PCBs tot (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

Name

Address

Postcode
CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd.
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Don Scarrott's
computer can operate
in the open air with
this switched mode
supply project

O

36

FIELD POWER
SUPPLY

FOR THE SPECTRUM 3 COMPUTER

The Spectrum 3. with its disk drive, is a very
useful computer giving considerable
power at a very reasonable price. The idea
for this project arose when it was required
to take the Spectrum 3 out into the field

to process the results from a sporting event. This

meant running it from a car battery which would also
be driving a black and white television set. It was
important to have an efficient power supply unit to
avoid wasting power.

The Spectrum 3 needs three supplies: + 12V at
700mA. +5V at 2A. and -12V at 50mA. The

+ 12V can be taken straight from the battery but the
+5V and the -12V need to be generated. A
switched mode power supply offers the best efficiency.

Basic Principles
Figure 1 shows what we want - a basic converter
running at 25kHz. When running. C6 holds the
output voltage roughly constant at 5V so that when
the switch is closed there is a steady voltage of 7V
applied across Ll. The rate of change of current is
therefore V/L = 7/.0002 = 35mA/s. When the
switch opens. the inductance produces a back emf
which drives point P negative until D3 opens. The
collapsing magnetic field continues to drive current
into C6. but the voltage across Ll is now - 5V so the

rate of change of current is - 25mA/ps.
In the steady state the rise must equal the fall, so

the on/off ratio must be 5/7. So at 25kHz (a period
of 40ps), the switch is on for 16.6ms and off for 23.3µs.
giving the waveforms shown in Fig. lb. The current
rise is 16.6 x 25= 580mA, and the fall is 23.3 x 25 =

580mA, say 0.6A.
The load current remains virtually steady at 2A

so the inductor current ramps up from 1.7A to 2.3A
while the switch is on and ramps down from 2.3 to
1.7A when the switch is off. The input current thus

rises from 1.7 to 2.3A while the switch is on but falls

to zero while the switch is off. The mean input current

is only 5/12ths of the output current, that is 0.83A

(theoretically).
By providing a secondary winding on the in -

12V
INPUT

LI
200uH

- 12V

oV-
VOLTAGE AT P

2A

OA
CURRENT IN LI

2A

OA
INPUT CURRENT

5V
OUTPUT

MEAN

2A
LOAD

iat Fig. 1 Basic circuit of the required forward
converter circuit and circuit waveforms

ductance, we can generate a larger AC voltage. This

can be rectified and used to supply a standard -12V
regulator. The one supply can be made to give two
outputs.

The Real World
This sounds good in theory but is difficult to achieve

in practice. Special components have had to be de-

veloped to make it practicable. Ordinary diodes and
electrolytics just won't do. You need a schottky diode
with a low forward voltage drop (for efficiency) and

quick recovery time (to work at high frequencies). The
electrolytic specification must include the impedance
at 10kHz or above. The output transistor must also
switch cleanly and it is best to use one of the special

chips designed for this purpose, especially as it in-
cludes a voltage reference and the quite complex

control circuits.
The better your components, the sharper your

edges, and the more trouble you have getting rid of
spikes. The main components must be arranged with
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Fig. 2 Component overlay and off -board wiring for the field power supply

care, more like a UHF receiver than a PSU, with
careful attention to earthing.

Then there are the inductances which must not
saturate at the maximum DC load. Fen-oxc ube cores
are ideal but there must be an adequate gap to prevent
saturation. Gaps mean stray inductance with all its
undesirable side effects and unwanted coupling.

Winding The Coils
It is best to improvise some arrangement for holding

the bobbin while winding the coils, such as a carved
wooden former mounted in a hand -drill. They can be
hand wound by your average dexterous octopus -
three pairs of hands are needed! One turns the bobbin
and counts the turns, one feeds the wire and controls
the tension and a third pushes things into place.

The inductance is not very critical, so you can
manage by just providing the specified number of
turns and the right gap. Start with the chokes where
there is plenty of space. and finish with the transformer

1:1

O
CrJ

1-3
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which must be wound neatly or there may not be
room on the bobbin.

The voltages are not excessive. so the enamel
insulation should be adequate. unless it gets
scratched. It is always worth putting a bit of sticky tape
over the start of the winding where it goes down the
side of the bobbin, to protect it from subsequent layers,
if any.

On the transformer, separate the two windings
with a layer of thin insulation folded up slightly at the
edges to stop any secondary turns slipping down into
the primary. The secondary will need about four layers
and it is good to put another layer of insulation
between the second and third layers of wire. Paper will
do. Cut it a 1/4in wider than the bobbin and nick the
edges every eighth of an inch so that they can bend
up. Mark the start of each winding with a spot of
corrector fluid as you will need to know this later.

The gaps are achieved by putting spacers of the
right thickness between the outer two legs of the E
cores. There is nothing in the centre. Pieces of card-
board will do but you will need a micrometer to
measure the thickness. The gap should not be less
than that specified to avoid saturation. It can be up
to 5thou thicker, though this will reduce the
inductance slightly.

Try to get some M2 studding to clamp them
together. You could use 6BA but it is a little too thick
and you have to file the sides down to fit. which is a
nuisance on four of them. A strip of aluminium along
the top is better than just washers, as it stops the
studding slipping sideways.

When finally assembled, put a tiny spot of clear
adhesive between the bobbin top on one side and the
core, to stop it rattling.

Board Assembly
The small components associated with the L296 chip
are mounted on the small board (Fig. 2) which is
supported on the pins of the chip itself. Assemble the
resistors and capacitors first, then fit IC2 and then IC1.
The high current connections to pins 2 and 3 will be
made directly and do not go through the PCB.

RV1 can be used to set the current limit down to
4A to 2.5A. This is not critical in this application, so
we will not attempt to set it accurately. Just set RV1
to the middle of its range and leave it there.

Component Layout
A metal case is essential for screening and is also used
as the heat sink. In practise it hardly gets warm. The
L296 chip is mounted at one end on its side just above
Ti. so that the lead from T1 to pin 2 is as short as
possible. Indeed, this lead can be made from the end
of D3, bent up to suit.

The two large capacitors C4 and C6 are
mounted close by. I found it best to mount them with
the terminals horizontal and to have the - ve terminal
of C6 and the + ve terminals of C4 closest to the metal
chassis. Thick wire (at least 18 swg) should be used
to connect these capacitors to the other components
and to an earth tag bolted to the L296 heat sink. You
need a 75W soldering iron with a 1/4in bit to make
these connections quickly. The L296 heat sink does
not need insulating but a little conducting compound
between it and the chassis is useful (though messy).

The cables enter at the bottom. The battery leads
go straight to their destinations but a tag strip down
the centre provides a convenient place to terminate
the Spectrum cable. Another tag strip on the front
panel supports the LED resistors. The chokes have
been placed with a view to minimising coupling via
the leakage from the gaps.

There is one (and only one) connection to the
chassis and that is on the L296 heat sink. It is

COMMON 5V 12V - 12V

Fig. 3 Circuit diagram for the test dummy
load circuit

'mportant that the common return from the Spectrum
should have a low resistance, so the cable screen
should be connected to the common wire at both ends
of the cable. The filter capacitors can conveniently be
attached to the screen connection on the tag strip.

Testing
It is best to try the PSU out on a dummy load before
connecting it to a Spectrum. A circuit like that shown
in Fig.3 will be required and it is not easy to find
resistors of suitable wattage. However. constantan wire
of 28swg provides some 4R2 per meter and I find it
can take up to 1A provided it is suspended so that air
can circulate freely.

There are many ways of suspending it but a
compact method is to coil the wire tightly round a 1/4in
diameter rod to form a spring and then stretch it
between two tag strips. A meter of wire can be
suspended between strips some three inches apart.
R1 and R2 need just one coil each but R5 needs to
be split into four coils if you are to use a three inch
spacing.

To wind these coils, it is worth fixing a hand -drill
horizontally either in a vice or by screwing it to a bench.
Cut a slot in one end of a 3in length of Vain rod to hold
the wire at the start and mount it in the chuck. Scrape
and tin the ends of the wire, then coil them close
wound. The resulting coil is about one inch long and
spaces all the turns evenly when stretched to 3in.

The photographs show a suitable assembly. The
various power lines are arranged on the top of the
switches and pieces of wire are left projecting so that
a voltmeter can be attached easily without shorting
anything out.

Testing can then proceed as follows:
 Connect the PSU to its dummy load with all its

switches on.
 Check the PSU switch is off and connect it to the

car battery the right way round. Check that the
green LED lights. If not, check polarities.

 When the green LED does light, switch on and
check the three red LEDs light.
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HOW IT WORKS
The complete circuit diagram is shown in Fig.4.

The -12V DC input is supplied from a car battery. If it is connected

the right way around, the green LED I lights. If not L ED 1 will riot light,

and DI protects it from excessive reverse voltage. ff you do switch

on in this condition, D2 conducts and blows the fuse FS 1 to prevent

damage to the PSU and Spectrum.

Normally the + 12V goes straight through to pins 3 and 4 on PL1,

but C1 generates spikes which are filtered out by LIE 7 and C9. Unlike

the other supplies, this one is not stabilised and lead resistance must

be kept low to avoid excessive voltage drop.

The L296 chip has been specially designed for switched mode

PSU operation up to 4A. It contains the output transistor needed to

switch cleanly and all the other components needed to control the

switching. There is a sawtooth oscillator the frequency of which is

set by C1..R2 to about 25kHz. There is a 5.1V reference which is

compared with the voltage fed back to pin 10, and R3,C 2 stabilise

this feedback loop.

There is provision for soft start with a time constant set by C3.

There is a current limiter which can be reduced from 4A to 2.5A using

R4 and RVI, The short circuit current is kept well below the 4A

maximum. There is also a crowbar circuit and a reset circuit which

ate not used.

The output transistor is effectively a switch connected between

pins 2 and 3. The primary of T1 provides a load inductance of 200pH.

C6 is the output capacitor, normally charged to a steady 5V. When

the swish is on, some 7V appears across Ti primary and the inductive

current ramps up some 0.6A (see main text). When the switch is off.

the inductance generates a back emf which drives pin 2 negative.

However, D3 opens and clamps it with - 5V across the inductance.

The inductive current ramps down some 0,6A and the cycle repeats.

With a steady load current of 2A, the inductive current never falls

to zero and everything is very efficient, provided the inductance does

not saturate due to the DC current.

The output from the secondary winding on T1 is rectified by

D4,C5 to produce about -16V for input to a -12V stabiliser chip.

Should the load on the + 5V line tall below 0.3A, the inductive current

will hit zero, the transformer action will be impaired and the -12V

supply will collapse. This is not a problem in this application because

the SPECTRUM always takes enough current from the 5V line.

The switching edges are very fast and are at a low impedance.

They generate spikes which are filtered out by LIC 7 on the +12V line,

by L2,C8 on the -12V line, and by L3,C10 on the + 5V line Every care

must be taken to keep the spikes out of the earth circuits, otherwise

you will never get rid of them. Hence C4 and a single earth point on

the heat sink of the L296. The thick line connections on the circuit

diagram must be as short and straight as possible.

Lt must not saturate at 700mA DC and must have a very low

resistance to avoid voltage drop, L3 must not saturate at 2.3A but

its resistance is less important because it is included in the feedback

loop. The + 5V current flows from pin 2 through 11,13 and the cable

resistance to PL1 pins 1 and 2. It is the voltage on PL1 pin 2 which

is fed back to ICI pin 10 and which is kept constant at 5.1V regardless

of the load current. R6 and R7 provide a default feedback path in case

the external one should be lost for some reason. C12 provides local

smoothing and R5 merely holds an unused input steady.

L2 has only to handle 50mA of DC and its resistance is

unimportant. ft is placed before IC2, a -12V regulator. to prevent input

spikes finding their way onto the output. As a result, the output needs

little extra smoothing.

The three red LEDs indicate when the three outputs are present.
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Fig. 4 Full circuit diagram for the field power supply
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 Check the voltages on the dummy loads. The
+ 12V should not be more than 0.3V less than
that across the battery. The +5V and -12V
should be within 0.2V of their nominal value. Also
check the voltage across C5 is about 16V on load
and about 17V when SW3 is open.
If you have a scope. check the spikes are less than
0.2V pk to pk and that the ripple is less than
50mV measured at the dummy load.
Halve the load on the + 5V line by opening SW2

and repeat the voltage checks.
 Switch off. reverse the battery, switch on again

and check the fuse has blown. Check D2 is still
intact, either by resistance measurement or by
repeating this test. Replace the fuse and reverse
the battery.

 The +5V and the -12V supplies have short
circuit protection built in but you will probably
prefer to leave this to an inadvertent test. The
+5V may tick audibly when short circuited as it
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keeps trying to do a soft start. The + 12V has no
protection apart from the fuse.
If you have a current meter. you may wish to

check some of the currents but many meters need
about 0 5V to drive them and this is significant at these
low voltages. Moving the meter from one point to
another can give misleading results because of the
changes it makes.

If you measure the input current, it should be
about 1.75A at full load. When you take the meter
out of circuit, the L296 gets an extra half volt, adjusts
its on/off ratio and takes a little less current. The + 12V
load takes a little more.

ETI

BUYLINES
constantan wire can be obtained from Medlin, part code 5164U.

topper wire can also be obtained there in 2oz reels.

The schottky diodes, the tag strips, the L296 and the special

ensers were obtained from Electromail. The 50W ferroxcube kits

',available from both these suppliers. The Electromail kits come in

.yellow cardboard boxes which are just 13 thou thick and can be

for the spacers. On the other hand, the Maplin kits include 16

er spills which can be inserted in the bobbins to terminate the

ing neatly.

The case was a Maplin AB31.

The PCB is available from the ETI PCB service (see centre pages).

For Maplin telephone 10702) 554161.

For Electromail telephone l05361204555.

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS SEMICONDUCTORS

R1,5.8,9 1k0 IC1 L296

R2,4 22k IC2 79112

R3 15k 01,4 1N4148

R6 150R D2,3 3A schottky

R7 4k7 LED1 5mm green LED

R10 3308 LED2-4 5mm red LEO

CAPACITORS

C1 2n0 polyester

C2 33n polyester MISCELLANEOUS

C3 202 25V electrolytic FS1 chassis mounting fuse clip + 2.5A fuse

C4.6 4700u 25V electrolytic impedance 11-4 Ferroxcube transformer kit

5OrnR @ 10kHz PL1 6 -pin DIN plug

C5 100 16V electrolytic SW1 Single pole switch, 3A at 12V DC

C7 220p 16V electrolytic Case. Wire I2oz 18swg, 2oz 22swg I. Tag strips. 6 core cable. Solder

C8-12 100n ceramic tags. Nuts and bolts. P-klips

Interak 1

Bare Board
£17.50

(plus postage and VAT)

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER "SBC-1"
A computer doesn't have to look like you'd expect a computer to look.
It doesn't have to have a keyboard and a screen and floppy disks and
so on.

The SBC-1 has the bare minimum of chips a Z80 computer can have
and still be a computer: A 4MHz Z80A-CPU chip, an EPROM chip (up
to 32K). a static RAM chip (up to 32K) and a pair of 8255A I/O (input
output) chips giving 48 individual lines to waggle up and down. There
are one or two additional "glue" chips included. but these are simple
"74LS" or -I-IC" parts.

A star feature is that no special or custom chips (ie PALS. ULAs, ASICs
etc) are used - and thus there are no secrets. The Z80A is the fastest
and best established of all the 8 -bit microprocessors - possibly the
cheapest too!

Although no serial interface is included. it is easy for a Z80A to waggle
one bit up or down at the appropriate rate - the cost is a few pence
worth of code in the program: why buy hardware when software will do?

Applications already identified include' Magnetic Card reader, mini
printer interface, printer buffer, push button keypad, LCD alphanumeric
panel interface, 40 -zone security system, modem interface for auto
sending of security alarms, code converter (eg IBM PC keyboard
codes to regular ASCII), real time clock (with plug in module),
automatic horticultural irrigation controller.

By disabling the on -board Z80A-CPU this card will plug into our
Interak I CP/M Plus disk -based development systems, so if you
don't fancy hand -assembling Z80 machine code you don't have tol

The idea is (if you are a manufacturer) you buy just one
development system and then turn out the cheap SBC-1
systems by the hundred. If you are realty lazy we can write
the program for you and assemble the SBC-1 cards so
you can get on with manufacturing your product,
leaving all your control problems to us.

Greenbank
For more details write or phone us.
Greenbank Electronics, Dept. (T6E), 460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead, Merseyside L42 2AE. Tel: 051-645 3391.

M & B RADIO (LEEDS)
DEALERS IN SURPLUS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

TEST EQUIPMENT AMATEUR RADIO

OSCILLOSCOPE'S
PHILIP'S PM 3232. 10MHZ TRUE DUAL BEAM £150
COSSOR CDU 150. COMPACT 35MHZ DUAL BEAM SCOPE'S
DELAYED SWEEP. LARGE 8CM x 10CM DISPLAY + X1 AND X10
PROBE KIT IN FRONT COVER. SPECIAL PRICE £165
FULL SERVICE MANUAL £10 EXTRA
TELEQUIPMENT D755. 50MHZ DUAL BEAM SCOPE'S. SOLID
STATE DELAYED SWEEP (EX MOD VERSION OF D75) £275
TELEQUIPMENT 083. 50MHZ AS ABOVE BUT HAS LARGE 8CM
x 11CM DISPLAY £300
TEKTRONIX 466 100MHZ STORAGE SCOPE £450
TEKTRONIX 475 200MHZ DUAL BEAM SCOPE'S. DELAYED
SWEEP. HIGH SPEC. SPECIAL PRICE £595

SIGNAL GENERATOR'S
MARCONI TF995 "EX MOD- VERSION 1.5MHZ to 220MHZ AM
FM CW WITH (LEAD'S 50Q 75Q PAD'S) SPECIAL PRICE £65
MARCONI TF 2002 10KHZ TO 72MHZ GENERATOR'S £95
MARCONI TF 2012 UHF GENERATOR 400MHZ TO 520MHZ £100
MARCONI TF 2008 AMFM 10KHZ TO 510MHZ WITH BUILT IN
SWEEPER HIGH SPEC. WITH RF TEST LEAD KIT £375
MARCONI TF2015/TF2171 AMFM 10MHZ TO 520MHZ WITH
SYNCHRONISER £500
RACAL RA17 RECEIVER'S 500KCS TO 30MHZ £150
DATONG FL) AUDIO FILTER'S £ 30
RF DUMMY LOAD'S EX MOD. 50Q NTYPE CONNECTOR 300
WATT'S CONT' 0 - 250 MHZ ONLY £ 20
BRADLEY ELECTRONIC TESTMETER'S RF TO 1200MHZ £ 25

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT CARRIAGE

86 Bishopgate Street
Leeds
LS1 4BB

Tel: (0532) 435649
Fax: (0532) 426881
Mobile: (0836) 288580
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PLUS TICKETS TO THE LONDON LASERIUM
WIN A LASER!

Ctan it be true? Yet another competition to challenge. charm and
td channel the talents of the great ETI readership of the world?

Yes it can. Together with Maplin we are offering the chance to win one
of Maplin laser and controller units described below. Plus the winner
and the runner-up will receive a pair of tickets for the show of their
choice at the Laserium in the London Planetarium.

Just answer the five questions to the right on the back of a postcard
and send them together with your name and address to the address
below.

The closing date is September 4th when the winning entry will be
drawn from the ETI Competition kettledrum. Please indicate on your
entry if you would be unable to attend the London Laserium -a
year's subscription to ETI will be awarded in recompense.

You can buy Maplin's laser as an easy -to -build kit but for the competition will
be giving away fully constructed version with a light output power of 2mW.
The tube comes complete with a 1.8kV power supply and protective
aluminium case. The laser emits randomly polarised waves in the red end of
the spectrum. Its low output power makes it completely safe, provided the
light beam is not directed into the eye.

The controller will turn your laser into alight show. This trip of the light
fantastic is performed by two motorised mirrors which move the beam in two
dimensions. The controller has three operating modes; manual, auto and
audio input. This is an essential item if the user intends to go in for beam
bending Lissajous and spiral Graphic effects that will be displayed upon a wall.

The Laser and PSU kit (LM 721)) normally sells for £99.95 including VAT
and the controller kit ILM73Q) for £69.95 including VAT.

London's Laserium uses the most advanced laser projectors in the world
to present nightly laser spectaculars from its base in Marylebone Road, one
minutes walk from Baker Street tube. Current shows include the music of
Michael Jackson. U2's greatest hits. and the 'London Rocks' spectacular. For
full details call the Laserline on 01-486 2242.

PLENTY OF SCOPE
RESULTS

We received a record number of entries to the PLENTY OF SCOPE
competition from our July issue. Even more surprising, about half
of you got the correct answers. What a clever bunch you are.

The lucky winner is P. Austin of Thame in Oxfordshire, who was first
out of the hat with the correct answers.

For those who require enlightenment, the answers were as follows:
AETHRIOSCOPE definition E
CHRONOSCOPE definition I
DIPLEIDOSCOPE definition M
EBULLIOSCOPE definition B
ELECTROSCOPE definition H
MEGASCOPE definition G
OSCILLOSCOPE definition K
PSEUDOSCOPE definition D
STETHOSCOPE definition A
ZENOSCOPE definition X

All those who answered C, F or J fell into our silly definitions trap. Our
thanks to Maplin and to all who took part.

1. For what is LASER an acronym?

A Low Amplitude Serially Emitted Radiation

B Large Antelope Sends Everyone Roses

C Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation

D Los Alamos Synchrotron Energy Research

E Light Acting Sideways on Energised Ruby

2. One light year is approximately

A 9.46073 x10" km
13 3ft gins

C 20000 leagues

D 9.46073 x10" mm

E 3 x 10'm

3. Which one of these gases is not commonly used in lasers?

A Helium

B Carbon Dioxide

C Neon

D Xenon

E Boron

4. Which one of the following statements is not true?

A Lasers are illegal in Norway

B Wavelengths of red light are longer than those of blue light

C Clocks go forward at the start of British Summer Time

D As you approach the speed of light, your mass increases

E The first operational laser used ruby as its lasing material

5. Which one of the following wavelengths appears as red light?

A 63nm

B 570nm

C 635ym

D 800nm

E 6.3x10 -6m

LASER COMPETITION
ETI
ARGUS HOUSE
BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST.

ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL
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Robert and David
Crone present their
snouted seeker that
exposes the treasure
other detectors cannot
reach

TWIN LOOP
TREASURE

SEEKER

pulse metal detectors are powerful and
versatile machines but in their basic form
they suffer from ground effect and radio
interference. However a very simple
modification can almost entirely eliminate

these two problems.
The principle of the pulse metal detector is very

easy to understand. A large pulse of current is
transmitted through a coil of wire and the resulting
magnetic field induces eddy currents in nearby coins
or metal objects. The eddy currents continue to flow
after the transmitted pulse has ended and they in turn
induce small voltages back into the coil. These volt-
ages are amplified and detected in a receiver which
operates an audio indication, usually a click generator.

A problem with this is that the transmitted pulse
induces eddy currents in mineralised ground causing
aground effect signal Secondly the coil acts as a good

aerial for long and medium wave radio broadcasts,
producing interference. So what can be done about
these problems?

The ground effect comes from a large area and
is almost constant over a flat surface like a wet sandy
beach after the tide has gone out. If we were to
position a second search coil about 100mm from the
original then it would pick up the same amount of
ground effect. Now if we were to subtract the outputs
of the two coils the ground effect from each would
cancel out. However the system would still pick up
coins because the distance between the coils is large
compared with a coin. By similar reasoning, medium
and long wave radio broadcasts will cancel out as the
field strength of these signals does not change
significantly in 100mm and each coil will receive the
same amount of interference.

So the second coil is a modification to the pulse

COIL
No.1

TRANSMITTER

COIL
No.2

RECEIVER

D
CLICK

GENERATOR

TIMING
CIRCUIT

Fig. 1 Block diagram of detector

LS
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2200u
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8  AA 1V2
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R2
47k
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47k 4k7
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4 F-.8

IC 1
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1n0

NOTE.
1C1 = ICFA7555
1C2 = NESS5
01,2 = TIP31A

Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of transmitter

IC2

TOT MING
CIRCUIT

680R
COIL

2

TO
RECEIVER

0 bov

detection system. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of
the unit. The central feature is the search coil assembly
which in practice consists of two coils each of 200mm
diameter and overlapping by 100mm.

The Transmitter
Figure 2 shows the circuit diagram of the transmitter.
ICI is wired as an oscillator running at 100Hz. IC2 is
triggered 100 times per second from ICI via the
differentiating network of R3 and C3. Each time IC2
is triggered its output goes high for 165ps and drives
the two power transistors hard on into saturation. The
full battery voltage is now applied across the coils and
the current in each one builds up to about one amp.

The Timing Circuit
Fig. 3 shows the circuit diagram of the timing circuit. IC3
is triggered from the transmitter at the end of the1651.rs
current pulse. Its output goes high for 361.4s and then
IC4 is triggered via C8 and R11.1C4 runs for 50ps and
its output goes to the receiver where it switches on the
detector for 50pts.

The Receiver
Fig. 4 shows the circuit diagram of the receiver, The
outputs from the coils are fed to the inputs of the

SW1
ON/OFF

r7-'7r.°H9V
PP3

R13
470R

FROM
COILS

R14
470R -

A

-10V 0

D1

IC7
+5V

difference amplifier IC5. Here the ground effect and
interference cancel out but the coin signals are
amplified and passed on to the next stage. The 709
is used in the IC5 position because its noise figure is
good enough for the job. Diodes Dl to D6 protect the
op -amp inputs and are configured so that 105 does
not go into an indeterminate state when the diodes
are on. Q3 is switched on for 50µs by the timing circuit
and allows the coin signals to pass on to the detector
and amplifier IC6. When constructed. set pin 6 of IC5

tTJ

16V

1194f
8

68k

2

C6

IC3

R10 R11
3k3 68k

C8
220p

FROM
TRANSMITTER

C7
T10n

/7777

NOTE:
IC5 = 709C
IC6 = TL081
Q3 = 2N3819
01-6 = 1N4148
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470k
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R16
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470n
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< R18
47k

R19
180k
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Fig. 3 Timing circuit
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Fig. 4 Circuit diagram of receiver
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to -1V by adjusting RV1 and set the receiver output
to -0.3V by the front panel control RV2.

The Click. Generator
Fig. 5 shows the circuit of the click generator. With no
input at all. Q4 is off and the circuit is inoperative.

-0.3V in from the receiver.
Q4 starts to conduct very slightly and the circuit starts
to click slowly. The clicks rapidly turn into a high
pitched whistle as the search coil approaches a coin.

Construction
The circuit is built on a single PCB and the compo-
nents should be mounted according to the compo-
nent overlay in Fig. 6. The usual precautions should
be taken with the ICM7555s as these are CMOS
devices. You need to keep yourself earthed when
handling these chips.

Once all the components have been mounted
on the PCB, the board can be drilled in the four

corners. The board is held firm in a plastic control box
by four nylon cuts and bolts. Terminal pins were used
on the PCB for external connections to the switches,
potentiometers, sockets and battery connections.

Drill the required holes in the plastic control box.
You will probably have to do a little additional filing
for the volume. click control pots and the audio socket.

To make the search coils. first
scrap 25mm chipboard and hammer into it a 200mm
diameter circle of nails, wind 30 turns of no 26swg
enamelled copper wire around the nails and secure
the windings with string or cotton ties. Pull out a few
nails. remove the coil and then wind a second coil.
Then mount the coils. overlapping by 100mm as in
Fig. 7 on a suitable piece of 6mm plywood and fasten
them down with plastic cable clips and plastic screws.
Connect the coils up to a few feet of 3 -core cable
terminated at the other end in 4mm plugs. Alter-
natively you could use 2 -core screened audio cable
and use the screen for the common connection.

At this stage you would be advised to bench test
the machine to check that you have wound the coils

FROM
RECEIVER °

-10V 0

C16 I
220n

R25
18k

R26
2k2

R27
2k2

Q4

C17
100n ..r.

IC9

Fig. 5 Diagram of click generator
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4k7

LS/PHONES
JACK SOCKET
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R28
180R

NOTE:
IC9 = ICM7555
Q4 = BC178
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correctly so that the current in each coil flows in the
same circular direction. A method of testing the
phasing or current direction in each coil, apart from
inspection, would be to pass a small direct current
through each coil and then detect the magnetic field
produced with a small compass. The coils would need
to be placed in the vertical plane with the compass
positioned at the centre of each ring. If the currents
are in the same direction. the compass will indicate
that this is so.

The Printed Circuit Board
Fig. 6 shows the component overlay. Make sure the
components are placed in the correct positions. Once
the 165µs pulse has finished, the reservoir capacitor
Cl starts to charge up with a large current. This causes
a voltage drop in the wiring. If any voltage drop gets
on to the earth rail. it will be amplified and interfere
with the system operation. For this reason separate
wiring for the two battery supplies must be used and
nothing but the battery may be connected to the left
of Cl.

The Coils
Fig. 7 gives the details of the coil assembly. Mount the
coils on a plywood frame and cut away as much wood
as possible to reduce the weight. A few feet of 3 -core
mains cable is suitable for connecting the coil assembly
to the 4mm sockets on the plastic control box.
Everything must be plastic or wood. Finally keep in
mind that the current in each coil is flowing in the same
direction ie they are driven in phase.

Batteries
Eight 1.2V AA size rechargeable cells provide the
-10V supply. The machine consumes around 80mA
of current so the batteries will give about five hours
of continuous running. When the batteries are dis-
charged, the click generator will go out of control. A
9V PP3 or MN1604 battery provides the positive
supply for the op -amps. A voltage converter is not
used to obtain this supply as these devices require an
oscillator, the output of which might get into the

receiver and cause interference. All the batteries are
mounted inside the lid of the plastic control box and
secured with strong rubber bands.

Then encapsulate the coils with Araldite and put
the assembly into a warming compartment so that the
Araldite melts and permeates into the windings before
setting. Use plastic angle material to attach the
assembly to a plastic or wooden stem. No metal
should be used in the construction of the coil
assembly. Any metal nuts, screws, washers or solder
tags will upset the system.

An 80cm length of 20mm plastic tubing may be
used to make the handle for the control box and can
be bent into the traditional 'shepherd's crook' shape
by means of a bending spring and hot water. A bicycle
handlebar grip slipped on to the top end makes an
ideal handle hold.

A 50cm straight length of 16mm plastic tubing
can be used for the stem. One end was dipped in hot
water and flattened with pliers and then attached to
the coil assembly by means of a plastic nut and bolt.
The stem is then slid up into the handle until the total
length suits the operator and then bolted into position.

O
tTj
1-1

SEARCH
LOOPS

Fig. 6 Component overlay for the detector and off -board wiring

SKT1
SPEAKER
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E-1Li
O
ami

24 TURNS OF No. 26 SWG
ENAMELLED COPPER WIRE.
200mm (101n) DIAMETER
100mm OVERLAP

GENERAL PURPOSE
SEARCH COIL ASSEMBLY

48 TURNS OF No 30 SWG ECW
5 cm 120,1 DIAMETER
NO OVERLAP

THE 'SNOUT' FOR PINPOINTING

Fig. 7 (a) General purpose search coil assembly
(b) The snout for pinpointing

Alternatively one could use a wooden walking stick
or adapt whatever non metallic material one has to
hand. The only metal materials permitted are a few
screws in the control box and the two screws securing
the control box to the handle. Finally, insert a rubber
washer between stem and coil assembly. This gives
a non slip attachment to stop the search head angle
being moved by rough grass

Testing
The initial testing should be done in a metal free
environment. Most work benches and tables contain
large numbers of nails. screws and brackets so the
reader is advised to suspend the coil assembly from
the ceiling on a length of string to ensure that it is well
clear of metal. With the click generator set to one click
per second the operator will notice a significant
increase in the click rate if a two pence coin is taken
to a distance of 180mm from the search coil.

Once small pieces of metal have been located with
the general purpose search coil, the final pinpointing
can be carried out with a snout probe shown in Fig 7b
and in the above photograph. This probe was con-
structed in a similar manner to the general purpose coil
expect that the coils do not overlap. Each coil is made
from 48 turns of 30swg enamelled copper wire making
the loops 50mm in diameter and 70mm between
centres.

HOW IT WORKS
'he operation is as follows. The two switches in the transmitter close

simultaneously for 1650s and allow a current of one amp to flow

through each coil. This operation is repeated every toms la frequency

of 100Hzi. The coin signals picked up by the coils along with the

interference and ground effect are then routed to the op -amp A in the

i - (Fig 11. Here the interference and ground effect cancel out and

-amplified coin signals are passed on to the detector D. Detector D

itched on by the timing circuit 36gs after the end of the current

and for a duration of 50ps, The is delay is to allow the coils to

down because the sudden loss of the current causes a verylarge

e spike to appear across each coil. The DC output of the detector

goes to the click generator which starts to click rapidly as the

h coil approaches a coin.
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PARTS LIST
RESISTORS fall Y W 5%)

R1,2,18,22,24 47k

R3,12 4k7

R4 15k

R5,8 6808

R6,7 1508

R9.11 68k

R10 3k3

R13,14

R15

R16

R17

R19

R20

R21

R23

R25

R26,27

R28

RV1

RV2

RV3

CAPACITORS

C1

C2,15,17

C3

C4,7,9

C5,10,14

C6,8

C11

C12

C13

C16

470R

470k

390k

100k

180k

220R

1k0

1M5

18k

2k2

180R

100k horiz preset

47k fin

4k7 lin

22000 axial electrolytic

100n polyester 7mm

1n0 polyester 7mm

10n polyester 7mm

22016V tans bead

220p 63V ceramic

3p3 63V ceramic

10p 63V ceramic

470n polyester 7mm

220n polyester 7mm

SEMICONDUCTORS

IC1,3,4,9 ICM7555IPA

IC2 NE555

IC5 0A709CP

IC6 TL081

IC7 78105

IC8 79105

Q1,2 TIP31A

Q3 2N3819

04 8C178

DI -5 IN4148

MISCELLANEOUS

I3ATT1 8 x 1.2V AA rechargeable batteries

BATT2

P11-3

P14

Sk1-3

SK 4

lx 9V PP3 battery

4mm plugs: 2 red, 1 black

2.5mm mono jack plug

4mm sockets: 2 red, 1 black

mono 2.5mm chassis jack socket

SW1 double pole, double throw switch

Case Enamelled copper wire 28swg and 30swg. Plastic tubing, 16mm

and 2Ornm 6mm plywood. Plastic angle, Cable grips, GluelAraldite

BUYLINES
You should have no problem in obtaining components as they are all

readily available The enamelled copper wire is available from Maplin

who can also supply the 709 op -amp.

The plastic control box in the prototype was a Vero -box type

202.21031 but any box of equivalent size will do. A variety of plastic

tubing is available in most DIY stores but must be rigid to make a good

handle.
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MAKING ELECTRONICS C.A.D. AFFORDABLE
PCB CAD, FOR THE PC/XT/AT

- Are you still using tapes and a light box?
- Have you been putting off buying PCB CAD software?
- Have you access to an IBM PC/XT/AT or clone inc Amstrad

or Archimedes with P C Emulator?
- Would you like to be able to produce PCB layouts up to 1 7"
- With up to 8 track layers and 2 silk screen layers?
- Plus drill template and solder resist?
- With up to eight different track widths anywhere in the range 002

to 531"?
- With up to 16 different pad sizes from the same range?
With pad shapes including round, oval, square, with or without hole and
edge connector fingers?

- With up to 1500 IC's per hoard, from up to 100 different outlines?
- With auto repeat on tracks or other features - ideal for memory planes?
- That can be used for surface mount components?
- With the ability to locate components and pads on grid or to .002"

resolution?
- With an optional auto via facility for multilayer boards?
With the ability to create and save your own symbols?

- That can be used with either cursor keys or mouse?
- That is as good at circuit diagrams as it is at PCB's?
- Which with EASY -PLOT and EASY-GERB can output to pen -plotter or

photo -plotter (via bureaux)
Where you can learn how to use it in around an hour?
THAT ONLY COSTS FROM £49 inc VAT

SMITH CHART PROGRAM Z MATCH
For IBM. PC/XT/AT and clones inc. Amstrad 1512
and 1640 and BBC B, B+ and Master

All COIF .4.111 MAUI il WINS lOMORDS :,,. ..4-,----1 4. - --...Z,.......-:-

111511:119.5/ ON .. .1c, ....---4- ---1,......-k... SIIIMII011.8.11471
,:t ` .-"" N ,

47 /\XX. 4...w. ," (0814.011
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I
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26-511 ORM

FREI:111 fez

CIELECCONSTAN1.1

( ) KEYS
R/6 CIRCLE

1/6 PONT

1.2.11E 1
leeries

NORMRIASED1

1.16N1.265

INIDONCE -ohms!

1.343+03.244

Z- MATCH - Takes the drudgery out of R F matching
problems. Includes many more features than the standard
Smith Chart -

Provides solutions to problems such as TRANSMISSION
LINE MATCHING for AERIALS and RF AMPLIFIERS
with TRANSMISSION LINE. TRANSFORMER and STUB
MATCHING methods using COAXIAL LINES
MICROSTRIP, STRIPLINE and WAVEGUIDES
The program takes account of TRANSMISSION LINE
LOSS. DIELECTRIC CONSTANT, VELOCITY FACTOR
and FREQUENCY

Z -MATCH is supplied with a COMPREHENSIVE USER
MANUAL which contains a range of WORKED
EXAMPLES

£130 for PC/XT/AT etc.
£65.00 for BBC B, B+ and Master

1640 & 1512

square?

BRITISH

EASY -PC
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AWARD
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O
Excellent quality from dot matrix printer

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS BY COMPUTER ANALYSER I
For IBM PC/XT/AT and clones inc. Amstrad 1512,
1640, R.M. NIMBUS, and BBC B, B+, and Master.

Nt0,0,,Pt

TV IF AMPLIFIER ""Fa;-._

i it

'ANALYSER - Analyses complex circuits for GAIN,
PHASE, INPUT IMPEDANCE, OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
and GROUP DELAY over a very wide frequency range

Ideal for the analysis of ACTIVE and PASSIVE FILTER
CIRCUITS, AUDIO AMPLIFIERS. LOUDSPEAKER
CROSS -OVER NETWORKS. WIDE BAND AMPLIFIERS.
TUNED R F AMPLIFIERS, AERIAL MATCHING
NETWORKS, TV I F and CHROMA FILTER CIRCUITS.
LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS etc

STABILITY CRITERIA AND OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS
can be evaluated by "breaking theloop-
Can save days breadboarding and thousands of pounds
worth of equipment

£195 for PC/XT/AT etc.
£130 for BBC, B, B+ and Master

All prices Ex -VAT
WRITE OR PHONE FOR FULL DETAILS

Number One Systems Ltd

Harding Way. St Ives. Huntingdon Cambs. PE17 4WR
Tel: St Ives (0480161778 (4 lines)
We provide full after -sales support with tree telephone
'hotline help' service
Software updates are free within 6 months of purchase date
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POLYBEL

0 ur many educated readers will
instantly recognise the origins of this
project's title with poly meaning many
and bel meaning beautiful sounds.
Indeed this project was benignly

originated to bring direly -needed harmony into today's
troubled world. However, amongst any readership
there is always the world -wise minority who, with the
baser instincts of experience, may ridicule this claiming
cynically that Polybel is merely an abbreviation of
polyphonic doorbell.

Ludicrous though such a claim may be, if it has
to be called that in order to gain acceptance from, and
thus enrich the lives of, such persons then so be it -
but let's at least call it Britain's (if not the world's) first
programmable polyphonic doorbell.

This music generator has been designed to be
battery -operated and portable, to be constructed by
the non -computer expert, to be flexible (no, not on
plastic PCB. but adaptable), and to be efficient.

Adaptability must include the recognition that
many humans quickly become bored with lack of
change. and for this reason it is possible to build a
version that you can re -program yourself by down-
loading data from a home -computer equipped with
a parallel port. A minimal knowledge of music is
required for this and in a subsequent issue we'll look
at how to transcribe sheet -music into hex code, and
thence into the unit. The usefulness of anything is
limited only by knowledge on how to use it, and to
this end full information on the program and how to
adapt it for your own ends will also be included then.

Regrettably, this is not a particularly low-cost
project. primarily because of the box chosen, but with
imagination and shopping -around it shouldn't
bankrupt you. The fully -programmable version will
however absorb your free -time in the way that
computers first did!

Options
A number of options exist in the construction of this
project that will need to be determined beforehand.

Is the unit to function in a pre -determined fixed

manner, such as a rather novel music -box? In such
a case a cheap EPROM will suffice. and you could
make the box yourself. needing little in the way of
switches and plugs; also a small cheap speaker will
be adequate.

Do you just want to enjoy making electronic
music? In this case. do you really need a box at all -
why not eliminate the speaker and feed the output
into the hi-fi? Perhaps even lash it up on an old piece
of stripboard?

Do you really need to program it or just let it
perform the "1812' and one or two other pieces?

Polybel has a maximum manual selection of 14
different tunes. This may be obtained by any number
of switch permutations including DIL packs or
headers, hex, rotary and/or toggle -switches. Because
of the difficulty in obtaining hex rotary -switches. the
program as supplied is arranged to look for a rotary
1 -of -7 selection, plus a bank 1/bank 2 input. The
program also caters for an 'option' on each of these
14 tunes, the meaning of which is up to you but
typically is used for a short -version of the tune
selected. It may also be used to select extra tunes.
Thus we have (typically) a rotary -switch and two
toggle switches, with perhaps a volume control and/or
on -off switch.

If the EEPROM (Electronically Erasable PROM)
version is built, the following extra facilities become
available:
 down -loading from any home computer with an
8 -bit parallel -port (from 7 -bits by special arrangement)
 automatic selection of tune (from a maximum of
16) on a rotation basis (this may eliminate the require-
ment for some of the switches!)
 recording/informing of the number of times the
bell -push is pressed during your absence (monitor and
tell -tale modes).
 expansion of the operating system (Z80 program
ming knowledge required).

Construction - The Box
The PCB was designed to fit into the case, and if using
this box two important features should be noted before

O
CTJ

Trevor Skeggs
serenades his
surroundings with this
polyphonic
programmable
doorbell
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HOW IT WORKS
A block diagram for the Polybel is shown in Fig. 1 and is hopefully

self-explanatory. The bistable regulator is a unique circuit that

combines the roles of bistable (Power-On/Power-Offl with a + 5V

regulator. The bistable is triggered by an active -low input (a switch

6V 0

START 0 ZgrAVOR
STOP

-5V )switched

NON-
VOLATILE
MEMORY

CPU

SWITCHES
IOR COMPUTER)

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the Polybel

INPUT PORT

PROGRAMMABLE
SOUND

GENERATOR

OUTPUT

OUTPUT PORT

FILTERS AMP

to OV1 and is reset by an active -low signal (HALT) from the CPU at

the end of its melodic interlude.

The CPU then executes the program in its non-volatile memory,

reading in the switches (via the input -port facility provided in the

Sound Generator chip) to determine your selection. This selection

determines one of 14 "buffer" areas in the PROM, which contains

up to 128 bytes of special code The CPU subsequently interprets

those "buffer codes" via its "operating system" which resides in page

zero (address -range Hex 000 -OFF I.

Most of these buffer codes cause the CPU to change the

contents of one or more registers of the Programmable Sound

Generator (PSG) which then outputs the required frequencies at the

required volume or envelope to the output -stage Crude filtering is also

controlled by the data sent to the PSG's output -port, which allows

for smooth bass. The CPU controls all of the timing functions and

when the buffer code for "stop" is seen, it powers down the circuit

by the use of HALT.

The analogue circuit is shown in Fig. 2. Assume 02 is not

conducting and therefore has its collector at OV. Base -drive for 03

is now available via R6, R3 and R4, causing a collector current of some

12jeA through R8, R5 and R4. The voltage at the junction of R5 and

R8 is thus comfortably greater than the 200mV internal reference of

Cie (which thus acts as a comparator forcing pin 1 low and cutting -

off 01 and 02 - our initial assumption and therefore a stable state).

In this condition the only power -drain is through 03 and IC I,

which together consume about 3000. A few micro -amps pass

through R27 to ensure that IC1b is "cut-off"; this provides a valuable

insurance against offset from the PSG which would otherwise cause

a few milli -amps drain through 04 and the speaker.

Action starts when the trigger input (from say a microswitchi

sinks current from 03 through D1 and Cl. Being inherently lazy, not

much current struggles through R8 resulting in a drastic electron

depopulation at pin 8 to a few piffling millivolts.

This gets IC la understanderbly miffed. as its positive input is

getting an unfair 200mV and pin 1 therefore shoots up in protest.

Transistor 01, shocked at being kicked up its base -side by this revolt

from the normally tranquil pin 1, sucks in sharply - drawing in current

via the base of 02. This opens up the flood -gates of 02 and starts

a 'hole' ugly stampede of restless energy. anxious to break-out of the

confines of their tiny 1.5V cells and sing for joy.

It is the job of 02 to regulate this rush and since the chips make

an unholy noise if they don't get exactly 5V, 02 has this voltage at

its collector, wisely seeing that this will cause 200rtiV at the junction

of R3 and R4 and bringing harmony to IC 1a.

Q3 finds itself starved of base current with +5V on the other

side of R6, and holds an embargo on the supply to pin 8: IC la is,

however, well -satisfied with the supply from R5 and all is well.

The 'holes', having had their emptiness filled by the PSG, re-

appear harmoniously and concurrently on 'Channel' outputs to IC lb.

Channel A develops a voltage across R20, where it waves at the input

to IC1b through R21. Since Channel A usually carries the bass notes,

C5 is used to shunt away the squeaky voices.

If PAO (bit 0 of Port Al is set high under command of the CPU,

02 conducts and falls to a low impedance, shunting the alto voices

away through C4, leaving only the real he-man bass voice. Thus, D2

is a poor -man's switch; D3 does a similar job for rounding -off the

harshness of Channels B & C.

All three channels are combined at R24, then amplified and

pushed through the speaker as a uni polar current. When the Z80 halts

at the end of its duet with the PSG, 03 is brought out of retirement

by demand from R9, restoring the status quo and switching -off power

to the digital circuit (and thus current through R9).

Moving to the digital parts of the circuit, the Programmable Sound

Generator IC6 is an array of 16 readiwrite registers with frequency

dividers, D to A convertors, two I/O ports and a noise -generator. Much

information has already been published about this device (Electronics

Digest Summer 19871and from suppliers (Watford Electronics for one),

and thus will not be explained here

The method of controlling it is somewhatcryptic and will best be

understood by reference to Table 1. This showsthe eight permutations

of the three control lines of the PSG and the corresponding result.

There are only four PSG modes (Read, Write Select and do

nothing); thus there are four redundant combinations. It is usual to

select the last four as listed in Table 1, tying BC2 to - 5V and encoding

BC1 and BD IR from the CPU's IORQ, RD. WR and address lines using

all manner of weird gate and diode arrays.

In this application, since the PSG is the only I/O device and there

is no RAM to write to, the scheme of Fig. 3 has been adopted and the

method of implementing this into hardware is shown in Fig. 4. This

'decoder performs a decode/encode of the data type of instruction

(that the CPU cannot do entirely internally) - read or write from or to

the selected PSG register IIIVOUTtoanyZ80 I/O address), read from

PROM, and select PSG register (write the required register number

(0-15) to any memory address). This leads to very efficient
programming and is part of the reason that a powerful 'interpreter can

be crammed into only 256 bytes. This method was used in the original

prototype.

However, the introduction of the possibility of 'programming' the

non-volatile memory in -situ has led to the amended circuit of fig. 5.

Here, we introduce address -line A15 as a PSG MEMORY select line. A

write of data 01 to address Oxxx results in selection of PSG register 1

for communication, whereas writing data 01 to address 8xxx results

in 01 being written to memory address Oxxx vl you have an EEPROM

or battery -backed RAM in that position!).

A difficulty arises in programming the EEPROM in -situ that may

not be obvious at first consideration. The EEPROM is an ingenious

device that latches the address and thedata, then goes away and gets

on with it. It informs the CPU that it is busy (for typically 10ms) by

inverting bit 7 of the data just written (28161or by use of a RDYIBUSY

flag 128171. The CPU is thus free to go away and do other things and

come back and 'poll' the EEPROM to see if it is ready

When the EEPROM is the only source of telling the Z 80 what to do,

however, what we like to think of as the brains can go a bit gormless,

and so here we use a 2817 with a BUSY output that can tell the Z80 to

'hang -on a moment' via its WAIT input. When the 2817 has written the

data, the 280 continues with the next instruction -a bit like corning

out of a hypnotic trance, unaware that hours have gone by.

With the circuitry just described and the data bus being obvious,

the only part left to describe is the circuitry around IC2. Inverting

segment pins 13,12,11 forms the clock generator. This is necessarily

CMOS to obtain the large voltage -swing demanded by the Z80, and

takes the form of a relaxation oscillator at a frequency of 1MHz. Ceramic

resonator X1 'locks on' when resonated near this frequency. Since there

is only one supplier of this device, it is made an optional extra by

replacement with a link. In this case. the pitch and tempo of the music

is heavily dependent on choice and tolerance of R15 and C2. R17

provides a little bias to even -up the mark -space ratio.

The rest of IC2 forms a Schmitt trigger buffer for the power -up

reset R14 & C3.
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Fig. 2 The analogue circuit of the Polybel
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Fig. 3 Encoding of the polyphonic sound generator bus control
functions

Fig. 5 The digital circuit of the Polybel
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Fig. 6 Component overlay for the Polybel

any work is started. Firstly the slot knock -outs on the.
base (grey) are all in the same direction and will
therefore determine the top (where battery -holder is
mounted) if deciding to wall or door -mount the box.
The lid will only fit onto the base one way, because
of the tongue -and -groove. and therefore dictates
layout of lettering.

The terminal -tags for the trigger and the battery-
holder(s) are best situated on the top aluminium
panel, although some types may have sufficient grip
to hold the batteries in should you wish them to go
underneath. There is insufficient room internally for
them.

Most of the work involved will go into drilling the
holes for the tag -strip if using the cheap one suggested
but you could save effort by investing in a spring -
terminal system as used for loudspeakers (from Tandy
for example).

If requiring a programmable version, you will
need to decide where to mount a Centronics socket.
This could be on the same aluminium panel (with
careful choice of battery -holder). or on the white
plastic lid. This would definitely be easier and ensure
a better fit!

Lay the speaker inside the lid between the
standoffs and mark the position of the mounting holes
with a sharp point. If the size of the speaker (and its
grille!) permits, off -set slightly to one side to allow extra
room for the switches. Remove the speaker and draw
cross -lines between the points marked, then drill out
the five points marked. Use whatever you can find to
scribe a circle on the inside of the lid and cut-out using
a wood -bore, coping saw or sharp knife!

Mount the rotary switches temporarily and
decide on the arc -of -rotation, using a sharp point to
mark where each position of the knob is to be. When
all drilling and hacking is complete, dis-assemble.
clean and dry. The plastic of the recommended case
is too smooth to allow successful dry -lettering. so a

coat or two of dry -lettering fixer is prudent here.

Construction - the PCB
Smooth off sharp edges and corners, degrease and
clean the PCB. Start with the eight wire -links as shown
on the layout in Fig. 6. The one under IC5 must be
fitted before the socket

Fit C8,C9 and then the IC sockets (now it will be
seen how important the choice of 40 -pin holders
was!). If building a 2716 -only version, then a 24 -pin
holder is inserted in the lower section of pad IC4
(towards IC2). not using pins 1,2,27 and 28. This is
not recommended. however, as it limits future
expansion.

The basic switch connections are shown in Fig.
7 and the differences in the programmable version are
shown in Fig. 8.

At this stage it is very wise to do a pin -to -pin
resistance check between the IC holders, using a
coloured marker -pen and a photocopy of the circuit
diagram. Finding open or short-circuited bus -lines
later -on is going to get very tricky!

Now fit all the passive components, IC1. and all
four transistors. Do not fit IC2 to IC6 - it is now time
to test the 'bistable regulator'!

Tests of the board fall into three categories. Firstly,
simple integrity checks, as mentioned above. Every
minute spent here could save hours of anguish later.
Check for such things as the track being cut by the drill -
holes. cracks, solder leaking into adjoining tracks, mis-
read colour codes and so on.

Secondly come digital tests. This will involve
looking for signals with a scope (if available) or logic -
probe and, if necessary. using a special test -program
(more on this later). Lastly come the analogue tests
on the regulator and amplifier.

Analogue Tests
As implied above, it is best to test the bistable regulator
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without the other ICs fitted - both protecting them
and reducing confusion.

Temporarily connect the battery holder black
wire to the 16 -pin header pin 15 without the batteries.
Connect the red to pin 9. Observe that the polarity
of this connector runs opposite to the other sockets
and insert.

Connect a dummy load across the 5V output by
linking R12 (end nearest R9) to OV. Connect a
voltmeter across the + 5V output at any convenient
point, such as across R12. Double-check that IC1 pin
7 is about to receive + 6V (it will fry-up if it doesn't like
the flavour of the 6V!) breathe deep and insert the
batteries!

Verify that you do not have 6V. Briefly touch pins
16 and 15 of the header together. Verify that the
voltmeter reads between +4.8V and +5.2V.

Touch the end of R9 nearest to 105/6 tempor-
arily to OV. Confirm that the voltmeter reads less than
0.2V. When triggered, the junction of R3 /R4 should
be at 0.2V and the base of Q1 at approximately 0.7V.
In the event of difficulties here, refer to the How It
Works section.

Re -trigger the circuit. then connect the voltmeter
across R28 ( + ve nearest Q4). Confirm that the meter
reads zero: If a few hundred millivolts exists here, then
the value of R27 will have to be decreased, perhaps
to 1M5.

Temporarily connect R21 (end nearest IC6) to
Q2 collector and check that the output goes to ap-
proximately 5V. If an oscilloscope is available. remove
the meter and check for oscillations on the output at
R28 when it is at OV and 5V. Disconnect the supply
and all leads.

Now you can continue construction, fitting IC3
first (to provide static protection) and then. carefully.
IC2. Reconnect the supply for the first of the digital
tests.

Connect a voltmeter to IC2 pin 4 and trigger the
regulator. Check that the output rises shortly
afterward.

Check pin 11 for some 2.4V (or use a scope to
check for 1MHz at approx. 50% mark -space).

At this point, you could insert 105 & IC6 and
check the processor activity. However, you may as
well go for broke now!

Faultfinding
If after powering -up for the first time you find the
Philharmonic on strike. all is not lost! A small test
program is given in Listing 1 with documentation
which will check the basic CPU and PSG operation.
However, let me emphasise that the primary cause
during development of repeated playing of ''The
Sound of Silence" was found to be the selection of a
blank buffer!

If no active -low inputs are found on pins 1-6 of
SKT1. the default is to select buffer 7 at address &700
(Bank 1) or &780 (Bank 2). Make sure that you have
something here or else link SKT1 pin 1 to ground and
put in the demonstration tuneware.

The test program reads from Port B (the switches)
and outputs to Port A. You can thus test the basic
digital functioning with a voltmeter. First check that
the +5V is up. If not, lift R9. Next check that the Z80
has not halted (pin 18 low). If it has, this means that
an address line (or possibly a data line) is corrupted,
or PROM is not accessed. Remove the chips and
check for isolation between these lines.

Care has been taken in the test program to
control address bus activity. Check that A0 to A3 are
active (IC5 pins 30-33) and that A4 to A7 (pins 34-37)
remain low. For each of the switch positions listed.
check IC6 for a low.(else high) and 105 for a low (else
active)

Check for activity on IC5 pins 19,20,21 and IC6
pins 27,28,29.

Position 106 105

1

2

3
4
5

6
Bank 2
Option

21
20
19
18
17
16
15
14

38
39
40

1

2
3
4
5

The second part of the test proves that IClb and
Q4 are able to drive the speaker. Briefly touch the
lower -end of R12 to ground: The program located at
&0066 now puts a single tone onto Channel A at
volume and pitch determined by the switches -
softest at position 4 and loudest at. position 1.

Highest frequency is with position 6, Bank 2 and
option. Lowest frequency is with position 1. Bank 1
and no option.

Tuneware
The details of programming 'tuneware' will follow in
not a very long time.

SW1: 1p 12w (stopped at 7th positionl
SW2: 1p 1w
SW3, 19 1w

BAT T1

BANK 1

SW2 BANK 2

OPTION

SW 3

si

SW1

2

6

3

10

11

12
13
14

0-21-

O
0
O
O

8

PL1 (16
PIN DIL
HEADER(

TRIGGER
SWITCH

Fig. 7 The basic switching system and off -board
connections

6 7-12

SW1a T

0 A-

C

OPTION
515/37

THESE SWITCH CONTACTS
USED AS TIE -POINTS FOR
RIBBON -CABLE ONLY

6

o

SW2

8 IPB71
0 7 (P961

6 (P951
0 5 (P84)

4 IPB31
0 3 (P821

2 (PB1I
_e_\_0 1 (P801

PL1

DATA TO PL2
(CENTRONICS)

IF FITTED

Fig. 8 The switching scheme for the programmable
version
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BC2 BC1 BDIR PSG FUNCTION

0 0 0 INACTIVE INACTI

0 0 1 SELECT REGISTER

0 1 0 SELECT REGISTER

0 1 1 INACTIVE INACTI

1 0 0 INACTIVE INACTI

1 0 1 WRITE TO PSG

1 1 0 READ FROM PSG

1 1 SELECT REGISTER

Table 1 Bus control codes

Posn. Function Bits (0-51 Bit6 Bit7

1-6

7-12

M

T

A

C

Select Buffers la -6a

Select Buffers lb -6b

Monitor

Tell -tale

Auto -select

Computer

1 selected

1 selected

OC

CK

Ot
0!C

at
low

low

low

0+C

0'C

Option

Option

OIC

low

Option

laC

BATTERY LIFE AND
COMPONENT CHOICE

Thedrivecapability of Q1 and Q2 was designeldtosupport thecommon

lor garden) Z80 and 2716. However, these are power-hungry beasts.

The first prototype built in 1985 brought forth complaints from the

original recipients that they were buying batteries every two weeks)

Thus the vital R27 was discovered; this should be checked by lifting

R9 and connecting a current meter in series with the supply. With the

speaker disconnected, the running current may be observed as well as

standby current when the Z80 powers down; this should be no more

than 300AA.

Even so, the running -current of a Z80 and 2716 was found to be

some 210mA, rising to 230mA if a higher -speed 280C was used, or

240mA if a 2816 EEPROM was used. Substituting a CMOS processor

saved 120mA, and a C MOS EEPROM some 36mA. IThe CMOS Z80

can drive a non-CMOS prom but the latter may requireextra decoupling

with a small electrolytic.)

The conclusion is that there is no justification for not buying a

CMOS Z80, especially asthe prices are falling now, and the same will

soon be true for CMOS EEPROMS although these can be extra-

ordinarily hard to find.

With both CMOS devices, battery life should extend over two

months.

Acknowledgement is made to John and Judy who graciously

surrendered the world's only Pofybel for dissection!

BUYLINES

MAPLIN: (Tel: 0702 554161) Resistors - 'M' series metal -film 0.6W

1%. C2,C4,C7,C 8-C10 (BX47E3WW49D,WW37S,WW33L,YR75S1

Screw -terminal 1FK16S1, Speaker, box, transistors

CIRK IT: (Tel: 0992 444111) X1 (resonator 16.10003140 -pin DIL skt

128.000401 Battery -holder 101-041041

WATFORD: (Tel: 0923 37774) LM10, AY -3.8910 & booklet.

Be careful not to choose a single -beam socket for IC5 (that is one

that has a central cross -bar) as you will be unable to fit C9 underneath.

There may also be difficulty in obtaining miniature tantalum

capacitors (STC type TA/ 2.2!K 201, in which case you will need to up-

end them.

There is a great deal of variation in the prices of IC1, IC5 and IC6

and it is well worth shopping around: do not go after the high -

specification, high -price LA110B or C, or the high-speed ZBOB or C.

Many readers will have access to PROM -blowing equipment but to

assist those without, a programming service is offered by the author

at the following all-inclusive prices: -

27C16 7.50

28C17 £15.00

PCB £13.00

Contact: T. Skeggs, 36 Wealdstone Place Milton Keynes, Bucks MK 6

3JG.

PARTS LIST

RESISTORS fall NW 5% unless specified)

R1.2 3308

R3

R4

R5

R6,8,9,17

87,14,16,21,23,25

R10,27

811,20,22

R12,13,24,28

815,18,19

R26

CAPACITORS

C1,3,11

C2

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8,910

24k 1%

1k01%

24k

470k

100k

2M2

2k2

1k0

3k9

8208

tantulum

150p polystyrene

470n polyester

47n polyester

- -
22n polyester

100n ceramic

SEMICONDUCTORS

ICI LM1OCL or LM1OBL

IC2 CD4093BE or MC140938CP

IC3 74LS139

IC4 '2716 or 27C16 or 28C17

IC5 280A Or ZEI4C0004 or D 70008C

IC6 AY -3-8910

01-4 1N914

C11 BC108

Q2 2N2905A

Q3 BC179A

Q4 BFY 52

MISCELLANEOUS

BATT1 4 xC-size batteries

LS1 Loudspeaker 8R 2W

SW1,2 2 -pole 6 -way

SW3 1 -pole 1 -way toggle

PCB. IC sockets. Verobox 202. Battery holder. Ribbon cable.

OPTIONAL

Ceramic

Resonator, 1MHz CSA1,0MK

On -off soft -loud

switch 3 -pole 4 -way

Volume Control 20 -ohm iMaplin!

SKT2 Centronics

socket 36 -way

PCB pins or test -points

Speaker grille

Tie -wraps, bases.
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TEST -PROGRAM 008 AF XOR A

009 ED 4F LD R.A Clear refresh register
x0 XI x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 xA 511 xC xD xE xF 008 18 F5 JR 00215 Loop back

00 18 OR 73 DB 00 72 D3 00 AF ED 4F 18 F5 01 7E 00 OOD
01 11 OF OE 21 07 00 F9 75 ED 49 C3 02 00 FF FF FF 00D 01 7E 00 LD BC,007F Clear B
02 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FE FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 010 11 OF OF LD DE.OEOF Data , 14 & 15
03 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 76 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 013 21 07 00 LD IIL.0007 Protect EEPROM from _

04 FF FF FF FE FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 016 F9 LD SP,HL ..address bit Al5
05 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FE FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 017 75 LD (HL),L Select register 7
06 FF FF FF FF FF FF 73 DB 00 70 D3 00 36 08 E6 OF 018 ED 49 OUT (C),C Configure PORT A - 0/P
07 D3 00 18 F2 FF FF FF FF FE FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 01A C3 02 00 JP 002H Start the loop
08 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF OIC
09 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FE FF FF FF O1C ORG 38H
OA FE FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FE 038 76 HALT FF byte was executed!
OB FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF-FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 039 ;

OC FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 039 ORG 66H
OD FE FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF 066
OF FF FF FF FF FF FE FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FE FF FF 066 73 LD (HL),E Select PORT B
OF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FE FF FF FF FF FF FP 067 DB 00 IN A.(00) Get switch data

069 70 LD (HL),B Select register 0
000 18 OB JR 00DH Jump to initialisation 06A D3 00 OUT (00),A Set the frequency
002 73 LD (HL'.E Select register 15 06C 36 08 LD (FIL).08 Select register 8
003 DB 00 IN A,(00) Get PORT B switch data 06E E6 OF AND OFH
005 72 LD (HL),D Select register 14 070 D3 00 OUT (00),A Set the volume
006 D3 00 OUT (00),A Send data to PORT A 072 18 F2 JR 066H

Listing 1 Test program

X0 Xl X2 x3 X4 x5 x6 X7 58 X9 XA xES XC XD xE xF x0 xl X2 X3 XA X5 X6 X7 x8 X9 54 x8 XC xD xE xF
00 97 57 OE BC 59 D9 ED 62 36 OF ED 78 CB 77 CB 87 10 87 78 FE 30 F8 F9 CC El 10 45 25 AE 63 63 63 48
01 20 02 CB FD OF 24 38 FC 18 lE D9 DD 62 DD 68 D9 11 22 18 8F FU 73 b3 63 25 17 SF FO 73 63 63'4D AF
02 DD E9 D9 DI D9 10 OF 28 71 ED Al FF D9 Cl D9 10 12 28 16 8F FO 73 63 63 15 8F ZA FO 63 63 61 13 RF
03 06 D9 7D D9 6F 05 23 23 ED 57 28 06 AO 1D ED 47 13 26 48 AO FO 63 AA 03 49 03 84 3C AF 25 12 SF 87
04 28 EF 97 67 57 86 28 EF E6 OF 4F ED 6F FE OF 20 14 58 86 OF F5 06 FO 6n n6 17 11 RE FO 68 10 HF AD
05 01 R1 5F 23 F9 DD 21 FO 00 DD 19 DD 5E op DD 6B 15 22 FO 7B FC 7A B7 78 AO ED 2E 57 4B AE 21 81 02
06 DD E9 02 ED 49 FF C3 00 00 ED El ED 60 10 CR E9 16 80 15 8F FO 63 4A 63 4R 63 49 27 13 8F F5 04 FO
07 4B 28 04 CB D9 7E 23 05 CB 67 CB E7 28 04 CB 6F 17 611 90 FA 63 63 63 6F 7F Firs 76 F5 OA FO 7F FH 76
08 20 04 36 OD ED 51 FD F9 VD 21 00 04 DD 39 00 D2 18 B7 78 FE IA F9 FA CF E3 F5 08 45 63 48 B2 28 61
09 SC 00 OR 37 71 ED 78 28 0:3 10 ED 79 D9 3F 30 F4 19 47 82 20 63 48 82 30 63 49 H2 16 63 4A 82 3C 63
OA 08 3D CB 67 20 D8 FF 36 OF ED 78 F2 89 00 10 87 14 41I 2E FF 63 19 2F 4D SF C5 57 CF 61 48 2F 61 17
08 Fl 96 3C ED 47 70 D9 OF D9 OE 18 86 EB 2E DO 09 18 FD A5 AE 15 FD 45 AB FC EF 4B 26 63 4D 27 13 8F
OC. SE IF 10 02 29 29 87 02 ED 69 3C 02 ED 61 EB FF IC 9F Fl 23 4E 15 8F 63 48 29 9F 16 BF Fl 23 4D 17
OD FO D8 CO B4 AB AO 90 80 78 6C 60 5A 55 50 48 40 ID 63 C5 4A 25 9F 18 SF Fl 07 132 3C 9E 57 2F 15 F1F
OE 6C BC BC IA BC 70 70 70 62 62 62 28 62 62 62 73 1E 53 82 3C 51 2E 53 2F SF 53 2D 10 81 57 CF Fl 7F
OF 73 73 22 75 2C 75 89 27 27 27 6F A7 Bo 69 38 01 IF FF FF FE FF FF FF FE FE FE FE FF FF FE FE EH 76

Listing 2 The Polybel operating system Listing 3 Demonstration tuneware ET,

FOR UNE

That's what an incredibly small number of people have achieved by contributing
articles to ETI. The rest of us have had to make do with total obscurity and enough
money for a couple of pints. Nevertheless it's all worthwhile and we need your

contributions now!
FEATURES

If you know what you're talking about and it
hasn't all been said before, we want you to add
to our wide ranging and informative features. If
you have a great idea for a feature or two, send
in a brief resume. If you don't have the ideas but
you think you have a commanding knowledge of
a suitable subject area we want to hear from you
too.

PROJECTS
ETI has built its reputation on novel, worthwhile
projects well designed and accurately pre-
sented. If you have recently designed and built a
world-beater we want to hear from you. In the
first instance send us a brief description of your
masterpiece along with a circuit diagram.

Whatever you can contribute to ETI, take the plunge now.
We can offer a modicum of fame and a very reasonable
fortune.

Write in to:
The Editor ETI
Argus House

Boundary Way
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST



THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
SPECIAL PURCHASE

V22 1200 baud modems
We got a tremendous buy on further stocks of this popular
Mester System *2/12 microprocessor controlled V22 full duplex
1200 baud modem - we can now bring them to you at half last
advertised price! Fully BT approved unit, provides standard
V22 high speed data comm, which at 120 cps, can save your
phone bill and connect lime by a staggering 75%1 Ultra slim 45
mm high. Full featured with LED status indicators and remote
error diagnostics. Sync or Async use; speech or data switching:
built in 240v mains supply and 2 wire connection to BT. Units
are In used but good condition. Fully tested prior despatch. with
data and a full 90 day guarantee. What more can you ask for -
and at this price!! ONLY £69 (D)

MONITORS

COLOUR MONITORS
Dacca 16" 80 series budget range colour monitors. Features
include PIL tube, an attractive teak style case and guaranteed
80 column resolution, features which am only normally seen on
colour monitors costing 3 times our price! It is absolutely ready
to connect to a host of computer or video outputs. Manufacturers
fully tested surplus, sold In little or hardly used condition with 90
day full RIB guarantee.
Dacca 90 RGB TTI and sync input for BBC and similar type
interface etc.
Dacca 80 COMPO 75 ohm composite video input with Integral

Dusl 8" drives vAth 2 megabyte capadty housed in a smart caseaudio amp & speaker. for use with video recorder or our
Telebox ST. or any other audio visual use.

Any type only £99.00 (C)
HI -DEFINITION COLOUR MONITORS

Brand new Centronic 14" monitor for IBM PC and compatibles
at a lower than ever price) Completely CGA equivalent. Hires
Mitsubushi 0.42 dot pitch giving 669 x 507 pixels. Big 28 Mhz
bandwidth. A super monitor in attractive style moulded case.Full
90 day guarantee. Only £149 (E)

20",22" and 26" AV SPECIALS
Superbly made UK manufacture. PIT all solid state colour
monitors,compiele with composite video & sound inputs.Aftract-

WRITE FOR OUR EIGHT
WEEKLY BARGAIN SHEET &
GET ON OUR MAILING LIST -

FREE!

ive teak style case. Perfect for Schools,Shops,Disco, Clubs
In EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.

20"....£155 22"....£170 26"....£185 (F)

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
BARGAINS GALORE !

NEW 51/4 inch from £29.95!
Massive purchases of standard 51/4' drives enables us to
present prime product at Industry beating low prices! All units
(unless stated) am removed from often brand new equipment
and am fully tested.allgned and shipped to you with a 90 day
guarantee and operate from +5 & +12vdc, are of standard size
and accept the standard 34 way connector.
SHUGART SA405. BRAND NEW £20.95(B)
TANDON TM100-2A IBM compatible DS £39.95 B)
TANDON TM101-4 80 Track DS £49.95(B)
CANON,TEC etc.DS half heigM.Slate 40 or 80T £75.00(B)
TEAC FD -S5 -F.40-80 DS half height. BRAND NEW E99.00(B)

POWER SUPPLIES
All PSUs 220-240vac input and are BRAND NEW unless
stated. Many types ranging from 3v to 10kv always In stock.
Byte BD301 5vdc @ 1.6a. 12vdc @ I .5a.Perfect for disk drives;
with Molex sockets.Very attractvely cased.Illum. sw. £19.50(B)
Greendale 19ABOE 60 watts switch mode.+5v @ 6a,t12v
1a,±15v @ 1a. RFE and fully tested.11 x 20 x5.5cms. E24.95(C)
Conver AC130. 130 watt hi -grade VDE spec.Switch mode.+5v

15a, -5v @ 1a,..112v @ 6a.27 x 12.5 x 6.5cms £49.95(C)
Bosihert 13090.Switch modeldeal for drives & system. +5,40
6a. +12v @ 2.5a, -12v @ 0.5a, -5v @ 0.5a. £29.954B)
Roma G6/40A. Switch mode. 5v @ 40a.Encased E95.00(C)
Friona G24/5S. As above but 24v @ 5a. E65.00(C)

SPECIAL EXPERIMENTERS PStls
Built to BT's rigorous standards.We have no data so units am
supplied for experimentation. EPSU1:+5v 2a, -12v 1a,+24v

Never before seen price for a 31/2" drive. Standard size believed 1a.+5v fully floating 50ma. EPSU2:+5v 6a,+12v la. -12v 0.5a &
to be by Canon. Brand new and packaged - mint condition! 40 5 others.30-70vdc input.Parts alone value!
track SS. run from +5 & +12vdc with standard power connec- EPSU1 £16.95(c) EPSU2 £9.95(c(
for Only £19.95 or 2 for £34.50(B)

CHOOSE YOUR 8 INCH! ' + FLASH! +
Shugart 800/101 SS refurbished & tested £125.00(E)
Shugart 851 double sided refurbished & tested £195.00(E)
Mftsublahl M2894-63 ciouble sided swItchable

hard or soft sectors- BRAND NEW (250.00(E)

SPECIAL OFFERS!!

31/42 INCH BRAND NEW AT £19.95!!

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL!
Very high resoiution,fully cased.14" green or amber screen monitor with

non -gkarescreen & swivel/bit base. The very latest technology at the very low-
est price! Fully compatible PC type input to plug direct to HERCULES card
outputs.enabling superb graphics and resolution at give away priceell The many

features include aux +5 & 12v QC otKout's to power at least 2 disk drives
or other equipment. Supplied BRAND NEW 8 Boxed. Amber screen

version for £79 or Green for

ONLY £69.00 EACH (E)

AC. 11,2" thick
AC ET RI slimline.Onty 1' thick.
AC 110/240v 11/2" thick.
AC 11,2' thick
Round.31/2 thick. Rot mn 110v
DC 1" thick. No.812 for 6112v.814 24v.
DC 12v. 19 mm thick
DC 12v 12w 112* thick
DC 24v 8w. thick

£ 8.50(B)
£ 9.95(B)
£10.95(B)
£ 9.95(B) -tilti ..,...- .. 111.., II.
£10.95(B)
£15.95(A) Brand new high quality, fully cased. 7 channel UHF PAL TV tuner
£10.95(A) system. Unit simply connects to your TV aerial socket and colou
£12.50)B( video monitor fuming same into a fabulous colour TV. Dont worry
£14.50(B( it your monitor does'rrt have sound. the T ELEBOX even has an

Integral audio amp for driving a speaker plus an auxiliary output
for Headphones or Hi Fl system etc. Many other features. LED
Status Indicator, Smart moulded case, Mains powered. Built to

vIdeo Input .Full data. BRAND NEW £66.00(B) BS safety specs. Many other uses for N sound or video etc.
20" Black & white monitors by Aztek. Cotron & National. All Maintenance free sealed long life, all typo A300. Supplied BRAND NEW with full 1 year guarantee.

solid slate, fully cased monitors Ideal for all types of AV or CCTV 6 volts 6 voits3 amp 'hours
12 volts 12 volts 3 amp/hours E13.95r) Telebox ST for composite video input monitors £29.95(B)

applications_ Standard composite video Inputs with Integral t 9.9!A1 Telebox STL as ST but with integral speaker £34.95(B)
audio amp and speaker. Sold In good used condition - fully tested £ 5.95(A) Telebox RGB for analogue RGB monitors6-0-6 volts Centre tapped 1.8 amp hours£59.95(B)
with 90 day guarantee. £85.00(F) SPECIAL OFFER! NOT suitable for IBM done type colour monitors.

100 amp/hours at 6 volt! Brand new Chloride Powersafe
3VB11. Leakproof with additional snap -on security lid. Perfect

A replacement or backup keyboard for IBM PC. PC -XT or for uninterrupt able power supplies, portable power source,
PC -AT, all In one! It has a switch on the rear to convert betwen caravans etc. Normally costs £801

£39 (C) Epson MX -80 F/T One of the most popular punters around)
Bi-directIonal printing with full logic seeking. 9 x 9 dot matrix for

10 function keys plus 56 on the main bank and 19 on the keypad.
models! LED indicators for Caps,Scroll & Num Locks. Standard NICKEL CADMIUM enlarged,bold.conderised etc. Standard parallel interface. Brand

85 in all. Made by NCR for the English 8 US markets. Absolutely
Ouenty 12v 4ah cell pack. Originally made for the Technlcololor label removed from front. Handles tractorTanfold and individual

standard. Brand new & boxed with manual and key template for
video company. Contains 10 GE top quality D nlcad cells in a Paper. OK with IBM PC and most others. A tremendous buyl

user slogans on the function keys. Attractive beige,grey and smart robust case with a DC output connector. Ideal for portable £129.00 (E)
£19.95(8) Hazeltine Eaprint small desktop.100 cps with RS232 and

cream finish, with the usual retractable legs underneath. A equipment. Brandnew.
generous length of curly cord, terminating in the standard 5 pin Ex -equipment NICAD cells by GE. Removed from equipment standard parallel. Full pin addressable and 6 user selectable

4 for £5(13) fonts. lip to 9.5" paper. Sheet & tractor feed. £149.00(E)and in good, used condition: D size 4ah
DIN plug. A beautiful clean piece of manufacturers surplus. What
a dealt BRAND NEW AND BOXED ONLY.....

F size 7ah
. £59 (8)

6 for £8(B) Centronics 150 series. Always known for their reliabilly in con-
tinuous use - real workhorses in any environment. Fast 150 cps
with 4 fonts and choice of interfaces.

Racal-Recisc real time colour drafting PCB layout system. In- 150-Sti up to 9.5" paper
£199.00(E)TATUNG

PC2000. Big brother of the famous Einstein. The
eludes furniture and huge monitor.Complete ready to gal £3950 150 -SW up to 14.5" paper..
DEC VAX11/750 inc. 2 Meg Ram DZ and full documentation. in

TPC2000 Professional 3 piece system co rises: Quality high Specify whether serial or parallel required.
bra rd new condltlonl £3900

E 650 CALL FOR THE MANY OTHERS IN STOCK
£ 550 INCLUDING DAISY WHEELS.

Lowest ever priced 8 rphz PC -AT 286 clone with 20 mb hard
disk and one 525 360k floppy. Complete with a regular type
keyboard arid very hi -ms 14" mono green screen monitor and
Hercules graphic card. Guaranteed for 90 daysl

ONLY £799.00 (F)
BARGAIN PARTS & BOARDS PACKS
Its stock taking time once more so we have made up slot of our
famous bargain parcels again! These parcels represent the best
value for money available and the greatest bargains of the
century - a real thrill to open them up when you Ind that you
have bought equipment and components (mostly brand new)
for well under a third of our normal low pricelll
Mix of general electronic parts di equipment:
Woe weight for.... £8.95(B) 20 Idris weight for ....£22_50(D)
Boards Parcels for parts recovery:
Partels contain almosi any type of boards including ICs,
memory, logic, passives and vast assortments of parts!

10 board parcel....£7.50(B) 20 board parcel....£13.95(C)

WRITE FOR ITEMS YOU
DON'T SEE, OUR SHOP AND
WAREHOUSE ARE FULL TO

BURSTING!

THE AMAZING TELEBOX!
Converts your colour monitor into a

QUALITY COLOUR TV!!
TV SOUND
& VIDEO
TUNER!

with built in power supply!
Ideal as exterior drives! Only £499.00 (F)
End of ilne purchase scoop! Brand new NEC D2246 8' 85
megabyte of hard disk storage) Full CPU control and Industry
standard SMD interface. Ultra hi speed transfer and access time
leaves the good old ST506 interface standing. In mint condition
and comes complete with manual. Only £399(E)

COOLING FANS
Please specify 110 or 240 volts for AC fans

3 Inch
31.2 inch

Motorola M1000-100 5" black & white compact chassis measur- 4 Inch
ing only 11 614 x 12W x 22D. Ideal for CCTV or computer 4 inch
applications. Accepts standard composite or individual H & V 10 inch
syncs. Needs 12vdc at only 0.8a. Some units may have minor 62 mm
screen blemishes. Fully tested with 30 day guarantee and lull 92 mm
data. E29.00(c) 4 Inch
Fully cased as above in attractive moulded desk 4 inch
swivel. Dim 12 x 14.5 x 26cm. £39.00(C
JVC 751 ultra compact chassis monitor for 12vdc 0.7a. Dim 1
x 14 x 18cm. Sim* DIY data included to convert to composite

MONOCHROME MONITORS

IBM KEYBOARD DEAL

77f112002 2

BRAND NEW PRINTERS

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES
LEAD ACID

SPECIAL INTEREST

resolution Green 12" monitor. Sculptured 9 key keyboard and ,

double sided disk drives. Generous CHEETAH Telex machine.
integral TEAC 5.25 80 track
plinth unit containing Z80A CPU and all control circuits. PLUS 2

1.5kw 115v 60hz power source
other leatures include dual r IBM format disk drive support. Wsyrte Kerr RA200 aulio real time inaq res.analyser.
Serial and parallel outputs, full expansion port. 64K ram and VG Electronics 1033 Teletext Bridge
ready to run software Supplied complete with CP/M, Wordstar Tektronica R140 NTSC TV test signal standard.
and Basic. Brand new arid covered by our famous 90 day
guarantee and backup. Normal price of this unit Is over E14001 DEC LS11/02 CPU board

Our Price ...only £299 (E)

£ 950
£3000
£3750

875
£1500
£ 150

Visit our Shop - Technical help always on hand
plus many un-advertised specials. You can buy a

colour television for as little as £29! Come and
Join the gang at 215 Whitehorse Lane!

MOO
: : : : 5 :: :

MI5   : : : 0 0 
ailb  

-Electronics-

LONDON SHOP
100' of bargains for

callers'
Open Mon -Sat 941.30
215 Whitehorse Lane.

South Norwood,

ALL ENOUIRIES

01-679-4414
Fax -01-679-1927

Telex 894502 Visa
lama

LeA, prices Tor UK Maryland UK customers ADD 15% VAT to total order amount Minima, order £10 PO orders from Government ,Universties Schools it Local ibilivaidies

aracome-mrnanum account order £25 Carnage charges (AI -£1 50 (B).£3 SO (C).46 SO (D)AS 50 (E)Al2.50 (F)A15 (G).Call Aigoods supplied subloot to our

dardard Conditions of Sale and unless °therm es dated guaranteed for 90 days All guarantees given an a return to bass basis We reserve the rigid to change pile*. I

specifications without prior notioe. Orders accepted subtect to dock Ouotatkins willingly given for figher quartibies than floss stated

MAIL ORDER/OFFICES
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30

32 Eilggln Way,
Upper Norwood,

London SE19 3XF.

DISTEL The Original
Free dial -up database!

1000's of Items+Into On Lino
300bd 01-679-1888,120075

01-679-6183,1200'1200
01-679-8769



BI -AMPING THE
MICRO MONITORS

To get the full benefit from the Micro
Monitor bass reflex design described last
month it is preferable to biamp the speaker.
This isn't as difficult as it sounds. If you
have a spare stereo ampifier it's quite easy.

What is required is an active filter circuit which will
match the characteristics of the drivers.

To understand why an active filter should be
preferable to a passive network some of the difficulties
with the latter should be examined. A passive cross-
over is generally required to divide the incoming full
range signal from the power amp and split it into
signals of the required frequency bands. In principle
it's quite easy to design such a filter knowing the
crossover frequency required and the load impedance
of the speaker. In practice the load impedance is just
that, an impedance, and a complex one at that. A
simple filter, even if very carefully designed. will not
operate exactly as required.

The basic problem is that a speaker consists of
both a DC resistance and a complex (mainly in-
ductive) reactance. In more complex crossovers,
attempts are made to compensate for this inductive
reactance with a parallel capacitor resistor network.
In theory such a network will compensate for the
speaker impedance completely, producing the re-
quired resistive loading for the crossover. In practice
this solution is at best partial and the results are very
driver dependent.

Other problems include a deterioration of the
power amp's damping factor as seen by the driver's
speech coil. Although speakers are essentially current
driven devices they operate best when driven from a
pure voltage source (zero impedance). The damping

factor of a power amp is defined as the impedance
of the speaker divided by the output impedance of the
amplifer driving it. As mentioned in the July issue, all
speakers exhibit an electro-mechanical resonance
which limits performance. A high damping factor
effectively lowers the electrical 'Q' of this resonance
improving performance. Indeed it can be shown that
a high output impedance will lead to a hump in a
speaker's bass response. Valve amplifiers exhibit this
behaviour leading many listeners to comment on the
valve's 'woolly' bass.

Having described some of the shortcomings of
passive crossovers we can turn to the advantage of
active type. In fact there is very little comparison. An
active filter is placed before the amplifier and is load
independent. This means that the speaker impedance
can do what it likes, with no effect on the filter's
response. The full damping factor of the amplifier is
applied to the speaker's voice coil leading to a much
better transient response. Providing the speaker's
response is fairly flat at the crossover frequency, the
acoustic response will follow the electrical response
of the filter.

It's easy to adjust the relative levels of the drive
signals to the woofer and tweeter, allowing fine tuning
of the system in situ. This is important because the
ultimate sound of a speaker system depends on the
listening room.

A system with a flat response in an anechoic
chamber will often sound far from flat in the lounge,
because of the influence of furnishings on the sound.
A room with sparse furnishings will tend to sound
harsh whilst one full of soft furnishings will sound
bassy. This is why the speakers that sound so good

Jeff Macauley activates
last month's bass
reflex speaker design
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NOTE
IC1 - 75112
IC11 TL072
551 = SOPIV IA
BRIDGE RECTIFIER

C2
100u
25V

Fig. 1 The circuit for a single channel of the active crossover

at the showroom rarely sound the same when you get
them home! Another complication is that of personal
preference. With an active system you can cater for
all tastes with one system.

As with passive filters, active crossovers are
characterised by their slope. First order filters are rarely
encountered because the slope is too slow. Both
speakers would operate over too great a range.
Second, third and fourth order filters are more
normally found. As well as the slope the is also
important. For audio work the ideal for a simple
filter is 0.7. the so-called Butterworth response.

For this design I have chosen a second order
network. for the following reasons. Firstly a second
order filter uses only one op -amp so that each channel
can be built with a TL072. Secondly although a fourth
order filter is theoretically phase linear this advantage
cannot be exploited without extra changes to com-
pensate for speaker placement. Lastly the phase shift
of a second order filter is less destructive to transient
response than higher orders.

Examination of the response curves of the drivers
allows a fair amount of latitude in the placement of
the crossover frequency and I have decided to place
it at 3kHz. Second order filters exhibit phase
quadrature at the crossover frequency so that. for a
flat response. the tweeter is phase inverted with
respect to the woofer. Also note that, at the crossover
frequency. both filters are - 3db down. Fourth order
types are - 6db down at crossover.

.11111110
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EARTH
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0/P LEFT
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RIGHT

HIGH PASS
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Fig. 2 Component overlay for the crossover

INPUT
RIGHT

The Circuit
Figure 1 shows the circuit of one channel of the active
crossover. The other channel is identical. The circuit
chosen is a variation of the 'Sallen and Key' filter which
has a 'Q' of 0.7. The circuit is based around a TL072
dual biFET op -amp, one in each channel. For sim-
plicity a single regulated supply rail is used, this being
supplied by a standard 12V regulator IC1. Bias for
both channels is supplied by the resistive divider
consisting of R11 and R12 in series. Since these are
of equal value, a 6V biasing point is provided at their
junction. C2 decouples this point to ground at audio
frequencies.

Input signals from your preamp are coupled into
the circuit by C11 which blocks any DC present whilst
looking like a short circuit at AF. R13 ties the non -
inverting input to the bias network via R14 and R17.
The low pass section to drive the woofer is built around
IC11b. The actual network consists of R14,R17.C14
and C15. The op -amp's gain is set to unity by the
100% negative feedback supplied by R18. The filtered
output signal is fed from the circuit to your power
amp's input via C18. This component has the same
function as C11 in passing the audio but blocking
unwanted DC levels.

The hi -pass section. built about ICH& is very
similar. C12,C13.R15 and R16 form the filter whilst
R19 and C17 perform the same functions as R18 and
C18 respectively.

At a pinch you can discard the regulator and
operate the circuit from a PP3. But it's likely to be
expensive, considering the cost of batteries. A better
solution is to use the power supply circuit shown. T1
is any transformer with a secondary rated between 12
and 24V and a current capacity of 100mA or so.
You're likely to have something suitable in your junk
box! The secondary is full wave rectified and
smoothed by Cl before being applied to the regulator.

Since the ripple rejection of the regulator is 60dB
and the op amp's is the same a hypothetical ripple
voltage across Cl of 1V would produce ltiV of ripple
at the output terminals of the IC. I mention this to
show that the components used in the power supply
are quite uncritical and almost any bridge rectifier and
capacitor can be put into service for BR1 and Cl. The
minimum requirements are 50piv. 1A for the bridge
and 100014F for Cl. When choosing Cl. be sure that
the working voltage is adequate for the DC input
you're using.

Construction And Use
The whole circuit, with the exception of the power
supply, can be accommodated on the PCB as shown
in Fig. 2. Ensure that the polarised components are
correctly orientated. When you have finished solder-
ing. turn the unit over and check that there are no
unwanted dry joints or solder blobs. The whole unit
can then be built into a small case. There is no setting
up procedure to follow - if you've constructed it as
shown it should work first time.

In use the crossover connects between the pre-
amplifier and power amp. Some amplifiers will
already have facilities to disconnect the pre and lower
stages. If not you will have to connect the crossover
in the tape loop so that the circuit is fed from the tape
output of the preamp and into the tape or auxiliary
input socket. If in doubt consult your dealer.

For stereo use you will need two stereo amplifiers.
These need not be identical. A minimum power
output of 15W will be sufficient for the woofer
channel. The tweeter will require somewhat less.
However this doesn't mean that you cannot use 50W
amplifiers.

The first job is to unscrew the recess dish on the
back of the speakers and disconnect the passive
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PARTS LIST
RESISTORS (all 1% metal film 'Al/V)

R11-13,23 100k

814,16,17,24,26,

27 33k

R15,25 15k

R18,19,28,29 4k7

CAPACITORS

Cl 1000i, 25V

C2 1000 25V

C11,1718,21,27,

28 10i2 16V

C12,13,15.22,23,

25 2n2 polystyrene

C14,24 4n7 polystryrene

SEMICONDUCTORS

IC 1 78L12

1C11,21 TL072

BR1 50pw 1A

MISCELLANEOUS

T1 12-24V sec, 240V prim mains transformer

PCB. PCB pins, Case, 3 dual phono sockets. Wire Solder

crossover from the socket. The woofers connect to the
appropriate stereo amp and the tweeters to the other.
Note the common earth connection.

Turn the volume controls down to a minimum
when you first switch on. Adjust the woofer chanel for
a comfortable level. Now adjust the tweeter level. To
obtain the best response a source of speech is ideal.
I would suggest Radio 4 (on FM of course!). Once you
have adjusted the controls or the best sound here you
can go on to music. Happy listening!

BUYLINES
A full designer approved kit is available from Bewbush Audio, 47b

Elmer Road, Bognor Regis, Sussex P022 60Z. Price is £29.95, Order

as AFU 1 kit. To facilitate experimentation with active speaker designs

or activate existing designs, Bewbush are also offering the kit with

any turnover frequency between 1 and 5kHz, in 100Hz steps. If you

wish to make use of this option please order the kit as AFU 2 and

quote the crossover frequency required.

ETI

FREE READERS' ADS
Buy, sell or exchange through our free service to readers
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CONDITIONSI  These ads are only for ETI readers not engaged in buying or selling the same items or services

on a commercial basis.
 Ads will be inserted as and when space permits. Insertion in a specific issue cannot be

guaranteed.
 ET' reserves the right to alter or reruce ads whenever this is lodged necessary.

I  All ads are accepted in good faith. Neither the magazine nor its publishers can be held
responsible for any errors in the reproduction of ads, nor for untruths or misrepresentations.
nor for the activities of advertisers or respondents.
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

CLASSIFIED
Nick Peters
0442 66650
Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, ASP, Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.
Lineage: 50p per word (+ VAT) (minimum 15 words)

Semi Display: (minimum 2 cms)
£13.50 per single column centimetre + VAT

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts
All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request)

COURSES

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!
More than 8 million students throughotu the world have found it worth their while' An ICS
home -study course can help you get a better job. make more money and have more fun out of
Irfe! ICS has over 90 years experience in home -study courses and is the largest correspondence
school in the world. You learn at your own pace. when and where you want under the guidance
of expert 'personal' tutors. Find out how we can help YOU Post or phone today for your FREE
INFORMATION PACK on the course of your choice_

one box only')

Electronics Radio, Audio
and TV Servicing

Basic Electronic
Engineering (City & Guilds)

Radio Amateur Licence
Exam (City & Guilds)

Electrical Engineering Car Mechanics

Electrical Contracting 1
Installation

Computer
Programming

GCE over 40'O and 'A' level subjects

ics Name
Address P Code

» Correspondence Schools. 312514 no Si SlAt011 SUIT,/
1..1 01 6,139568 a 0..1.22, 2976 124 nn I Deo EliSea

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure -

without obligation or Telephone us on
0626 779398 (Ref ETI 9/89)

Name Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

 Radio Amateur
Licence C&G

 Micro-
processor

Introduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon T014 9UN

BOOKS

Workshop Service Manuals
v,ae0 Recorder -0250

Most Colour TV. Audio Test Vintage. Arnaleur. etc E6.00

* Please stale Maxe/Mcdelffype with order *
* FREE Catalogue Unique Repair and Data Duldes *

with all orders 0, LSAE iGr your copy

 MAURITRON ELECTRONICS LTD (ETI), *
* 8 Cherry Tree Road. Ch moor, *

Oxfordshire. OX9 40Y.
Tel: (0844) 51694

PCB'S

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS. Low
cost production service: 5p per
square centimetre (less for orders
of 10 plus) one offs, 100 offs.
Enquiries: Watling Wires, 52
Watling Street, Nuneaton, War-
wickshire CV11 6JL. Telephone
(0203) 382296.

TO ADVERTISE IN ETI MAGAZINE
TELEPHONE NICK PETERS ON

0442 66551

TRAINING
HNC in Microprocessor
Systems
A one year full time course, commencing on 4th
September 1989, is offered by Milton Keynes
Skillcentre.

The course includes 20 weeks work placement
in Industry.

This is a Training Agency funded equal
opportunity course and training allowances will
be paid.

Please telephone 0908 670001 for an application
form or write to:

Milton Keynes Skillcentre
Chesney Wold
Bleak Hall
Milton Keynes
MK6 1LX

SkillsTraining Agency

KITS

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
kit, tuneable 80-115MHz, 500 metre
range. sensitive electret micro-
phone. high quality PCB. SPECIAL
OFFER complete kit ONLY £5
POST FREE. Access orders tele-
phone 021-411 1821, cheques/PO's
to: Ouantek Electronics Ltd. (Dept
ETI), 45a Station Road, Northfield,
Birmingham B31 3TE.

PLANS

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs. solar and wind
generators, high voltage teslas,
surveillance devices,
pyrotechnics and computer
graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to
Plancentre Publications, Unit 7,
Old Wharf Industrial Estate,
Dymock Road, Ledbury,
Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.
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FOR SALE LOUDSPEAKERS SURVEILLANCE

SOLARPOWER
Chronar a -Se solar NeCad multi Chrgets rate:

St up 10 1.5 WATTS. No .0cerr sere fof alt the .'ffo
On MOM. so write for FREE sneer Iron

(c;
P.O. BOX 49 DAGENHAM l449 5NY

MIXED bags of components.
£2.50+£1.00 post and packing.
Bargain for hobbyist. Owing to
limited stock. Hurry. Telephone G.
Smith 0635 254648.

8DC85 COMPUTER telephone
boards with UART, PTAs, RTC etc.
Ideal stand alone controller. Only
£12 inclusive. Telephone Steve on
01-701 4331.

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCIENCE LIMITED
525' Desk Dews, 80 II. 0500 F.3400 eacr
3' 0151c 0/94 4 Tk. SSD° C28 03 wr

25' Disk Dride, BO TY, DSDO llsod No wry C15 00 each
525' Oda, MOD 40 bowl n as . . . (3 00 box

027.00 ISO
Dual Dik OM, Pow Sup* 1120.00 wit
Lead to cermet as diss b Dal . 02.00 sich
Scant mods MD 504 5V MN, WI OSA, -s

00M, -WV ESA MOO each
Single Ora Mad (88C Micro 000 Deirs1 C2 00 sach
Dud Data Iced gee lAcro to 2 Da Dridel 04.00 each
Pow lead (MC team to Disk. 01.00 each
Dud lards MC Woo b2 Dell &WM . 02.00 own

£350 each
CO 50 no
EA CO noo
f0.80110
C5 00 1100

88000 CPLI ads .
20pre dl Os petille IC tides

40 -pin el low Roods IC sodas.

°WERT,' WIsoattl Mil *nor WA function

10,0%oanstaniet Minim 12V 44k. 12/
40.41, 14042 014 524,12 40.2A
944 /01A

EA 00 each

0 00 eacn
16.0012
0600 r3

AN awns nor WWI ladad. Add 55461sT to all pnces.
Prices wade maga 162 50p to odds Was £500

5194 en SAE brow Ided Olt or AR we lenb

Dept Ell, 174 Union Road, Curibtldgs, O841SU
Tel: 0223424602

SPECIAL OFFERS

JPG Electronics
Asia. '4 596 WNW ,5121 ,,,,,, meet' film (0249
%new Pr* 56 05seni .km6  44,43 on. fink WO
corliont (200 1,500, 0395
LED's rad or growl 3mm u 5,00, tip 510 0,110,, Itp ppth
Goy Pop 75mm ip earn 05.65 par 1000. 24550 Se, 10.000
Stappop r4c4or 4 glum 12v 75..10 50P0Pts 0195
SAA 1021 0,50,02 0,51,6 bww 0,55 2395
MiniNume FM loraleor 0,94
CoffearapRdwaapacams 141111 times t.nx,yr seoom 60, (4
0000 Pr 2150; MONO 20, 2115 MOW IN i, 50
a 5566501 Cana LED 0.560, new

km bap pl b. rapilabr 11=11- plicugo 9065
65250  Cterral WSW 00.45
WSW OW51105, Met PNP 0326 Per 100
0LS06 Ims 0.01 MOO per ioo
niernawoc reamer 2,50
0000UNVAVFlitsymeommeet0.00.0.0mewit.v.
06051.50560,50161505106551552550,22,115.256/2055
Owl 411100, eftwimass MI lofty Up MOW.. b luny,
006200,2555,11501 /ma _
550r Mr 0665,10,5 156,640052 .

50p
2150

5051 770265 AI 2500c 0056
LIE . eupprome. 2100,03r 0056

0951011,10 05002055.0112 5015,55.
OW sastaami. 0000

0096
°M 5,65066,
Nom ownwit 0=1? do 3,1055c 501a
LW 05560 Mtge Talideser mina f2.50
06450 56,06001 660 unc0 pod 0,550, mild. 2500
CLOW TTL 74 14C70, Inpar .506125 5116 01050105 reams.

Pp. 02 ohms 0 rock...Is
sea Pb 05205116, WIT 02,peied

JPG BaatiaallenA
276 Chatsworth Road, Chsesmdflekt 540 288

Access orders 102461211202 -Cairn welcome

100 WATT poweramps £8.95.
Assembled + heatsink and leads!!
Stereo Demo -cassette +
Datapack. £1.50 coin (p&p) ADS, 1
Regent Road. Ilkley.

A84 ELECTRONICS LTD
It you are buying Electronic Components
elsewhere you are almost certainly paying
too much! Write to us for a free 1989
catalogue and start saving money
(Please send two 19p stamps towards postage,

100 Park Avenue, London E6 2SR
Tel: 01-552 2386

DO YOU WANT
SCOPES  GENERATORS

POWER SUPPLIES
POWER METERS

DVMs  OSCILLATORS
ATTENUATO RS

TEST EQUIPMENT
Contact:

COOKE INTERNATIONAL
Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site,

Main Road, Barnham
Bognor Regis,

West Sussex P022 OEB
Tel: 0243 545111
Fax: 0243 542457

Wide range of items available
Send for lists

WANTED

Turn your surplus
transistors. ICs etc. into

cash. Immediate settlement.
We also welcome the

opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance.

Contact.
COLES HARDING & CO.

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844

SURPLUS ELECTRONIC COM-
PONENTS. Test gear, computers,
amateur, bought for cash. (0425)
274274.

DISCUSS YOUR ADVERTISING
WITH NICK PETERS - CALL

0442 66650

PROJEK SOUND
AND LIGHTING

Supplier of quality speaker cabinets. built
to customer specification if required
Agents for McKenzie, Fane Loudspeakers
and Adam Hall cabinet fittings.

Tel: (0475) 83626
or (0475) 43089 (24 hour)

for immediate quote =

FaJcamillY SPEAKERS
Send for our FREE price list PL18 & Focal

data sheet. All we ask for is a large S.A,E

(260 stamp) or S2 b(li (air) overseas)

.", HIGH TECHNOLOGY

-' LOUDSPEAKER UNITS & KITS

Borne tweeters won senstivity 31 95.5dB
Double voice cod units to v^ive easier desigr lower
DhaSe shin and higher efficency. NEW KEVLAR

cones tor lower colourahon.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.
FALCON ELECTRONICS

Tabor House, Norwich Road, Mulberton.
Norfolk NR14 8JT (0508) 78272

,..opnekors Falcon AtotnIKS

SATELLITE TV

ENJOY SATELLITE TV
DO.INDURSELF AND SAVE
EihinniC itito.hoia not 'MIMS,
Easy ro but from our clam, Sp,
Dope. ,520vers dam corroyrem

C4.68,14494 p4044,4 dare and more

ELECTRONICCONCEPTSUNITO

M.P.O.Box 476 Sainl John. NA
Canada. E2L 325

FREE CATALOGUE Postage M

1.

MISCELLANEOUS

HEATHKIT U.K. Spares and
service centre Cedar Electronics,
(HR). Unit 12 Station Drive, Bredon,
Tewkesbury. Glos. Tel: 0684-73127.

EQUIPMENT

RE -CONDITIONED OSCILLO-
SCOPES. Good selection in stock
at Direct Electronics, 627 Romford
Rd. London E12 5AD, (01) 553 1174.

SWITCHES

VOICE/SOUND ACTIVATED
SWITCHES easy to follow dia-
grams and uses only £1.011. Com-
ponents and P C 13.s avaiiabie
Herrington, 63 Home Farm Rd,
Hanwell, London W7 1NL.

SURVEILLANCE &
COUNTER

SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT

WE MANUFACTURE AND SUPPLY
TOP QUALITY

SURVEILLANCE
AND SECURITY

EQUIPMENT
Includog VHF Transmutes

Autnmanc Telephone

Recorders. Recording

Weems, Bug
Detectors./ Telephone

,4 -Opt a cnnt

Urge of accrssor,
including mracasszte retorter,

rearierS Caltsenet r -era,-

CCTV AND SECURITY
SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS

Write or phone kr a detark,d cafa0g,e ro

ESKAN ELECTRONICS LTD.
DEPT ET, 172 CALEDONIAN ROAD. LONDON. NI

© 01-278 1768

PROMOTE YOUR

PRODUCT IN

ETI MAGAZINE

CALL

0442 66551

TERMS & CONDITIONS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
TERMS & CONDITIONS

Our terms for new advertisers (semi -dis-
play and lineage) are strictly pro -forma
payments until satisfactory reference
can be taken up (excluding recognised
advertising agencies) Cheques and
PO.'s should be crossed and made
payable to ARGUS SPECIALIST PUB-
LICATIONS and sent together with the
advertisements to:

The Classified Dept.,
Argus House. Boundary Way.
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST

There are no reimbursements for
cancellations. Advertisements arriving
too late for a particular issue will be
inserted in the following issue unless
accompanied by instructions to the
contrary. It is the responsibility of the
advertiser to ensure that the first in-
sertion of every series is published
correctly, and corrections must be
notified in time for the second insertion.
otherwise the publishers will not accept
liability or offer any reduction in charges.
All advertising sales are subject to
Government Regulations concerning
VAT. Advertisers are responsible for
complying with the various legal
requirements in force eg. The Trade
Description Act. Sex Discrimination Act
& the Business Advertisements (Dis-

closure) Order 1977.
Full Terms 8 Conditions of Advertising

available on request
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BIRMINGHAM

"SUPERTRONICS"
Speakers, components and test equipment
(new and used) at very competitive prices

Come and see us at
BIRMINGHAM

65 HURST STREET.
BIRMINGHAM B5

TEL: 021-666 6504
9-6pm

EDINBURGH

OMNI ELECTRONICS

174 Dalkeith Road.
Edinburgh EH16 5DX

Tel: 031 667 2611
Open Mon -Fn 9am,6pm. Sat 900,59m
Sono 2s IBp stamps catalogue

TO ADVERTISE
YOUR RETAIL

OUTLET IN
ELECTROMART

TELEPHONE:

0442 66551
TODAY

SURREY

PLS
16 Central Road,
Worcester Park.
Surrey KT4 8HZ,
Tel: 01-330 6540.

Programmable device specialists.
(PALs. PROM's. PLD's etc). Many

other components in stock.

LONDON

OD
FOR COMPONENTS

LOTS OF NEW DEVISES
LOTS OF LOWER PRICES
Phone for our catalogue:

01 452 0161,450 0995 Telex: 914 977
40 Cricklewood Broadway,

London NW2 3ET

WOLVERHAMPTON

WALTONS OF
WOLVERHAMPTON
Established since 1947

Offering a complete range - ICs, transformers.
switches, pots. capacitors,resistors. kits. speakers,
test equipment, books and lots, lots more,

Come and see us at
55A Worcester Street. Wolverhampton

Mon -Sat: 9-6 pm Tel: 0902 22039

LIVERPOOL

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87,93 Dale Street Tel: 051 236 0154

47 Whitechapel. Tel: 051 236 5489

Liverpool 2
THE ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS'

Open, Tues-Sat 9,30-5.30

REPRESENT
YOUR REGION

AND ATTRACT

MORE CUSTOM

LONDON

DIRECT ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONICS COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

627 ROMFORD RD,
MANOR PARK

LONDON E12 5AD
Tel: 01-553 1174

Mon -Sat 10-6 pm/Thurs 10-1pm
We stock a large range of TV & Video spares
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CLASSIFIED COUPON
ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL. CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
DEPARTMENT. ARGUS HOUSE. BOUNDARY WAY, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

L

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No DATER

Or I enclose Cheque/PO £

FOR SALE 7 COMPONENTS - PLANS

Rates: Lineage 50p per word + VAT minimum 15 words. Semi -
display £13.50 per single column cm plus VAT. No reimbursements
for cancellations. All ads must be pre -paid.

Name

Address Daytime Tel. No.

Signature Date

No. of insertions

SERVICES  PCB'S -__ OTHERWISE STATE

1
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Peak Programme Meter (October 1988)
In Fig 4 D21 and D22 should be swapped, C13
should be 100u and have no connection to IC12.
The anodes of D15 and D17 should be connected
to the input of IC12 (negative of C11).

On Fig. 7 the capacitors from top to bottom
should be labelled C10,13.9,11,12.

On the Parts List R15.36 -= 51k. 844,45,46.
49,50.51= 2k7.

Chronoscope (November 1988)
In the overlay diagram for the counter PCB (Fig
3) the polarity of C12 is shown the wrong way
around. SW la -d is shown as SW1-4. In Fig. 4 the
cathodes of LED 8 and 9 are the righthand and
lefthand pads respectively. The cathodes for LED
6,7 are marked as the wrong pin. In the text section
on Battery Operation. Q1 should read Tl. In Fig.
5 SW2 is incorrectly labelled SW5_

Doppler Speed Gun (December 1988)
In Fig. 2 the labelling of pins 7 and 4 of IC2 are
transposed. IC10a Pin 1 and lC9c Pin 10 should
connect together and not to the 5V rail. The positive
terminal of C3 should connect to the junction of
R2/R3. Pin 7 of IC2 should connect to the 12V rail
and not to Pin 6/R1. So the pin labelling of CONN1
runs left -right on the overlay diagram, the
corresponding labelling in Fig. 2 should be 3-1-2,
reading downwards. Fig. 4 is correct in all respects
except for the orientation of Q2 for which the c and
e labels should be transposed. In addition the extra
switch to be seen in the photograph of the prototype
is a hangover from a previous incarnation. Just
ignore it!

Burglar Buster (December 1988)
The foil part of the component overlay for the basic
alarm (Fig. 1) was printed the wrong way around.
It should be rotated through 180° as in Fig. 5.

Rev -Rider (January 1989)
In the Parts List RV2 is incorrectly given at 33k. It
should be 22k as in the circuit diagram. A 'blob'
went missing from the circuit diagram. RV2. R7,
R4. Cl and D3 should all be connected.

In -car Power Supply (January 1989)
Fig. 3 shows the front view of the 317 regulator with
the pin -outs reversed. The photograph, circuit and
overlays are all correct showing the ledge at the
front of the device.

Audio Design MOSFET Amp (May 1989)
For home constructors of the power amp PCB
(Fig. 8). the copper area connecting the negative
of C7. C14 and R20 is a OV 02 connection and
should be linked to the OV 02 copper area at the
junction of C16 and C18+.Hart's kit PCB has a
ground plane and no mod is necessary. Note that
the preset at the bottom right of Fig. 8 takes the
place of an external RV3 rheostat when bench
testing and is not normally required.

Bench Power Supply (May 1989)
In the Parts List, Q3.4 should be BC237 not
BC307 The value in the circuit diagram is correct.

How To MIDI A Piano (June 1989)
In Fig. 5 the connection from pin 19 of ICS
(MREQ) should go to pin 12 of IC7a. not pin 13
as shown. The component overlay is correct

PCB FOIL
PATTERNS

made in England

Metal locator foil pattern

-tic 141

Trembler foil pattern
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Field power supply
foil pattern

Chronoscope auto -reset
foil pattern

Active speaker foil pattern

The Polybel foil pattern
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Please supply photocopies of the following articles from
ETI (complete in block capitals):

Month Year Page (if known)

Title

Month

Title

Month

Title

Year Page (if known)

Year Page (if known)

I enclose a cheque/postal order made out to ASP Ltd. to
the value of £150 per photocopy ordered.

Total remittance f Date

Name

Address

Postcode
Send the completed form and your remittance to:

ETI Photocopy Service
Argus House

Boundary Way
Hemel Hempstead

Herts HP2 7ST

ETI SEPTEMBER 1989

-ccam

Please supply the following backnumbers of ETI.
Note: Backnumbers are held for 12 months only
(complete in block capitals)

Month Year Month Year

Month Year Month Year

Month Year Month Year

Month Year Month Year

I enclose a cheque/postal order made out to ASP
Ltd. to the value of £1.90 per issue ordered.

Total remittance f Date

Name

Address

Postcode

Send the completed form and your remittance to:
ETI Backnumbers Department

Infonet Ltd
5 River Park Estate

Berkhamsted
Herts HP4 1HL sdC - -
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

11'n the next issue of the finest electronics magazine you can buy
In means us!) well be turning up the collars of our ETI
trenchcoats and heading out of the back door into the world of
surveillance. Will be showing you what you can do legally (not
much) and what can be achieved with a certain amount of stealth.
We'll be asking the experts how it's done and finding out how often
it happens - and if it could be happening to you . . .

There will also be the second part of John Linsley Hood's voyage
through the depletion zone, looking at the evolution of the
transistor.

Plus we will be starting a major new series on test gear which
marks the welcome return of Mike Barwise. Mr Chip In himself.

Crammed among these fascinating features will be a package
of prestige projects including an intruder -beam infra -red alarm and
a multimeter design for beginners to whet their irons on.

Besides all these. we'll try to find room for all the news. regular
columns, reviews and comment that makes ETI the indespensible
collection of pages that it is.

THE OCTOBER ISSUE OF ETI
OUT SEPTEMBER 1st

The above articles are in preparation but circumstances may prevent publication

19" RACK CASES
 Suitable tor instruments. nigh quality amplifiers and many other applications that demand strength and
prodesoomal finish * New improved construction and finish tr Black anodisedalurninium front penises  Separate
front mounting plate nofixingscrewsvableon the front and thestOsottheenclosure * Heavygauge frontpanel
set brushed aluminium finish enha.nced with two professional handles * With ventilation slits and plastic feet
* Rear box manufactured from 1 1mm steel finished in black. Rack mountingor freestanding Comes in quick
assembly flat package

Panel Size Rea, Boy Price
Order Code WeightW H (inch) W H D
U101 19x1.75 170 1 5010 2 4kg 26.95
Ur 03 19x 5.25 175.00 10 3.5kg 29.95

U212 19x3.5 17x 3.0x 12 33kg £29.75
U312 19x 5 25 1705,0x12 40kg £31.95
U412 1970 17x65012 46kg £34.95

Ptease add £300 P&P lot the lest item and £1.50 for each add,honal .tern

Please add VAT to above prices Overseas orders welcome.

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD
40 CRICKELWOOD BROADWAY, LONDON NW2 3ET

Tel: 01-452 0161 Fax: 01-208 1441
SOLE UK DISTRIBUTORS

I

BINDERS
FOR YOUR VALUABLE COLLECTION
OF ELECTRONICS TODAY

11.%INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINES £6.20
 SMART  EASY TO USE  TOP QUALITY inc.

To ASP Readers Services.
P&PArgus House. Boundary Way,

Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST (0442 66551) 10 mi.

Please supply Electronic Today International
Binders £6.20 inc. P&P
Total £ (Ptease make cheques payable to ASP

Years Required:

Name

I Address

I Please allow 21 days for delivery.

198 198 198 198

19" RACK MOUNTING EQUIPMENT CASES
This range of 19" rack equipment cases have been designed with economy and versatility as their
objective. These cases are supplied as a flat pack kit with assembly instructions.
The  NEW IMPROVED DESIGN * now features a black powder coat 16SWG (1.5mm) steel front
panel with the rear boa constructed from .9MM PVC coated steel.
All units are 10" (254mm) deep and are available in the following popular sees -
TYPE HEIGHT PRICE
U1 1." (44mm) 19.55*
U2 3" (88mm) 2300
U3 5." (133mm) 21.85*
U4 7" (178mm) 24.50*
*Special Offer Price
DPI !VERY INCLUDED

All prices INCLUDE VAT

Blanking Panels, Racking Consoles
and Rack Cabinets are also available.

Please send S. A E. for details.

* TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME *

TEL: 0275 823983 FOR ACCESSNISA SALES
OR CHEQUE WITH ORDER TO:-

>
RACKZ PRODUCTS

PO BOX NO. 1402. MANGOTSFIELD. BRISTOL. ENGLAND BS17 3RY

ADVERTISERS INDEX
AUDIO ELECTRONICS 23
BK ELECTRONICS IFC
BRIAN PRICE ELECTRONICS 3
CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS 13. 66
EMINENCE 86
GNC 3
GREENBANK ELECTRONICS 40
HART ELECTRONICS 29
HENRY'S AUDIO 23
HOBBYKIT 31
J&N BULL 24
JAYTEE 20
LAB CENTER 3
m-i-B RADIO (WEST) 40
MAPLIN OBC
MERLIN 3
NUMBER ONE SYSTEMS 48
SAGE AUDIO 20
STEWARTS OF READING 31
SUMA 20
TK ELECTRONICS IBC
WILMSLOW AUDIO 3
STAG Insert
SOLEX Insert

1
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KITS & COMPONENTS
ELECTRONIC GUARD DOG

One of the best burglar deterrents is a
guard dog and this kit provides the bark-
ing. Can be connected to a doorbell
pressure mat or any other intruder detec-
tor and produces random threatening
barks. AS you need is a mains supply
intruder detector and a little time.
5K125 £26.00

DISCO LIGHTING KITS

DLBOOOK 8 -way sequencer kit will built
into opto-isolated sound to light input.
Only requires a box and control knob for
complete £34.60
DL -000K 4 -way chaser features b-

directional sequence and dimming 111W
per channel . £21.00
OLZ1000K Um -directional version of the
above. Zero switching to reduce
interference £11.80

DLN1 (for DL & DLZ1000K) Optional
opto input allowing audio 'beat/light
response 80p
OL3000K 3 -channel sound to light kit,
zero voltage switching, automatic
levet control and built-in mic 1kW per
channel £17.00

POWER STROBE KIT
Produces an intense
light pulse at a
variable frequency Of

1 to '5Hz Includes
high quality PCB.
components. connec-
tors. 5Ws strobe tube and assembly
instructions Supply 240V ac Size
80 x 50045
X1.024 STROBOSCOPE KIT £15.00

SIMPLE KITS FOR
BEGINNERS

-Elinc. speaker--.,structions
Sif 1 GO3P =HIM E . iay a tune when ac-

SK2 WKIS7_E SWITCH switches a relay
_ se to whistle cum

£3.90
SK3 SOUND GENERATOR produces
FOUR different sounds. including
poltce/ambulancerfire-engine siren and
machine Qn £3.90

SPECIAL OFFERS ON KITS FOR
SCHOOLS ARO TRAINING CENTRES

- contact Sales Office for discounts
and samples

ELECTRONICS

VOICE RECORD/PLAYBACK KIT
RECORD LED

MICROPHOPK!

AUDIO AMP

HIGH QUALITY PCB

VOICE PROCESSOR

129K MEMORy

'SPEAKER

This simple to construct and even simpler to operate kit will record and playback
short messages or tunes. It has many uses- seatbelt or lights reminder in the
Car. welcome messages to visitors at home or at work. warning messages in
factories and public places. in fact anywhere where a spoken message is an-
nounced and which needs to be changed from time to time. Also suitable tor
toys -why not convert your daughter's £8 doll to an £80 talking doll!!

Size 78x 60x 15 mm
Message time 1- 5 secs normal speed. 2-10 secs slow speed

XK129 £22.50

TEN EXCITING PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS
This kit contains a solderless breadboard, components and a booklet with in-
structions to enable the absolute novice to build ten fascinating projects in-
cluding a light operated switch, intercom, burglar alarm and electronic lock.
Each project includes a circuit diagram, description of operation and an easy to
follow layout diagram A section on component identification and function is in-
cluded, enabling the beginner to build the circuits with confidence.
XK118 £15.00

MULTIMETER BARGAINS
high accuracy Autoranging meter with

Display Hold. Memory features.
AC volts 0-2-200-750 1.2%
BC volts.. 0-0 2-2-200-1000 0.8%
AC current0-2m-200mA 1.2% 0-10A 2%
DC current . as for AC
Resistance, 0 -200 -2K -20K -200K -2M 1%

Continuity. Buzzer sounds at /20 ohms
Size 127x69x25mm

405 207 ......... £31.75

A , 5 range Autoranging multimeter won
45C, 5DC and 6 resistence ranges Only
5x55x108mm. Complete with wallet

405 206.... . . . £19.50

Ask for a leaflet on our range of meters

XK121

£15.95

ELECTRONIC WEIGHING
SCALES vet.'

PNO/CtliuSISIR

Kit contains a single chip micro.

processor. PCB displays and all elec-

tronics to produce a digital LEDreadout of
weight in Kgs or Sts/lbs A PCB link
selects the scale -bathroom/ two types
of kitchen scales. A low cost digital ruler
could also be made
ES1 £7.20

ELECTRONIC LOCK KIT

Don't lock yourself out! This high security IOCk kit will secure doors
to sheds, garages or your front door and the built-in alarm will deter
would be prowlers. Scores of uses including area access preventing

unauthorised use of machinery or even disabling your
KEYBOARD car. One correct 4 digit

PROGRAM PLUG & SOCKET Code lout of 5000) Will

LOCK CHIP open the lock, Incorrect

OUTPUT DRIVER entries sound the alarm
and disable the keyboard

for up to 3 mins. Kit
includes 12 -way keypad.

and operates from 9 to

HIGH 15V (50uA) supply. Will
OUALiTY PCB drive relay or 701 150

ncy riecharism.

PIEZO

BUZZER

TK ELECTRONICS
13 Boston Road
London W7 3SJ
Tel: 01-567 8910
Fax: 01-566 1916

SUPER -SENSITIVE
MICROBUG

VAM.CAP PRIMED
TRANAR,T T ER AEPIAL COIL

sENSI
FC,RE,.4, ...P.-,

11/40111i.'';:'61III5...4 GAIN

...IC,. Cll. ITV
i.saR04_ss OCR *Kt.

Sh OE. RESIST 120 

Only 45 x 25 x I 5mm, including built-in
mic 88.100MHz (standard FM radio).
Range approx 300m depending on ter-
rain Powered by 9V PP3 7mAi ideal for

rve £5 50

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL KIT I

Kw,

Includes all components ( +trans-
former) for a sensitive IR receiver with 16
logic outputs (0 -15V) which with

suitable interface circuitry (relays,
Macs. etc - details supplied) can switch
up to 16 items of equipment on or off
remotely Outputs may be latched to the
last received code or momentary (On dup-
ing transmission) by specifying the

decoder IC and a I 5V stabilised Supply is
to power external circuits. Sup-

ply 240V AC or 15-24V DC at 10mA.
Size (exc. transformer) 9x 4x 2 cms.

which operates
transmitter is the MK18

rates from a 9V PP3 battery
and gives a range of up to 6011 Two

keyboards are available- MK9 (4 -way)
and MK10 116 -way).
MK12 IR Receiver
(inc transformer) £17.00
Mk18 Transmitter £7.80
Mk9 4 -way Keyboard £2.40
MI(10 16 -way Keyboard £7.00
601133 Box for Transmitter £2.80

MICROPROCESSOR TIME
Kit controls 4
outputs inde-
pendently
switching on
ibff at 18
preset times
over a 7 -day
cycle. LED di play of tirnefoay easily
programmed Includes box
CT6000K 49.50

O

XK114 Relay kit for CT6000 includes
PCB. connectors and one relay. Will
accept up to 4 relays. 3A/240V Go
contacts £4.75
701115 Additional relays £1.80

ORDERING INFORMATION. All prices exclude VAT.
Free p&p on orders over £50 (UK only). otherwise add
£1+VAT. Overseas p&p: Europe £3.50. elsewhere £10.00.
Send cheque/PO/Barclaycard/Access No. with order.
Giro No. 529314002. Local authority and export orders
welcome. Goods by return subject to availability.

ACCESS

ORDERS: 01.5678910 24 HOURS



AMAZING LOW PRICE
SOLDERING IRONS Yry

FLAME MASTER
HOT GAS SOLDERING TOOL
Superb Pocket Size Portable Gas

Soldering Iron

FLAME MASTER
5 IN 1 HOT GAS TOOL KIT
Complete with tough moulded to measure case and including:

MULTI -PURPOSE TOOL
* 4 Interchangeable Soldering Iron Tips
* Soldering Iron
* Hot Cutting Knife
* Wide Area Flame Torch
* High Temperature Flame Torch
* Hot Air Blower

GREAT FOR
* Electrical and Electric Work
* Cutting Plastics and Fibres
* Sealing, Bonding and Shrinking
* Removing Paint and Putty

The Flame Master hot gas tool kit has many uses. It can be a soldering iron.
a pencil flame torch, a hot air blower or a wide (flat) flame torch.
You can fit the soldering head with a selection of soldering tips and the hot knife, or you
can fit the flame head, onto which you can attach the hot blower or the wide flame unit.
The choice is yours!

* Interchangeable Tips *

* Powered by Butane Gas
* Simple to Refill
* Temperature up to 400°C (750°F)
* Up to 2 Hours Continuous Use

Post Your Order Navy . . .

Order Coupon Send this coupon to P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR

Quantity Description Code Pnce

Name Add Carriage

If order below £5
Address please add 50p

Post Code Total

50p

I authorise you to debit my Credit Card account for the cost of goods despatched.

Credit Card No.

Access Amex Visa Delete as required.

If ordering by Credit Card please sign

Expiry date of Credit Card

ELECTRONICS

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
Access

*WO
N. aim.

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

0702 554161 +
PHONE BEFORE 5PM FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
All items subject to availability, both items will be on sale in our shops in
Birmingham. Bristol, Leeds, Hammersmith, Edgware. Manchester, Nottingham,
Southampton and Southend-on-Sea.
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